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CHAPTER I 
If ffRODUCT I ON 
The field of heat transfer is well developed for many practical 
applications. There are many analytical methods and empirical correla-
tions available in the literature; these can be directly applied or modi-
fied to suit the application under consideration. The rapidly increasing 
cost of energy and its limited availability demand improved system design 
and operating practices. An improved design will normally result in a 
combination of advantages such as improvement in the product quality, re-
duction in operating, initial equipment and building, and labor costs. 
A well-designed system or an improvement in the existing system can only 
be achieved by understanding the process and developing models to repre-
sent it closely. Thermal system modeling requires a good understanding 
of the heat transfer problem and exact modeling of any practical system 
is usually very complicated and often impossible. Hence, in practice, 
approximations are made which are close enough to the application to 
simplify the modeling procedure. ~·Jith the availability of fast compu-
ters, these approximations are being relaxed more and more towards the 
practical system thus helping in improved understanding of the system 
behavior and system design. 
1.1 Objectives 
The primary objective of the present study is to develop a complete 
1 
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system modeling procedure for a one-dimensional heat transfer process of 
conveyorized solids. This procedure will be applied in the design of 
chilling and freezing processes and calculation of energy requirements for 
hot boned beef processing. At the present time conveyorized freezers, 
which are widely used in the food processing industry, are designed using 
highly simplified models, trial and error procedures, and experimental 
data. Theoretical design procedures that take into account the transient 
heat transfor phenomena are not available. The present study is aimed to 
present a rational design procedure to bridge this gap. This procedure 
involves finding the optimum design and operating parameters which can 
perform the required duty in a given amount of time with the least energy 
consumption. The total system, with the main subsystems, is shown in 
Figure 1. To predict the performance of the total system, each subsystem 
is modeled independently and then courled. To achieve the above objec-
tives, the following models are required: 
1. A heat transfer model for one of the following conditions: 
a. when internal thermal resistance of the solid is negligible 
and the physical properties of the solid and the fluid are 
constant; 
b. when internal thermal resistance of the solid is important, 
but the cooling media can be treated as a constant tempera-
ture; 
c. internal thermal resistance of the solid is important and 
the temperature of the cooling medium varies along the 
le~gth of the conveyor. 
Practical use of the model a is very limited. Models b and c are 
general, have many practical applications, and will be treated for bo.:th 
constant and variable physical properties of the solids. 
-
- l 
-
-
-
-
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2 - 3 
-
1. COUNTER FLOW CONVEYOR 
2. REFRIGERATION OR HEATING SYSTEM 
3. FAN OR PUMP 
Figure 1. Block Dia~ram of the Conveyorized Heat 
Transfer System 
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2. Refrigeration system models based on actual equipment used in 
the respective applications. 
3. A fluid moving system model. 
4 
By properly matching these subsystems in the simulation of the pro-
cess, the operating points of the total system and the individual ele-
ments can be predicted. A parametric study was performed on the total 
system to find the sensitivity of the various parameters. These results 
are useful in designing and operating systems of this nature at their 
optimum condition. 
1.2 Applications 
Most of the solids which are of uniform thickness, but small com-
pared to the dimensions of the conveyor on which they are loaded, can be 
represented as one-dimensional solids for heat transfer modeling. This 
technique can be applied to conveyorized chilling, freezing, and heating 
of one-dimensional solids with any fluid medium by using proper models 
for refrigerating or heating and circulating the fluid, as represented by 
the block diagram in Figure 1. 
A system of this nature has many advantages. They are: 
1. The counterflow design possible in conveyorized systems has the 
highest effectiveness of any configuration and thus is close to the ideal 
system. 
2. The quantity and velocity of the fluid will be uniform over the 
solids, unlike the conditions in chill coolers and freezer rooms. 
3. The velocity of the fluid over the solid surface can be main-
tained at the required value for optimum heat transfer and energy condi-
tions. 
4. The amount of fluid required for the process can be very much 
reduced due to its effective use, thus reducing the circulating energy 
requirement. This wi 11 a 1 so reduce the equipment load in the case of 
chilling and freezing of solids with air by the reduction in power for 
the circulating fan. 
5 
This study has direct application in the design of conveyorized 
chilling and freezing systems for hot boned beef. The hot boning of beef, 
a relatively new process in the industry, has many advantages. They are: 
1. Reduced energy requirement by processing only the edible portion. 
2. Reduced process time, faster throughput, and less inventory. 
3. Reduced fan energy for circulating the cool air. 
4. More efficient refrigeration system design. 
5. Reduced cooling and freezing space and thus reduction in the 
building cooling load. 
The present study explains the various controlling factors and the 
influence of various parameters in the design of such a system. It also 
quantifies the above advantages compared to the cold processing and sets 
guidelines for designing optimum systems for chilling and freezing of hot 
boned beef. 
The present method and models can be used in other conveyorized heat 
transfer applications, and the models can be used with additional con-
straints in the design of optimum systems. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A brief description of the literature related to the heat transfer 
models which can be applied to the conveyorized heat transfer processes 
is considered here. Literature concerning cold process chilling and 
freezing is explored. The temperature dependence of the physical proper-
ties of the beef and the availability of the data is explained. The 
available literature for modeling the refrigeration system and the con-
veyor system is outlined. 
2.1 Heat Transfer Models 
An abundance of literature is available for describing the heat 
transfer between a solid and a fluid, where the governing equations are 
linear and homogeneous [l, 2, 3, 4]. Nonlinear and/or nonhomogeneous 
problems are addressed independently [5, 6] and there is no general 
method to solve them. Some of the problems associated with these models 
are explained in Section 3.1. There are two types of heat transfer prob-
lems which are studied here for the present application. They are for 
(a) constant physical properties of the solid, and (b) variable physical 
properties of the solid. 
6 
2.1. 1 Literature Applied to Solids With 
Constant Physical Properties 
7 
The complexity of the model depends upon the magnitude of the physi-
cal properties of the solid, fluid, and the process which is explained in 
Section 3.1.1. The simplest model for Bi < 0.1 is given by model Al in 
Section 3.1.1.1. The requirements to meet this criterion are explained 
in the Handbook of Heat Transfer [4]. This model uses the following sim-
ple energy balance equation with evaporation and radiation neglected. 
~ = hA{ts - t=) + Evaporation + Radiation { 2. 1 ) 
For chilling beef, the equation above is used by Bailey [7] and Levy 
[8] to calculate the rate of cooling in chill rooms. In designing the 
equipment for chill rooms, the average product load and the peak load were 
taken from the ASHRAE Handbook and Product Directory, Applications Volume 
[9]. This procedure was adequate due to the slow and uneven rate of 
chilling. Using the hot processing method, the rate of chilling can be 
increased considerably due to the thinness of the cuts. The chilling rate 
can be further increased by adopting a conveyorized system which also 
makes the chilling rate more uniform. The fast rate of chilling necessi-
tates the development of more complex models which can account for the 
internal thermal resistance of the beef. 
Heldman [10], Comini and Bonacina [11], Klein et al. [12], Fikiin 
[13] and Bonacian and Comini [14] used the one-dimensional heat transfer 
equation with constant heat transfer coefficient and fluid temperature to 
predict the freezing time which takes into account the internal thermal 
resistance of the beef. This type of heat transfer model for c6nstant 
physical property applications of solids is available in the literatur~ 
as the Heisler charts [15], or as the Fourier solution [l, 2, 3]. This 
is reformulated and explained with the assumptions and applications in 
model A2 of Section 3.1.1.2. 
8 
For the present application, a more general model is required which 
can be adapted for variable fluid temperature and variable heat transfer 
coefficient along the length of the conveyor. This was developed and is 
outlined with the assumptions and applications in model A3 of Section 
3.1.1.3. 
The following literature was used for selecting and checking some 
of the parameters in the chilling process. Cutting [16] provides the 
various requirements of the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) and other governmental agencies to be met during the chilling pro-
cess. He also tabulated [17] the usual air temperatures, velocities 
used, cooling times, and evaporation loss for various methods. The 
ASHRAE Handbook and Product Directory [9], Sulzbacher [18], and Watt and 
Herring [19] give the maximum (deep round), average carcass, and the 
minimum (chuck surface) temperatures versus time for various chi 11 ing 
conditions. Bailey [20] and the ASHRAE Handbook [9] describe various 
parameters used in the commercial refrigeration design of chill rooms 
for chilling beef sides. Bailey [7] and Levy [8] give some of the fac-
tors which affect the rate of cooling and evaporation loss. Hodgson [21] 
provides air velocity distributions in carcass-chill rooms. Lovett 
et al. [22] and Radford [23] provide the data on weight loss. Radford 
et al. [24] provide a mathematical model for heat and mass transfer dur-
ing chilling of meat for slow chilling rates. 
2.1.2 Literature Applied to Solids With 
Variable Physical Properties 
9 
Solids whose physical properties vary with temperature are treated 
in this section. This type of problem can be handled best by numerical 
techniques. A suitable scheme can be chosen according to the type of 
data available and the apolication under consideration. Some of the fre-
quently used procedures for heat transfer problems are explained by 
Ozisik [3]. 
During the process of freezing beef, the physical properties vary 
considerably and their temperature dependence is no longer negligible. 
In the cold processing method, the product is boxed and the boxes are 
loaded on pallets ih the freezer rooms [9]. In designing the equipment 
·for freezer rooms, the average product load, and the peak product load 
determined from the experiments are used [25, 26]. Earle [27] provides 
experimental data for freezing times of boneless boxed beef in air. 
To predict the freezing time, Comini and Bonacina [11, 14], Fleming 
[28, 29], Heldman [10], Goodrich [30], and Cullwick and Earle [31] used 
numerical techniques and solved the one-dimensional heat transfer equation 
with a constant heat transfP.r coefficient and fluid temperature. Comini 
and Bonacina [11, 14] and Heldman [10] used the Crank-Nicolson analysis 
to solve the problem. The same approach for the freezing problem is 
followed in the present study ~ecause of its easiness and the availability 
of data for comparison. The above literature is used for the development 
of a method for the design of a conveyorized freezing system, which can 
be adopted for the variable fluid temperature and heat transfer coeffi-
cient along the length of the conveyor. This was developed and outlined 
with the assumptions and applications in model 82 of Section 3.1.2. 
10 
2.2 Physical Properties of Beef 
The physical properties of several food materials have been deter-
mined by many investigators and are given in [32]. Mellor and Seppings 
[33] explained the importance of thermal physical data in the design of 
a refrigerated food chain. He provides an equation to predict the en-
thalpy as a function of temperature and the mass fraction of water 
frozen at different temperatures. Heldman [10] developed methods for 
theoretically estimating the thermal conductivity, frozen fraction of 
water, enthalpy and thus the specific heat for the food materials whose 
properties .depend on temperature. r-lorley [34] tabulated the experimental 
data for many meat products and gave the references of the original work. 
For beef, the data developed by Riedel [35] is generally used in the 
related work. 
For beef, the density is a very weak function of temperature over 
the required range of temperature [34] and is normally treated as a con-
stant. Above the freezing temperature, thermal conductivity and specific 
heat are also weak functions of temperature and are usually treated as 
constant for chilling applications. Food materials normally contain a 
large quantity of water [32, 34] and the fraction of water frozen varies 
with the tem!)erature. Therefore the apparent specific heat in a finite 
temperature interval, which is the ratio of change in enthalpy to change 
. in temperature of that interval, is used by most of the investigators for 
freezing process calculations. Thermal conductivity is also a strong 
function of tempera tu re over the freezing range [34]. In the present 
study, for the physical properties of beef, the same guidelines as 
explained above are used and they are given in Appendix B. 
11 
2.3 Refrigeration System and Conveyor Models 
Stoecker [36] explains a procedure to simulate a refrigeration sys-
tem using the characteristics of the individual components of the system. 
The ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals [32] gives the effect of evaporating 
and condensing temperatures on the requirement of the theoretical horse 
power per ton. The ASHRE Handbook, Equipment Volume [37] describes the 
characteristics of the individual components of different refrigeration 
systems and a method for balancing components of the refrigeration sys-
tem. Some of the procedures and data for modeling the conveyor and the 
duct ~>Jork are given in [38] and [ 4]. McQui ston and Parker [39] give the 
procedure for estimating the far. horsepower required to circulate air. 
The energy required by the fan for circulating the air is a strong func-
tion of the air velocity. The heat transfer coefficient which governs 
the energy transfer between the solid and the fluid is also a strong 
function of velocity of the fluid. Therefore the heat transfer coeffi-
cient correlation, which relates the heat transfer coefficient to veloc-
ity, should be chosen carefully. It is discussed in Appendix C with the 
related literature. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPME~T 
The design of a conveyorized heat transfer system requires three 
subsystem models; they are shown by the block diagram in Figure 1, Chap-
ter I. They are (a) the heat transfer model for the energy exchange be-
tween the solid on the conveyor and the fluid, (b) the refrigeration or 
heating system model which controls the temperature potential, and (c) 
the fan or pump model which controls the pressure potential for circula-
ting the fluid. 
Heat transfer between solids and fluids vary in many different ways 
in practical situations. These processes can be idealized with reason-
able assumptions, so that the existing mathematical tools can be applied 
to model the process. Some of the modeling procedures are available in 
the literature and have to be reformulated for the present application. 
Some applications demand improved models which do not exist in the liter-
ature and they will be develo[)ed. In the present study, the heat trans-
fer models will be developed for general application and the other 
subsystem models will be developed for the application of chilling and 
freezing of hot boned beef. 
3.1 Heat Transfer Models 
It is known from thermodynamics and the design procedures for heat 
exchangers that a counter flow configuration is the ideal design and it 
12 
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has the highest effectiveness. Therefore, a counterflow conveyorized 
system is considered. This type of system has two main energy inputs, 
one for creating the temperature potential, and the other for creating 
the pressure potential for maintaining the circulation of the given quan-
tity of fluid at the required velocity. Both of the energy inputs are 
required for energy transfer between the solid and the fluid. The second 
energy source governs the heat transfer coefficient. The rate of energy 
transfer can be increased by increasing the temperature potential or by 
increasing the heat transfer coefficient. In designing a system of this 
nature, it is necessary to find the optimum combination of these two pa-
rameters--that which will require the minimum total energy input to per-
form the required duty. The influence of the temperature potential and 
the heat transfer coefficient on energy transfer between the solid and 
the fluid are nonlinear and strongly depend on the physical properties 
of the solid and the fluid. The main problem in the heat transfer model 
of a conveyorized system is to determine the effective temperature poten-
tial between the solid and the fluid at every section of the conveyor, 
which governs the energy transfer. Therefore the following models of 
practical importance discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, will be 
considered. The assumptions in all the models are: 
1. the solid pieces can be represented by an average thickness, 
2. the heat transfer is only in one dimension, and 
3. the presence of the conveyor is negligible. 
Other assumptions will be stated with the particular model under 
consideration. 
14 
3.1.l Solids with Constant Physical Properties 
There are many applications in practice where the physical proper-
ties of the solid vary so little with the temperature that they can be 
treated as constant. This simplifies the modeling procedure and the 
amount of calculations considerably. The modeling procedure also depends 
upon the magnitude of the physical properties of the solid, the heat 
transfer coefficient, and the temperature potential. The nondimensional 
moduli of Biot and Fourier can be used for classifying the modeling 
procedures. The Biot modulus represents the ratio of internal resistance 
to surface resistance for energy transfer to or from the solid and the 
Fourier modulus represents the ratio of conduction of heat to the rate of 
storage of energy. The limitations and applications of different models 
are described below. 
3. 1.1.2 Model Al: For Negligible Internal Resistance Applications 
(or for a Thermally Thin Wall, Bi < 0.1). A thermally thin solid has 
negligible internal resistance to support temperature gradients and as 
such, instantaneous temperatures are uniform throughout the solid. Cri-
teria for thermal thinness depend on material properties, thickness, 
boundary conditions, and exposure time. Roughly, for plane geometry and 
the convection boundary condition, the thin wall approximation is valid 
for Bi < 0.1. This limit does not constitute strict criteria because it 
ignores the aforementioned time effect. The exact requirements for the 
thermally thin wall criteria are explained in Reference [4]. 
If the thin wall approximation is valid and the heat transfer co-
efficient is constant, the heat exchanger equations for effectiveness of 
15 
the various flow configurations can be used. This will give (a) the 
final outlet temperature of the fluid, (b) the time required for the 
process, from the known initial conditions of the fluid and the solid, 
and the required final average temperature of the solid. Application of 
this model ·is limited in practice. The mode 1 i ng procedure is given in 
Appendix D. 
3.1. l.2 . Model A2. Constant Jemperature Pluid Media Environment. 
At high heat transfer rates between solids of relatively low thennal 
conductivity (for Bi> 0.1) and a fluid, the energy transfer is not con-
trolled by the surface temperature of the solid and the bulk average 
temperature of the fluid alone. The internal resistance of the sol id 
must also be properly accounted for in calculating the energy transfer. 
The surface temperature of the solid is far different from the bulk 
average temperature of the solid and is proportional to its thermal re-
sistance. A constant temperature fluid medium environment is valid in 
the following cases: 
1. Applications requiring a large quantity of fluid and a fast cir-
culation rate which results in a very small change in the fluid tempera-
ture. 
2. Applications which use the latent heat of the fluid for energy 
transfer and result in very little or no change in the fluid temperature. 
The mathematical statement of the problem is as follows: The prob-
lem is represented in Figure 2 for the case of cooling a solid with a 
constant temperature fluid. 
The governing differential equation is: 
t 
w 
a: 
:::::> 
~ 
a: 
w 
a. 
~ 
w 
I-
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AVERAGE SOLID TEMPERATURE t 
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•• 
Figure 2. Schematic of the Temperature Profile and the Flow of 
the Two Streams for Constant Temperature Fluid 
Media 
The boundary conditions are: 
at(x,e) 
ax 
= 
x=O 
1 
= 0 
dt{x,e) 
ao 
-K at{x,e) I = h[t{L,e) - t,J 
ax x=L 
The initial condition of the solid is: 
t. = f(x) 
1 
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(3 .1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
This problem is linear and homogeneous. The following two cases, which 
are of practical importance, are considered. 
Case 1: The solution to the above problem is available in Refer-
ences [l, 2, 3] in different forms and these are used in deriving and 
checking the following form of solution, which is explained in Appendix 
A~ 
t{x,e) = t + 
00 1 00 2 E 
m=l 
_Ll J L ( f ( x ' ) - t ) cos a x ' d x ' l 
x'=O oo m ~ 
cos f3 x 
m 
cos2 f3 L 
m 
(3.5) 
where the su1TU11ation is taken over all the positive roots of the transcen-
denta 1 equation 
(s L) tan (s L) = Bi m m (3.6) 
If the function f(x) is simple, the integration can be done analy-
tically. But in some cases it may not be possible to represent it by a 
simple function, then the integration has to be carried out numericalJy. 
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The average temperature of the solid can be computed using the following 
equation. 
t(a) = ~ J L t(x,e) dx 
x=O 
Case 2: The solution to the above problem with constant ti is 
explained in Appendix A and is given by: 
(3.7) 
2 Sm x 00 -a.s e Bi cos t(x,e) = t + 2(t. - t ) E e m 
00 1 00 
m=l (Bi 2+ s; L2 +Bi) cos Sm L 
(3.8) 
The mean temperature of the solid is given by: 
2 2 
-a.S 8 
t(e) 2(t. - t ) 00 e m Bi l = t + (3.9) 00 1 00 E (Bf2+ 2 L2 2 L2 m=l Sm +Bi) Sm 
The final required average temperature of the solid and thus the 
amount of energy transfer are known from the problem statement. The 
above equation can be used to calculate the time required for the pro-
cess. The solution of Equation (3.9) is given in Figure 3. It can be 
used as follows: 
Biot number is calculated from 
Bi : hl/k 
The energy ratio is calculated from 
Fo is read from Figure 3. 
The time required for the process is given by 
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Figure 3. Dimensionless Heat Flow From a Wall Exposed to a Constant Temperature 
Fluid Media Environment 
__, 
l.O 
2 
o = Fo * L /o. 
The computer programs for solving Equations (3.6) and.(3.8) are 
given in Appendix H. 
3.1.1.3 Model A3: Variable Temperature Fluid Media Environment. 
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This model is of the highest practical importance due to its flexibility 
for adoption to many practical cases. It is applicable to the cases 
where the internal thermal resistance of the solid is important, as in 
model A2. In many of the conveyorized heat transfer applications, the 
fluid temperature changes along the path of the conveyor. The fluid tern-
perature is important in the calculation of energy transfer and the 
energy required by the thermal system which provides the temperature 
potential for energy transfer. Therefore the variation of fluid tempera-
ture along the length of the conveyor should be properly represented. 
This model can be used in the following applications: 
1. The energy exchange between the solid and the fluid results in 
change of temperature of the fluid. 
2. The processes in which different fluids are used at different 
times and which change the heat transfer coefficient. 
3. When the fluid properties are functions. of its temperature. 
The mathematical statement of the problem is as follows: The prob-
lem is represented in Figure 4 for the case of cooling a solid with a 
fluid. The temperature of the fhdd increases with the energy input from 
the so 1 id. 
The governing differential equation, the first boundary condition, 
and the initial condition are the same as given by Equations (3.1), (3.2) 
and (3.4) in model A2 of this section. 
t AVERAGE SOU D TEMPERATURE t 
w 
a:: 
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I-
<X 
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88n 
0 2 n-1 n N 
_ _,.,.~TIME 
Figure 4. Schematic of the Temperature Profiles and the Step Function 
Approximation of the Cooling Fluid 
The second boundary condition is: 
21 
-K at(x,e) 
ax (3.10) 
x=L 
The above equation is nonlinear and nonhomogeneous. The fluid tem-
perature t depends upon the ratio of the flow capacity rates of the two 
00 
streams and the temperature distribution in the solid. Because the fluid 
temperature can vary over a wide range resulting in a nonlinear tempera-
ture profile along the conveyor length, it cannot be represented by a 
single general function. Therefore, a complete closed form solution is 
not possible for this case. The next step is to divide the length of the 
conveyor into many sections and solve the problem stepwise with reason-
able approximations at each step. The fluid temperature and heat trans-
fer coefficient are made stepwise constant. The step function 
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approximation of the cooling fluid temperature profile is shown in Fig-
ure 4. This reduces the problem to the linear, homogeneous case which 
has a solution in the form of Equation (3.5) and can be written at the 
nth step [bounded by sections (n-1) and n] as 
where 
t(x,e) [ 
00 
-as2e 
= t + 2 ~ e m 
00n m=l 
tfl (f(x')-
x'=O 
t ) cos (B x') dx 1 } 
oo m 
n 
0 < e < 1:::.e 
- n 
and f(x) = t(x, 1:::.en-l) 
when n = 1 
cos 13 x 
m 
(3.11) 
= temperature distribution in the 
solid before entering the conveyor. 
The initial temperature distribution in the solid is known and it 
will be a constant. The cooling fluid temperature and the quantity of 
the cooling fluid used are governed mainly by the total system and the 
process. The final temperature distribution in the solid is fixed by 
the process requirements and normally the thermal average temperature 
of the solid is fixed. The process calculation has to be started at 
section 0 by assuming t 00 , as the final temperature distribution in the 
l 
solid is not known at section N. This is because t 00 is normally 
1 
unknown; instead t 00 , the temperature of the entering fluid, is known. 
N 
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Figure 5 shows a general step bounded by the (n-l)th and the nth sections 
on the conveyor. 
.. FLUID rt•n+I 
I -
... 
SOLID ~t~n 
• I 
n-1 n 
Figure 5. A General Section on the 
Conveyor 
The following energy balance Equation (3.12) is used for calculating 
the fluid temperature at the next step. 
Liq = qn-1 - q 1t:here 1 < n < N n - -
. 
= Mb Cb (tb - t ) b n-1 n 
= M ca ( (., - too ) a 
n n+l 
Let R = (1:1b Cb)/(r•\ Ca) 
t = t R(tb - f ) (3.12) 
00n+l 00 bn n n-1 
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By successively using Equations (3.11) and (3.12) for a fixed ratio 
of thP flow capacity rates of the two streams R, at every section on the 
conveyor, the final inlet temperature of the fluid can be calculated. 
There are actually two items to be matched. One is the cooling time 
required to achieve the final average temperature of the sol id which fixes 
~e and the other is the entering fluid temperature. The calculations are 
repeated by suitably adjusting t 00 until these two items are matched. 
l 
Tile heat transfer coefficient can also change from step to step on 
the conveyor either due to change in fluid properties or due to change in 
the cooling fluid itself. This changes the Biot number and thus the 
roots of the transcendental Equation (3.6). Therefore the correct Biot 
number and the .corresponding roots should be used for the evaluation of 
the temperature dist'ribution at each section. 
The integration in the temperature distribution Equation (3.11} has 
to be performed numerically if either the temperature distribution at the 
earlier step is complex or h is changing from step to step. In the fol-
lowing case, the integration in Equation (3.11} can be done analytically. 
The constraints are: 
1. The heat transfer coefficient is constant over the entire length 
of the conveyor. 
2. t 00 is stepwise constant. 
3. The initial temperature of the solid is constant, i.e., 
t. = t = f(x} = constant 
1 b. 
1 
This is a practically important case where the solid entering the con-
veyor is at a constant temperature and for processes when the heat trans-
fer coefficient can be assumed constant over the entire length of the 
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conveyor. The temperature distribution equation is the same as Equation 
(3.11), except f(x) is constant for the first step. 
At the end of Step 1: 
co 
too ) L 
l m=l 
L 
t(M:i 1) = t J t(x,M)l) dx 
x=O 
= t 00 + 2Bi { tb. - t 00 ) L 
1 1 l m=l 
2 
-a.s 60 
e m l 
Now tco can be calculated using the Equation (3.12). 
2 
cos s x 
m 
cos S L 
m 
(3.13) 
l 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
In Step 2, f(x) = t(x,fle1·), and t are used in calculating 002 
t(x,(601 + !le2)), t(M>1 + Lle2) and t 003 • The procedure is repeated for 
all steps of the conveyor. 
In general, for any section n 
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n 
t{x,( E 601)) = t I=l 00n [ n l + 2B i E t I=l 00(n-I) - t l 00(n-I+l) 
2 I l -af3m ( 68( n-k+ 1)) 00 k=l cos 
m! l _e_( B_;_2_+---::f3;=-, -L-=-2-+_B_i -) cos :: : }] (3.16) 
where 
l < n < N 
t. = tb. = t = constant i nitia 1 temperature 1 00 
1 0 
of the solid 
n 
[ n 1 t( L: 60I) = t + 2Bi L: t too 00 I=l 00(n-I) {n-I+l) I=l n 
2 I 
-a8 ( ' A0 -k+l) l 
Imil 
m k=l n e~\2 (si 2+ e; L2 + Bi) 1 (3.17) 
t 00 can be calculated using Equation (3.12). 
n+l 
Although Equations (3.16) and (3.17) do not need numerical integra-
tion, the calculations have to be done step by step for each section of 
the conveyor since t 00 1 s at all earlier steps are required for calculating 
the next step. Some of the identities used in deriving Equations (3.13) 
to (3.17) are given in Appendix A. 
3.1.2 Solids with Variable Physical 
Properties 
There are many applications in practice where the physical proper-
ties of the solid vary considerably with temperature and cannot be 
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treated as constant. In this section two models similar to model A2 and 
model A3 of the previous section will be considered due to their practi-
cal importance. A model similar to model Al of the previous section 
cannot be developed and no nondimensional modulus can be used due to the 
temperature dependence of the physical properties of the solid. 
The Crank-Nicolson method used by Comini and Bonacina [11, 14] and 
Heldman [10] was used in the following study. The limitations of Plank's 
equation and its later modification are explained in [11, 9]. The 
results published in [10] and the Plank equation are used to check the 
present model. 
3.1.2. l Model Bl: ·Constant Temperature Fluid Media Environment. 
The applications of this model are similar to those of model A2 of the 
Section 3.1.1.2. 
The mathematical statement of the problem is as follows: The prob~ 
lem is represented in Figure 2 for the case of freezing a solid with a 
constant temperature fluid. 
The governing differential equation is: 
_J_[K(t) at{x,e)J = P C(t) at(x,e) 
ax ax ae 
The boundary conditions are: 
l ) at ( x. 8) I = 0 
ax x=O 
h 2) at(x,e) ax +flt'"" (t(L,e) x=L r-\1./ 
The initial condition of the solid is: 
ti = f(x) 
t ) = 0 
00 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
( 3. 21) 
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Using the Crank-Nicolson method, Equation (3.18) can be written as: 
where 
n = 0 to N 
N = the number of time increments 
i = l to L~ + 1 
Lx = the number of sections on the solid 
K+ = +~+(1/2)! = Kl (t~+l + t~)/2l 
K- = +~-(1/2)i = K l(t~ + t~-1 )/2! 
Rearranging Equation (3.22) gives 
where 
-P K+ n+l 
t; + 1 
+ P C(tn) t~ 
1 
The boundary conditions (3.19) and (3.20) reduce to 
l) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
where 
2) 
Q(t) = 2 · ~x • h/K(t~) 
1 
The change in enthalpy from time n to n+l for the element i is 
DH; (n+l) = Cl tt1 - t~ l 
where 
t~+l 
c 1 J 1 C(t.) dt = (t~+l - t~) n , 1 1 t. 
1 
The total enthalpy change from time 0 to N for the element i is 
TOH. = 
1 
N 
L: 
n=l 
DH. ( n) 
1 
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(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
The total enthalpy change from time 0 to M for the entire section is 
TDHTA(H) = [l(TDH1 + TDH(Lx+l))/21 
+ L~x2 TOH; ~x (3.28) 
3.1.2.2 Model B2: Variable Temperature Fluid Media Environment. 
The applications of this model are similar to model A3 of Section 3.1.1.3. 
The mathematical statement of the problem is as follows: The prob-
lem is represented in Figure 4 for the case of freezing a solid with a 
sensible temperature change of the fluid. 
30 
The governing differential equation, the first boundary condition 
and the initial condition are the same as Equations (3.18), (3.19) and 
(3.21) given in model Bl of Section 3.1.2.1. 
where 
The second boundary condition is: 
at(x,e) 
ax 
h(t ,0) 
+ · K(t) [t(L,0) - tJt,0)] 
x=L 
= t~ 1 - Q(t,0)(t~ - tn(0)) 1- 1 00 
Q(t, ) = 
2 . !SI. • h ( t ~' 0) 
K( t~) 
1 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
The enthalpy change of the elements with time and the total enthalpy 
change of the entire section can be determined using Equations (3.26), 
(3.27) and (3.28). The energy balance equation similar to (3.12) is used 
for calculating the fluid temperature at successive steps. 
t 00 = t 00 - (· ~\ ) (TDHTJ.l.(n-1) - TDHTA(n)) 
n+l n M C 
a a 
(3.31) 
By appropriately using Equations (3.23) through (3.31) the calcula-
tions can be repeated for the entire length of the conveyor. 
3.2 Refrigeration System Model 
The compression refrigeration system with ammonia as the refrigerant 
is widely used in the beef processing industry. Therefore, the data for 
the individual components of the refrigeration system are available for 
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various capacities, for both chilling and freezing applications. The 
individual components are chosen according to the procedures given in 
catalogues [26]. The operating conditions are determined by solving 
simultaneous equations representing the performance of each component. 
The simulation procedure followed is similar to the one given by 
Stoecker [36] and is reformulated for use in computer simulation. 
3.2.l Compressor Data 
The capacity of a typical ammonia compressor operating at a specific 
speed is shown graphically in Figure 6a. The capacity increases with an 
increase in evaporating temperature for a fixed condensing temperature 
and with a decrease in condensing temperature for a given evaporating 
temperature .. 
The power input to the compressor is shown graphically in Figure 6b. 
The power input increases with an increase in condensing pressure (tem-
perature) for a fixed evaporating temperature. At the same time the 
capacity of the system decreases. This means the power input per ton 
increases considerably as the condensing pressure increases. The power 
input also increases with a rise in evaporating temperature for a fixed 
condensing pressure, but the c~pacity of the system increases at a higher 
rate, thus reducing the power input per ton. 
3.2.2 Condenser Data 
The performance of a water cooled condenser with a constant water 
flow rate and a fixed entering water temperature is shown in Figure 7. 
The ordinate is the refrigeration capacity in tons, although the con-
denser itself does not develop the refrigeration capacity. The capacity 
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becomes greater with an increase in condensing pressure for a fixed 
evaporating temperature. This is due to the increase in mean tempera-
ture difference. The capacity also increases with a rise in evaporating 
temperature. This is due to the reduction of compressor work. 
3.2.3 Throttling Device 
To simplify the model, the throttling device is expected to 
deliver enough refrigerant to balance the compressor flow rate for all 
evaporating and condensing conditions .. A float valve or a thermostatic 
expansion valve would meet this requirement. 
3.2.4 Evaporator Data 
The performance of a finned coil evaporator is shown in Figure 
8. The capacity increases with increase in temperature difference be-
tween the entering fluid and the evaporating refrigerant temperature. 
3.2.5 Condensing Unit 
The combined performance of the compressor and the condensor 
is called the condensing unit performance. The development of this char-
acteristic is shown in Figure 9. The intersection of the compressor and 
the condensor characteristics gives the capacity and the condensing tem-
perature at the corresponding evaporating temperature. Both capacity 
and condensing temperature characteristics as a function of evaporating 
temperature are shown in Figure 10. These characteristics are expressed 
by equations of the form: 
Capacity = CAPC(l) + {CAPC(2)*EVPT) + (CAPC(3) * (EVPT**2)) 
(3.32) 
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where 
capacity = refrigeration capacity in tons 
CAPC(n) = constants, for n = 1, 2, 3 (Appendix E) 
EVPT = evaporating temperature of the refrigerant 
CONT = CONTC(l)+CONTC{2)*EVPT+CONTC(3)*(EVPT**2) (3.33) 
where 
CONT = condensing temperature (F) 
CONTC(n) = constants, for n = 1, 2, 3 (Appendix E) 
3.2.6 Balance Point of the System 
The evaporator characteristics can be represented by a straight 
line in the normal range of applications, and is of the form: 
Capacity = -Slope * EVPT + XC (3.34) 
where 
Slope = Refrigeration capacity in tons/F (Appendix E) 
Xe = Constant for a given evaporator and entering air 
temperature (Appendix E) 
Using the condensing unit characteristic and the evaporator charac-
teristic given by Equations (3.32) and (3.34), the capacity and the 
evaporating temperature ot the refrigerant are obtained. If the refrig-
eration system is operating at steady state and handling a given amount 
of load, the fixed temperatures of the air entering the evaporator and 
the evaporating temperature are determined using Equations (3.32) and 
(3.34). Then Equation (3.33) is used to calculate the condensing tem-
perature of the unit. The procedure for obtaining capacity, condensing 
temperature, and the evaporating temperature of the system is shown 
graphically in Figure 11. 
The power input to the compressor is represented by 
BHP compressor = C(l) + C(2) *CONT+ C(3) * EVPT 
+ C ( 4) * CONT * EVPT + C ( 5) * CONT * * 2 
39 
+ C ( 6) * EVPT * * 2 { 3. 35) 
where C(n) = constants, for n = 1, 2, ... , 6 {see Appendix E). 
Now Equation (3.35) is solved to get the power input to the compres-
sor for this operating condition. This is shown in Figure 12. 
The power input to the evaporator fan for a fixed (design) face 
velocity is represented by the equation of the form: 
Evaporator fan BHP = CEn * cfm {3.36) 
where CEn =constant, for a coil n rows deep (see Appendix E). 
Using the compressor motor efficiently, which is assumed constant, 
the input to the compressor motor is determined. From the catalogued 
pressure drop and water quantity to the condenser, and an assumed effi-
ciency of the condenser water pump and its motor, the input to the cir-
culating pump motor is determined. The fan horsepower required for 
circulating air through the evaporator is obtained from the evaporator 
catalogued data and is given by Equation (3.36). It is assumed that the 
evaporator fan motor is also of constant efficiency. The sum of these 
three inputs is the total power required by the refrigeration system. 
The efficiencies of the various components of the refrigeration system 
used in the present study are given in Appendix E. 
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3.3 Fluid Moving System Model 
In this subsystem the main parameter to be estimated is the power 
requirement for circulating a given quantity of fluid at a given velo-
city through the conveyor system. The fluid and the solid on the con-
41 
veyor will be moving in opposite directions in a duct, as shown in Figure 
13. Technical information of this type of system used in practice is not 
available and therefore will be developed from basic fluid flow theory. 
The hydraulic diameter and friction factor approach, as available in 
References [4] and [38], will be used in estimating the power requirement. 
In the following section, the procedure for estimating the fan 
horsepower required to circulate air through the conveyor system is 
developed. A similar approach can be used with other fluid media as 
well. 
The hydraulic diameter is given by: 
Deq = 4 * (CH - BPHF) * CW/(4 * CW + 2 * CH) (3.37} 
The estimate of the hydraulic diameter and the average friction factor 
are given in Appendix F. The following equation is used to estimate the 
pressure drop on the conveyor. 
f = 
6P 
c 
2 (6p)c Deq gc/(2 · 0 * p * V * L) 
= 2 f P v2 L 27 •7 inches of water Deq gc 144 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
It may be assumed that one velocity head is lost in the connecting 
duct work at the entrance and one velocity head at the exit. 
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fl. p = 2 * 0 . 8303 * p * ( v * 60 ) 2 i 1000 
Conveyor fan BHP = 
(cfm) *fl.Pt 
(6350 * nfan) 
The Equation (3.42) is used for estimating the fan horsepower 
43 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
required to circulate the air on the conveyor. Using the assumed fan 
motor efficiency, the input to the conveyor fan motor is determined. In 
the present study, the efficiencies of the fan and it~ motor are assumed 
constant and are given in Appendix F. 
CHAPTER IV 
SELECTION OF HEAT TRANSFER MODELS FOR 
HOT BONED BEEF PROCESSES 
In Section 3.1 various kinds of heat transfer models are treated 
which are applicable to conveyorized heat transfer systems. In this 
chapter each model will be studied to test its applicability for devel-
oping the design parameters for the chilling and freezing processes of 
hot boned beef. In the present study, the chilling and freezing of hot 
boned beef will be referred as hot boned beef processes. 
4.1 Modeling of Hot Boned Beef Cuts 
In the case of one-dimensional heat transfer, the thickness of beef 
cuts to be processed is one of the important parameters for calculating 
the temperature profile and the energy level. The classification and the 
average thickness of hot boned beef pieces were derived from a careful 
study at the Oklahoma State University meat laboratory and are given in 
Appendix G. It is assumed that different classes of cuts are processed 
on different conveyors. 
Normally, the product is bagged at some stage before it reaches the 
consumer. Therefore it is assumed that the product of each group is 
vacuum bagged and has the average thickness as given in Appendix G. 
Evacuation removes the air between the bag and the product thereby 
allowing a high heat transfer coefficient. Bagging of the product has 
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the following advantages: 
1. It reduces the moisture loss. 
2. It gives improved shelf life due to reduced contamination. 
3. It reduces the contamination of the cooling fluid. 
4.2 Chilling of Hot Boned Beef 
The physical properties of beef are approximately constant above the 
freezing temperature as explained in Section 2.2, and are assumed to be 
constant in the chilling process. The values used in the chilling pro-
cess calculations are given in Appendix B. The hot boned beef is at an 
average temperature of about 100 F when it enters the chilling process. 
The final average temperature of the product depends upon the governmen-
tal regulations [16] and/or the marketing requirements. After a careful 
study of these requirements and from consultations with the project 
advisory committee [25], it was decided to use 40 Fas the average tem-
perature to be attained at the end of the chilling process. The USDA 
recommends reduction of the internal temperature of meat to 40 F within 
16 hours as reported by Cutting [16]. This temperature can be easily 
achieved in the hot processing method because of the thinness of the cuts. 
The problem of cold shortening due to the reduction of temperature below 
50 F in less than 10 hours is eliminated by electrical stimulation of 
beef carcass sides [40]. The above information and the data from Appen-
dix Bare used in the following chilling models. The assumptions and 
limitations for each model are the same as the ones explained in Chapter 
III. 
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4.2.l Model Al: Negligible Internal Thermal 
Resistance 
The theoretical model Al of Section 3.1. l. l is studied in this section 
for its applicability to the hot boned beef process. The equations and 
other data nf this model are explained in Appendix D. The counter flow 
heat exchanger approach was used to estimate the cooling time as a func-
tion of the heat transfer coefficient and the entering cooling air tem-
perature; the results are shown in Figure 14. 
The cooling times predicted by this method raised doubts about their 
practical feasibility. Therefore, the validity of this model was studied 
and found to be erroneous for high heat transfer rates as explained by 
mode 1 Al in Section 3. l. l. l. For a four-inch thick secti cm, the heat 
transfer coefficient should be less than 0.2 Btu/Hr-Ft2-F to satisfy the 
thin wall criterion. Therefore the inaccuracy of the model at high heat 
transfer rates is obvious. This model can be used to calculate the rate 
of cooling in chill rooms where the heat removal is very slow [7, 8] 
(which is required for high quality) or to find the product load in chill 
rooms if the process time is experimentally established. The cool air is 
circulated over the carcasses in the entire room. The effective air 
velocity over the carcasses is one to three feet per second [21]. Thus 
the heat transfer coefficient is very low (h < 1 Btu/Hr-Ft2-F), resulting 
in a slow rate of chilling and a long process time. 
In the present hot processing method, the cuts are relatively thin 
and there is no time restriction from the quality aspect. Therefore the 
cooling time is completely controlled by the heat transfer process. The 
chilling process equipment has to be designed for a minimum energy re-
quirement and short cooling time. For a given production rate, the 
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conveyor area and the cooling space are directly proportional to the 
cooling time. To meet these requirements a more realistic heat transfer 
model is required. 
4.2.2 Model A2: Constant Temperature Fluid 
Media Environment 
The theoretical model A2 of Section 3.1.1.2 is studied in this section 
for its application to the hot boned beef chilling process. Equation 
(3.9) is used to plot Figures 15 and 16. In these figures, the cooling 
time is computed for various thicknesses of the beef pieces and its 
average temperature as a function of the heat transfer coefficient for a 
fixed temperature of the cooling media. These data are summarized in 
Figure 17 for an average beef piece temperature of 40 F. The influen~e 
of the cooling media temperature and the product thickness in computing 
the cooling time is shown in Figure 18. 
The influences that can be derived from these figures are: 
1. The cooling time estimates by this model are reasona.ble compared 
to the known values [25]. 
2. Increasing the heat transfer coefficient beyond 10 Btu/Hr-Ft2-F 
the reduction in cooling time is very low. This favorably supports air 
as the cooling media rather than liquids due to the additional problems 
associated with liquids as cooling media. 
3. If the heat transfer coefficient h is 
a. less than l Rtu/Hr-Ft2-F, the energy transfer is governed 
by the heat transfer coefficient; 
b. in between 1 and 10 Btu/Hr-Ft2-F, the energy transfer is 
controlled by both internal resistance and the heat transfer coefficient; 
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trol led by the internal resistance. 
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4. Figure 18 shows the influence of the cooling media temperature 
and the product thickness in estimating the cooling time. The importance 
of the cooling media temperature increases 
a. with the increase in thickness of the beef pieces, 
b~ with the increase in temperature of the cooling medium. 
The cooling medium temperature is very important for estimating the 
cooling time at the relatively high temperature of the cooling fluid 
(which is.the case for minimum refrigeration system energy requirements). 
Therefore, an improved model is required to properly represent the cool-
ing fluid temperature in a conveyorized system. This leads to the re-
quirement to use the third model developed in Section 3.1.1.3. In the 
following chapter, this model A3 is used in developing design parameters 
for chilling the hot boned beef. 
, 4.3 Freezing of Hot Boned Beef 
The physical properties of beef are strongly dependent on the tem-
perature in the freezing range as explained in Section 2.2. The values 
used in the freezing process calculation are given in Appendix B. The 
hot boned beef, which is chilled to 40 to 45 F is the input material for 
this process. As the beef enters the freezing process, it is assumed to 
be at an average temperature of 45 F (a) to be conservative and (b) as 
used by other research workers [10, 29]. The final average temperature 
of the product when frozen varies from 0 to -5 F. An enthalpy reduction 
of 120 Btu per pound was used, which results in a final average tempera-
ture of -3 F. The freezing process normally takes 48 hours in the cold 
processing method. There is no time restriction in freezing the hot 
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boned beef. The above information and the data from Appendix B are used 
in the following freezing models. The assumptions and the limitations 
for each model are the same as explained in the theoretical development 
chapter. 
4.3.l Model Bl: Constant Temperature Fluid 
Media Environment 
The theoretical model Bl of SectiOn 3.1.2.1 is studied in this section 
for its applicability to the hot boned beef freezing process. Equations 
(3.23) and (3.28) were used to plot the Figures 19 and 20. The freezing 
time for reducing the enthalpy by 120 Btu per pound is shown for various 
thicknesses of the beef pieces as a function of the heat transfer coeffi-
cient and a fixed temperature of the cooling medium. These data are 
summarized in Figure 21. The influence of the cooling media temperature 
and the product thickness in computing the freezing time is shown in 
Figure 22. 
The inferences that can be derived from these figures are similar 
to the ones in the chilling process, as explained in Section 4.2.2. The 
freezing time calculated is in between the values predicted by the modi-
fied Plank's Equation and the Cullwick and Earle approach as given in 
[10]. The small differences (less than 10 percent) are assumed to be 
due to the differences in the properties of the beef used. An improved 
model is required for a conveyorized freezing system design due to 
reasons similar to those of the conveyorized chilling process. This 
leads to the requirement to use model R2 which was developed in Section 
3.1.2.2. Model 82 is, therefore, used in developing design parameters for 
freezing hot boned beef in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR 
HOT BONED BEEF PROCESSES 
The design parameters depend upon the total system, therefore it is 
necessary to develop a complete system model. For the hot boned beef 
processes the total system is made up of three major subsystems, which 
were explained in the theoretical development chapter. The heat transfer 
models required for this purpose were explained in Chapter IV. After the 
complete system model is developed, a parametric study was conducted to 
develop the design parameters which can be used in designing the convey-
orized chilling and freezing systems. 
5.1 Complete System Model 
The total system, which is made up of three subsystems, consists of 
many parts. Each subsystem model was developed by modeling all the parts 
in it, with the provision for the input and output to the other subsys-
tems. They are: 
1. the conveyorized heat transfer system, 
2. the refrigeration system, 
3. the air moving system, 
and are shown in Figure 23. 
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5.1.1 Conveyorized Heat Transfer System 
The model of this system consists of an appropriate heat transfer 
model to calculate the energy level in the solid and an energy balance 
equation to account forthetransfer of energy between the solid and the 
fluid. The chilling process time is obtained using Equations (3.11) and 
(3.12) and is verified using Equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.12) for the 
variable fluid temperature. To further check the results, two process 
times were calculated using Figure 3 which is for constant fluid tempera-
ture given in Chapter III. One process time was for the inlet temperature 
and the second for the outlet temperature of the fluid to the conveyor. 
The chilling process time obtained with variable fluid temperature was 
found to be between the two process times calculated above. The freezing 
process time was obtained using the Equations (3.23) through (3.31). The 
results for the variable fluid temperature were checked as above with the 
results given for the constant temperature fluid by Heldman [10] and with 
the results developed in model Bl in Chapter IV. A refrigeration model 
is used to maintain the temperature potential across the conveyor. A 
heat transfer correlation connects the air moving system and the heat 
transfer system. 
5.1.1.l Heat Transfer Coefficient. There are many correlations 
available in the literature for estimating the heat transfer coeffi-
cient. The following equation which applies to a flat plate is chosen 
because it has more flexibility in accounting for property variations. 
stx Pr0·4 = 0.0295 * Re;0·2 (5.1) 
For standard air with a Prandtl number of 0.72 and specific heat of 0.24 
Btu/lbm-F, the heat transfer coefficient h can be written as 
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h = 36.3 * (p V)O.B * (µ/l)0. 2 Btu/Hr-Ft2-F (5.2) 
The range of applications of the various equations and their source 
are given in Appendix C. 
5. 1.2 Refrigeration System 
Although the heat transfer from the beef is a transient, the con-
veyor operates at a steady state between the given inlet condition and 
the final required outlet condition of the beef. Several refrigeration 
systems were developed as explained in Section 3.2. They have various 
load capacities for a fixed cooling air temperature or for maintaining 
different cooling air temperatures for a given load. The refrigeration 
model computes the power requirement to produce the temperature potential 
for energy transfer. Equations (3.32) through (3.36) are used in this 
model and the constants in those equati.ons are given in Appendix E. The 
constants were developed for two types of refrigeration systems. One 
uses reciprocating afTVllonia compressors for the chilling process applica-
tions and the other uses rotary compressors for the freezing process 
applications. In the present application, a given refrigeration system 
will be used for maintaining particular evaporator entering and leaving 
air temperatures for a fixed load. Thus the conveyor entering and leav-
ing air temperatures are known for a fixed load and refrigeration system. 
The time required for the process has to be calculated iteratively until 
it satisfies the required final condition of the beef. The parametric 
study was conducted by changing the refrigeration systems, thus changing 
the temperature potential and the quantity of air used for the energy 
transfer for various product thicknesses. 
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5.1.3 Air Moving System 
The fan model, which was developed in Section 3.3, is used for cal-
culating the fan power required to circulate air at the required velocity 
and quantity fixed by the refrigeration system, using Equations (3.38) 
through (3.41). A friction factor value of 0.01 was used in the simula-
tions and its influence is explained in the parametric study presented 
later in this chapter. The required area of the conveyor is calculated 
from the known product load, time required for the process, and the beef 
loading factor (Appendix G). The fixed quantity and velocity of air and 
the required length to width ratio of the conveyor, are used for calcu-
lating the dimensions of the conveyor system shown in Figure 13 in Chap-
ter III. The length of the conveyor and the process time determine the 
velocity of the conveyor. 
Computer programs have been developed for all of the subsystems 
which converge to.find the operating points of .the individual components. 
The programs estimate the power requirements of the individual subsystems 
and the total system. The computer programs are given in Appendix H. 
The programs represented by model A3 and model 82 were used in developing 
the final design parameters for each process. 
5.2 Parametric Study 
A parametric study was conducted to determine the optimum combina-
tion of velocity, temperature, and the quantity of air to be used to 
achieve the process requirement in a given amount of time. The optimum 
combination is that combination which will require the minimum energy for 
the total system to perform the process in a given time. This study was 
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done for product thicknesses of one to five inches and for the condenser 
water inlet temperature of 75 F. 
The study was conducted for each thickness of the product, by vary-
ing the evaporators and the velocity of air on the conveyor for a fixed 
condensing unit. The parametric influence of the heat transfer coeffi-
cient (velocity of air) and the mass ratio of the flow streams on the 
process is revealed by this study. The study was repeated for different 
condensing units to obtain different temperatures of air entering the 
conveyor. A tangential curve known as the optimum characteristic is 
drawn to all of the sets of operating curves. These curves are shown in 
Figure 24 for chilling beef of four inches thick. 
The same procedure was repeated fo~ pr6duct thicknesses of one to 
five inches; the curves for optimum power input to the total system are 
shown in Figure 25 for chilling and in Figure 26 for freezing. For a 
given process time, the power input becomes greater with an increase in 
thickness of the product. The.influence of product thickness on power 
input becomes less as the process time increases. This is because a 
lower temperature potential and heat transfer coefficient can achieve 
the process requirement with a longer processing time and require less 
· power input to the system. 
The optimum characteristics were developed for cooling the beef 
pieces: 100 F to 40 F average temperature in the case of chilling and 
45 F to -3 F {or an enthalpy reduction of 120 Btu/Lbm) in the case of 
freezing. 
The optimum air temperature at the conveyor inlet as a function of 
process time for different thicknesses is given in Figure 27 for chilling 
and Figure 28 for freezing. For a fixed process time, the air temperature 
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should be decreased with an increase in product thickness. The influence 
of product thickness on air temperature decreases as the processing time 
increases. 
The velocity of air to be maintained on the conveyor, as a function 
of process time for various thicknesses, is given in Figure 29 for chill-
ing and Figure 30 for freezing. For a fixed process time, air velocity 
should be increased with an increase in product thickness. The influence 
of product thickness on velocity also decreases as the process time 
increases. 
In the case of chilling, the ratio of the heat capacity rates of the 
two streams is designated by R. In the case of freezing, no similar para-
meter can be defined due to the variation of the specific heat of freez-
ing beef with temperature. Therefore the volume flow rate of air per ton 
of refrigeration is used. This study shows that the optimum quantity of 
air is nearly constant for both chilling and freezing processes and is 
about 700 cfm per ton (R = 0.25 in the case of chilling) for atr veloci-
ties over the conveyor less than 35 feet per second. A lower flow rate 
increases the temperature drop across the coil (between the air and the 
refrigerant) and an increased flow rate increases the circulating power 
requirement, thus requiring more power for the total system. It is not 
advisable to use velocities higher than 30 ft per second due to the pro-
hibitive increase in the fan power requirement and thus the total system 
power input. - Higher velocities will not reduce the process time appre-
ciably. 
The energy input to the system is a strong function of condenser 
water temperature. For a given thickness of product and process time, 
the power input decreases with a decrease in condenser water inlet 
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temperature. If ground water, which is normally at about 55 F, is avail-
able, the design characteristics similar to Figures 25, 27, and 29 are 
given in [40] for chilling applications. The velocity of air on the con-
veyor and the temperature of air entering the conveyor are weak functions 
of the condenser water temperature but are strong functions of the pro-
cess time. 
For a given process, the appropriate set of characteristics to be 
used is fixed. A decision has to be made on the process time for the 
given thickness of the beef pieces based on a study of the optimum power 
demand curve, initial cost of equipment and buildings, and their operat-
ing costs. The initial cost of equipment such as the conveyor and build-
ing and their operating costs increase with the increase in process time. 
The operating cost and the initial cost of the refrigeration system de-
crease with an increase in process time. The process time, therefore, 
has to be based on individual plant conditions. Sometimes the marketing 
strategy plays an important role in fixing the process time. Some eco-
nomic analyses are given in [40]. Once the process time is fixed, the 
optimum parameters are also fixed; they are given for chilling in Figures 
25, 27, and 29 and for freezing in Figures 26, 28, and 30. 
The above analysis was developed on the basis of 50 tons of refriger-
ation load. In the case of the chilling process, it is found that the 
process requires up to 5 percent more power if the product load is re-
duced to 25 tons and 7 percent less power if the product load is increased 
to 200 tons. The reconmended values of the parameters for the chilling 
process are: (a) a velocity of 15 to 20 feet per second, (b) air tem-
perature entering the conveyor 24 to 28 F, and (c) a heat capacity flow 
rate ratio R of 0.24 to 0.26 (approximately 700 cfm of air per ton). In 
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an optimally designed system, the air circulating power requirements are 
10 to 15 percent of the total system power. 
In the case of the freezing process, it requires up to 8 percent 
more power if the product load is reduced to 25 tons and 4 percent less 
power if the product load is increased to 100 tons. The recommended 
values of the parameters for the freezing process are: (a) air velocity 
of 20 to 25 feet per second, (b) air temperature entering the conveyor 
of -5 to -10 F, and (c) air quantity of approximately 700 cfm per ton of 
load. In an optimally designed system, the air circulating power re-
quirements are 10 to 15 percent of the total system power. 
The influence of capacity on the air velocity on the conveyor, on 
the temperature of the air entering the conveyor, and on the quantity of 
air is negligible. The length to width ratio of the conveyor is also not 
an important parameter and its influence is negligible. If the applica-
tion requires the use of a friction factor f of 0.02 in Equation (3.38), 
the fan power requirement and the total power will increase about 3 per-
cent for chilling applications and about 5 percent for freezing applica-
tions. The influence of the magnitude of friction factor on velocity, 
temperature and quantity of air to be circulated for optimum operation is 
negligible. If the product has to be processed without bagging, lower 
air temperature and higher air velocity should be used, which results in 
less moisture loss and shorter process times. 
Using the data developed above, comparisons are made in the next 
chapter of hot and cold processing of beef for both chilling and freezing 
processes. 
CHAPTER VI 
COMPARISONS OF HOT AND COLD 
PROCESSES OF BEEF 
In this chapter, cold and hot processing of beef is compared. The 
main problem in making the comparisons is to reduce the available cold 
process data and the developed hot process data to the same basis. 
·Therefore, the following guidelines are set for both chilling and freez-
ing processes: 
l. The data given in the ASHRAE Handbook and Product Directory, 
Applications Volume [9] for cold process is used whenever possible. 
2. When data is not available for the cold process, the equipment 
is simulated under normal operating conditions. 
3. The data for the hot process is developed using actual refrig-
eration equipment characteristics as given in Chapter V. 
4. All electric motors are assumed to have an efficiency of 90 
percent. 
5. The comparisons are made for condenser supply water temperature 
of 75 F average for the day. This temperature is normally achieved by 
recirculating the water using a cooling tower. 
6.1 Chilling Process 
The following observations are used for comparing the chilling pro-
cess of both methods: 
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1. Twenty-four hours of chilling and 24 hours of holding time are 
required to bring the average temperature of the carcass to 40 F as given 
in [9] and as shown in Figure 31. 
2. Comparisons are made for the example given in [9]. 
3. For a given piece, equivalent chilling is achieved in an average 
of 4 hours or less in the hot process. 
4. Additional retention of the product in a holding cooler depends 
on the marketing techniques and will not be considered for either pro-
cess. 
5. For the hot process, a conservative estimate shows that one 
third of the cold process chill cooler size is sufficient and no holding 
cooler is required [25]. 
6. A conservative estimate of the building load is half the cold 
process chill cooler load for the hot process method; the estimate is 
used for comparisons. 
Number of carcasses to be processed = 520 head/day 
Carcass weight [9] 
Average properties as explained 
in Appendix B are: 
Specific heat of carcass 
Specific heat of lean beef 
Thermal conductivity of lean beef 
Density of lean beef 
6.1.l Load Calculations for Cold Process 
Method 
= 560 Lbs 
= 0.78 Btu/Lbm-F 
= 0.85 Btu/Hr-Ft-F 
= 0.28 Btu/Hr-Ft-F 
= 65 Lbm/Ft3 
The design capacities of the chill cooler and the holding coole~ 
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are taken from [9] and are sutTDTiarized as follows: 
The design cooling equipment] 
Capacity of the chill cooler 
The design cooling equipment] 
Capacity of holding cooler 
Total cooling equipment capacity 
= f 1,073,000 Btu/Hr 
l or 89. 4 tons 
= [ 204, 500 Btu/Hr 
or 17.0 tons 
= 106.4 tons 
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The average operating conditions for the condenser water inlet tern-
perature condition of 75 F are obtained by simulating the same equipment 
used in the hot process method and are as follows: 
Refrigerant condensing temperature 
Air to coil temperature [9] 
Air off the coil temperature [9] 
Evaporating temperature 
Power to condenser water pump motor 
Input to chill cooler fan. ] 
motor (45 BHP/0.9) [9] 
Input to holding cooler fan motor] 
(10 BHP/0.9) [9] 
Input to compressor motor 
Average total product load 
Circulating fan heat load 
a. Excluding the building load: 
= 93 F 
= 33 F 
= 29 F 
= 21 F 
= 2 HP 
= 50 HP 
= 11. 1 HP 
= 1. 3 HP/ton 
= 520*560*0.78*(100-40) 
= 1.363*107 Btu/day 
or 47.3 tons 
= (50+11.1)*2545 
= 155,500 Btu/Hr 
or 13 tons 
Average total input to the system 
Energy required for processing 1 
520 carcasses 
b. Including the building load: 
Transmission, infiltration, personnel 
and equipment load [9] 
Average total input to the system 
Energy required for processing 
520 carcasses 
c. The Power Demand: 
Peak power required 
6.1.2 Load Calculations for Hot Process 
Method 
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= (l.3*(47.3+13))+63.l 
= 142 HP 
or 105. 5 KW 
= 105.5*24 
= 2530 KW-HR 
= 422,500 Btu/Hr 
or 35.2 tons 
= (l.3*(47.3+35.2))+63.l 
= 170.4 HP 
or 127 KW 
= 127*24 
= 3049 KW-HR 
= ( 106. 4*1 . 3+63. 1 ) 
= 201.4 HP 
or 150 KW 
Number of carcasses to be processed is 520 head/day; let this capac-
ity be handled in an 8-hr shift. 
Hot boning production (for 62.4% 
yield) (Appendix B) 
= 520*560*0.624 
= 181,709 Lbm/shift 
or 22,714 Lbm/Hr 
Chilling capacity required for 
product to chill from 100 F 
to 40 F average 
Building load estimation: 
Transmission, infiltration, 
personnel and equipment 
load in cold process chill 
room [9] 
Circulating fan heat load 
(45 BHP/0.9) [9] 
Difference of the above two loads 
Taking half of the above load as the 
load for hot process method 
(due to less required space) 
and excluding fan load 
= 22,714*0.85*(100-40) 
= l.16*106 Btu/Hr 
or 96.5 tons 
= 291,000 Btu/Hr 
= 127,250 Btu/Hr 
= 163,750 Btu/Hr 
= 81,875 Btu/Hr 
or 6.8 tons 
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The hot boned beef chilling process design calculations should be 
done for each group of beef pieces separately. The grouping is given in 
Appendix F. The design calculations are given in Table I. All of the 
design values are taken from the graphs previously explained in Chapter 
V. The other parameters are calculated using the design values and the 
data from the example. 
Total conveyor area required to chill 
as given in Table I = 6,706 Ft2 
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TABLE I 
HOT BONED BEEF CHILLING PROCESS DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
Group 
Parameters 
A B c 
Percent by weight (App. G) 29.3 30.5 40.2 
Actual Weight (Lbm/Hr) 6655 6928 9131 
Cooling load (tons) 28.3 29.4 38.8 
Chilling time (Hrs) 4 3 2.5 
Loading factor (Lbm/Ft2) 15 10 8 
Conveyor area (Ft2) 1775 2078 2835 
Process power (HP/ton) 1. 5 1.4 1.3 
Vel. of air on conv. (Ft/sec) 18 16 15 
Temp. of air on the conv. ( F) 24 27 29 
Temp. of air off the conv. (F) 38.5 41. 5 43.5 
Quantity of air req. (cfm/ton) 700 700 700 
Total cfm required 19 ,810 20,580 27 '160 
Conveyor fan motor input (HP) 2 2 2 
Evp. unit fan motor input (HP) 3.5 3.5 5.0 
The design cooling equipment capacity 
required to handle the product 
load 
Estimated design building load 
Fan heat load ((6+12) BHP/0.9) 
Total cooling equipment capacity 
= 96.5 tons 
= 6.8 tons 
= 4.2 tons 
= 107.5 tons 
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For an 8-hr shift of the hot boning process, the chilling process 
takes 12 hours of operation. This is because the group A product loaded 
at the end of the 8th hour will require 4 more hours to complete the 
chilling process. Group B will take 11 hours and group C will take 10.5 
hours. It is assumed that the total load is averaged over 12 hours of 
chi 11 ing for energy ca.lcul at ions. 
Average total product load = 181,709*0.85*(100-40)/12 
= 772,263 Btu/Hr 
The average input to the refriger-
ation system 
a. Excluding the building load: 
Average total input to the system 
Energy required for processing 520 
carcasses 
Saving in energy 
or 64.4 tons 
= (l.5*0.293+1.4*0.305 
+ l. 3*0. 402) 
= 1.4 HP/ton 
= l.4*(64.4+4.2) 
= 96 HP 
or 71.6 KW 
= 71.6*12 
= 860 KW-Hr 
= (2530-860)/2530 = 66% 
b. Including the building load: 
Estimated building load 
Power required for building load 
Average input to the system when 
the chilling process is on 
Average input to the system when 
the chilling process is off 
Energy required for processing 
520 carcasses 
Saving in energy 
c. The Power Demand: 
Peak power required 
Reduction in peak power 
= 6.8 tons 
= 9.5 HP 
= 105.5 HP 
or 78. 7 KW 
= 9.5 HP 
or 7. l KW 
= 78.7*12+7.1*12 
= 1030 KW-Hr 
= 66% 
= 150.5 HP 
= 112 KW 
= (150-112)/150 
= 25% 
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The chilling of beef by the hot process method requires 66 percent 
less energy. Thirty-two percent is due to reduction in mass (37.6 per-
cent) and the remainder is due to the improved design of the system. 
The capacity of the required refrigeration equipment is approximately 
the same for both the processes. There is a 25 percent reduction in 
peak power demand due to reduction in fan power requirements. 
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6.2 Freezing Process 
For comparing the freezing process of the two methods, the following 
observations are used. 
l. Due to the unavailability of published data for the usual cold 
process freezing of beef, data supplied by the Engineering Department of 
Wilson Foods Corporation, in Oklahoma City [26] is used for this purpose. 
2. Forty-eight hours of freezing time is required in the cold pro-
cess method [26, 27]; therefore, two freezer rooms are required for con-
tinuous operation. 
3. A conservative estimate shows that one freezer room of the same 
size as above is sufficient in the hot process method for equivalent pro-
duction. 
Product Weight = 40 pallets*(l6 boxes/pallet)*(60 lbs/box) 
= 38,400 Lbm/day 
Enthalpy reduction (45 F ave. to -3 F ave.): 
Lean beef [34] = 120 Btu/Lbm 
Bone [34] = 53 Btu/Lbm 
Fat [34] = 49 Btu/Lbm 
Tissue (Appendix B) 
6.2.l Load Calculations for Cold Process 
Method 
= 34 Btu/Lbm 
uesign of freezer room equipment as provided by [26]: 
Product load for 48 hours = 38,400*120 Btu 
Average product load = 96,000 Btu/Hr 
or 8 tons 
Installation capacity required 
for product load 
Room heat gain (27'*22'*12') 
at 200 Ft2/ton 
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= 1.5*8 
or 12 tons 
= (27*22)/200 
or 3 tons 
The average operating conditions for a rotary screw compressor unit 
which is used in the hot process design characteristics development are 
as fa 11 ows: 
Condenser water inlet temperature 
Refrigerant condensing temperature 
Air to coil temperature 
Air off the coil temperature 
Refrigerant evaporating temperature 
Power to condenser water pump motor 
Input to circulating fan motor 
(6 BHP/O. 9) 
Input to compressor motor 
(3.6 BHP/0.9) 
Enthalpy reduction per unit mass 
in cold process 
Average product load 
Circulating fan heat load 
= 75 F 
= 90 F 
= -25 F 
= -35 F 
= 
-40 F 
= 0.5 HP 
= 6.7 HP 
= 4 HP/ton 
= (120*0.624)+(53*0.157) 
+(49*0.199)+(34*0.02) 
= 93.6 Btu/Lbm 
= (38,400*93.6)/48 
= 74,900 Btu/Hr 
or 6.2 tons 
= 6.7*2545 
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= 16,967 Btu/Hr 
or 1.4 tons 
Total freezing equipment capacity 
for both freezer rooms = (12+3+1.4)*2 
or 32.8 tons 
a. Excluding the building load: 
Average total input to the system = (4.0*(6.2+1.4))+7.2 
= 37.6 HP 
or 28 KW 
Energy required for processing 
38~400 Lbm of beef = 28*48 
= 1344 Kw-Hr 
b. Including the building load: 
Room heat gain · = 3.0 tons 
Average total input to the system = 4.0*(6.2+1.4+3.0)+7.2 
= 49.6 HP 
or 37 KW 
Energy required for processing 
38,400 Lbm of beef = 37*48 
= 1776 Kw-Hr 
c. The Power Demand: 
Peak power required = (4.0*32.8)+7.2 
= 138.4 HP 
or l 03 KW 
6.2.2 Load Calculations for Hot Process 
Method 
This method uses the same process capacity as the cold process. 
Product weight 
Hot boning production 
(for 62.4% yield) 
= 38,400 Lbm/day 
= 38,400*0.624 
= 23, ~62 Lbm/shift 
or 2995 Lbm/Hr 
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It is assumed to have 16 hours of freezing time, so that the last 
hours of production will also be processed by the beginning of the fol-
lowing day. 
Average freezing capacity required = (23,962*120) (16*12,000) 
= 15 tons 
The thin cuts will cool at a much faster rate than the average load 
assumed above. Therefore to design the equipment capacity required, a 
load factor of 1.5 is recommended similar to the one used in the cold 
process method. 
Freezing capacity required for the 
product load = 1.5*15 
or 22.5 tons 
For building load estimation, it is conservatively estimated that 
one freezer room is sufficient for this case. 
Building load = 3 tons 
The hot boned beef freezing process design calculations should be 
done for each group of beef pieces s·epa rate l y. The grouping is the same 
as given in Appendix G. The design calculations are given in Table II. 
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All the design values are taken from the graphs previously explained in 
Chapter V. The other parameters are calculated using the design values 
and the data from the example. 
Total conveyor area required for 
freezing as given in Table II = 2403 Ft2 
De.sign freezing equipment capacity 
required for product load 
Estimated design building load 
Circulating fan heat load 
(2 BHP/0.9) 
Evaporator fan heat load 
(2 BHP/0. 9) 
Total freezing equipment capacity 
= 22.5 tons 
= 3.0 tons 
= 0.5 tons 
= 0.5 tons 
= 26.5 tons 
The freezing process takes, on an average, 16 hours of operating 
time and 8 hours of storage. 
Average product load 
Average input to refrigeration 
system 
a. Excluding the building load: 
Average total input to the system 
Energy required per processing 
· 38,400 Lbm 
= 15.0 tons 
= (2.7*0.293+2.6*0.305 
+2.5*0.402) 
= 2.6 HP/ton 
= 2.6*(15.0+l .O) 
= 41.6 HP 
or 31 KW 
= 31*16 
= 496 Kw-Hr 
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TABLE II 
HOT BONED BEEF FREEZING PROCESS DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
Group 
Parameters 
A B c 
Percent by weight (App. G) 29.3 30.5 40.2 
Actual weight (Lbm/Hr) 878 913 1204 
Freezing load (tons) 4.4 4.6 6.0 
Freezing time (Hrs) 16 12 8 
Loading factor (Lbm/Ft2) 1 a; 10 8 
Conveyor area (Ft2) 468 731 1204 
Process power (HP/ton) 2.7 2.6 2.5 
Vel. of air on c~nv. (Ft/Sec) 24 23 22 
Temp. of air on to conv. (F) -8 -6 -5 
Quantity of air req. ( cfm/ton) 700 700 700 
Total cfm required 3080 3220 4200 
Conveyor fan motor input (HP) 0.5 0.5 1.0 
Evp. unit fan motor input (HP) 0.5 0.5 1.0 
Saving in energy 
b. Including the building load: 
Estimated building load 
Average input to the system when 
the freezing process is on 
Average input to the system when 
the freezing process is off 
Energy required for processing 
. 38,400 Lbm 
Saving in energy 
c. The Power Demand: 
Peak power required 
Reduction in peak power 
= (1344-496)/1344 
= 63% 
= 3.0 tons 
= 2.6*(15.0+1.0+3.0) 
= 49.4 HP 
or 36.8 KW 
= 2.6*(1.0+3.0) 
= 10.4 HP 
or 7 .8 KW 
= 36.8*16+7.8*8 
= 651 KW-Hr 
= (1776-651)/1776 
= 63% 
= 2.6*26.5 
= 69 HP 
or 5k KW 
= (103-51)/103 
= 50% 
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The freezing of beef by the hot process method requires 63 percent 
less energy. Of the 63 percent, 20 percent is due to the reduttion in 
mass (37.6 percent) and the rest is due to the improved design possible 
for this method. The capacity of the refrigeration equipment required 
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is also greatly reduced from 33 tons at -40 F evaporating temperature 
to 26.5 tons at -15 F evaporating temperature for a condensing tempera-
ture of 90 F in both cases. The equipment producing 33 tons at -40 F 
evaporating temperature can produce more than double the capacity at 
-15 F evaporating temperature. There is a 50 percent reduction in the 
peak demand due to the reduction in the equipment capacity and the fan 
power requirement. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A rational design procedure for conveyorized heat transfer systems 
has been developed. These systems are widely used in the food process-
ing industry for freezing various types of products. Herein a theory has 
been developed that can be applied to all conveyorized heat transfer pro-
cesses. This theory is applied to develop parameters to be used in the 
design of conveyori zed chi 11 i ng and freezing systems for hot boned beef. 
Energy comparisons for processing beef by both cold and hot processes are 
made. Finally, recommendations for future work are given. 
7.1 Summary and Conclusions 
The outcome of this study can be summarized as follows: 
1. Various heat transfer models for conveyorized heat transfer pro-
cess applications are developed and given in Chapter III. The limita-
tions and applications of the above models are also explained in that 
chapter. Computer programs were developed for all of the heat transfer 
models and are given in Appendix H. 
2. Closed-form heat transfer solutions were obtained for calculat-
ing the energy exchange between the one-dimensional solid with constant 
properties and a variable temperature fluid by a step function approxima-
tion (Equations (3. 16) and (3.17)). 
3. The graphical procedure given in Reference [36] for finding the 
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operating points of practical refrigeration .systems is reformulated to 
be used in computer models and is outlined in Chapter III. The charac-
teristics of the various components of the refrigeration systems used in 
the chilling and freezing processes of beef were developed and are given 
in Appendix E. They are used to determine the operating conditions of 
the total refrigeration system and the individual components in the simu-
lation of the chilling and freezing processes. 
4. All the heat transfer models explained in Chapter III are tested 
for their applicability to conveyorized hot boned beef processes and the 
results are presented in Chapter IV. 
5. A procedure is developed for simulating a conveyorized heat 
transfer system in general. It is used in the development of character-
istics for the design of chilling and freezing equipment for hot boned 
beef. The procedure can be applied in designing conveyorized freezers 
with various fluids which are widely used in the food industry. 
6. By hot boning the beef, the nonedible fat and bone are removed 
before the beef is cooled. This mass reduction of 37.6 percent reduces 
the chilling process energy by 32 percent and the freezing process 
energy by 20 percent. 
7. The hot boned beef cuts are relatively thin (maximum thickness 
up to four inches) compared to the beef carcass sides (maximum thickness 
up to ten inches) and hence the process time is reduced. The thinness of 
the cuts and the reduced process time reduces the size of the refriger-
ated area, and thus the building ·1oad and the equipment load. This is 
shown in Chapter VI. 
8. The size of the cooler and freezer rooms is reduced because of a 
reduced product weight and process time and because of the compactness· 
• 
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with which the cuts can be loaded on the conveyor and stored. The esti-
mates are g1ven in Reference [40] and in Chapter VI. 
9. The thin hot boned cuts can be processed with higher tempera-
ture air than is possible in cold processing. This increases the co-
efficient of performance of the refrigeration system and thus reduces 
the energy required for processing. Some of the values are presented in 
Chapter VI. 
10. The thin cuts made it possible to use a conveyor system for 
chilling and freezing which was not possible with carcass sides. The 
conveyor arrangement reduces the amount of air necessary to obtain the 
required velocity over the product surface and this in turn reduces the 
fan power requirement up to 70 percent in both the chilling and f~eezing 
processes. This also reduces the equipment load. 
11. There are many advantages of the hot processing method as out-
lined above. The overall energy saving made by adopting the hot boning 
process and the conveyorized method for processing is estimated to be 
about 66 percent in chilling and 63 percent in freezing. 
12. The hot boning of beef and conveyorized processing reduces the 
peak power demand considerably. It is estimated that the reduction is 
up to 25 percent for the chilling application and 50 percent for the 
freezing application. The equipment operates at a more uniform load 
than possible in the cold processing. This increases the system effi-
ciency and the electrical load factor for the installation. 
13. For a given production rate, there will be considerable reduc-
tion in the freezing equipment capacity needed for freezing hot boned 
beef on the conveyor compared to the present freezer room method. 
14. The data given in graphical form in Chapter V can be used in 
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designing equipment for chilling or freezing beef on a conveyor. The 
sensitivity of the various parameters used in the design is explained in 
that chapter. 
15. It can be qualitatively stated that processing of unbagged beef 
needs colder a1r (less than 28 F) than processing of bagged beef. This 
results in more economical processing due to reduction in moisture loss 
from the beef. The moisture loss will be minimal if the crust of the 
beef pieces can be frozen quickly and maintained in the frozen state dur-
ing the process. Moisture loss is normally an important economic concern 
to the processer. The same design characteristics as those developed in 
Chapter V can be used to some extent for designing the equipment for the 
unbagged product; using very cold air results in less moisture loss, a 
short process time, and higher process energy. 
7.2 Recommendations 
Although the results given in Chapter V can be applied to some ex-
tent, further work is required in developing the design parameters for 
systems which use air-cooled condensers. 
Some of the beef processing installations use two-stage refrigera-
tion systems for freezing. Additional work needs to be done to develop 
the design parameters for these systems with the appropriate refrigera-
tion system models. 
There will be considerable moisture loss in orocessing the unbagged 
product; this is an important concern to the beef processer. Therefore, 
a mass transfer model is required for calculating the moisture loss. The 
mass transfer model requires the development of diffusion coefficient data 
for beef as a function of temperature. It is recommended that a heat and 
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mass transfer model be developed to find the optimum combination of 
velocity and temperature of air to be used in designing a system for an 
economic balance between moisture loss and process energy requirement. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF THE SOLUTIONS TO THE HEAT 
TRANSFER EQUATIONS 
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A plane wa 11, whose thickness is sma 11 compared to the other two 
dimensions, is known as the one-dimensional solid in the heat transfer 
problems. A solid of the above nature exposed to convective heat trans-
fer on both surfaces, can be treated as a solid of half thickness L with 
an insulated surface on one side and convective heat transfer from the 
other surface as shown in Figure 32. 
y 
z 
:1------+---t~ x 
1-L L-1 
OsXsL 
y >> L 
Z >> L 
Figure 32. Nomenclature for Transient Heat 
Flow in a One-Dimensional Solid 
The problem can be expressed mathematically as follows: 
The governing differential equation is: 
a2t(x,e) = l at(x,e) 
ax2 a ae 
The boundary conditions are: 
(A. 1) 
1) at(x,e} 
ax = 0 x=O 
2) -k at{x,e)l 
ax x=L = h[t(L,8) - t ] CXl 
The initial condition is: 
ti = f(x) 
Let 
T = t - t 
CXl 
The above equations reduce to: 
1 ) aT 
ax x=O = 0 
2) aTI + !!. T = o 
. ax x=L K 
t. = T. + t = f(x) 1 1 CXl 
or 
T. = t. - t = f(x) - t = F(x) 1 1 <lO CXl 
Separating the variables: 
T(x,e) = X(x) o(e) 
= ! ! ae = i +~2 
a El ae 
2 
-a 
f3 > 0 
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(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.la) 
(A.2a) 
(A.3a) 
(A.4a) 
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For +s2: 
0 = 
For this solution, the temperature of the slab grows exponentially with 
time, which is physically impossible. For 0: 
X" 
= 0 T 
From the boundary conditions, both c1 and c2 are zero. For -s2: 
X" + XB2 = 0 
X(x) = c1 cos Bx + c2 sin sx (A.6) 
Using the boundary conditions: 
BL tan BL = hL K = Bi (A.7) 
X(x) = cl cos sx (A.6a) 
0' + c;.(32 8 = 0 
2 
e(e) -aB o = e (A.8) 
The solution is: 
T(x,e) = X(x) e(e) 
co 
= l: 
n=l 
T(x,0) = T. = t. 1 1 
co 
= 
f L F ( x ' ) cos ( BmX ' ) dx ' = 
x'=O 
-
2 
-as e 
en cos B x e n n 
t = f(x) - t = F(x) co co 
= 0 for n r m 
For n = m: 
1 L F(x') cos Bmx' dx' = 
x'=O 
cm l l 
x'=O 
cos2 {ax') dx' 
m 
2 f L F(x') cos (Bmx') dx' 
x'=O 
T(x,e) = 
co 
~ 
m=l 
l 05 
(A.9) 
(A. 10) 
(A. l Oa) 
(A.lOb) 
{A. l Oc) 
(A.11) 
(A.12) 
Using 
Case 1: 
• COS ( 13 X I ) dx I 
m 
t. = f(x) = constant l 
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(A. 13) 
(A.14) 
t(x,e) = t + 2(t. - t ) 
00 
E 
m=l 
2 
-a.13 e 
e m Bi cos Sm x 
00 l 00 (Bi2 + s~ L2 +Bi) cos Sm L 
(A.15) 
Case 2: The average temperature of the solid is 
2 L 
oo -a.S e B. 1 1 f f(e)=t +2Ee m 2 21 2 cos(smL)[ (f(x')-tjcos(smx')dx' 
00 m=l (Bi +smL +Bi) x'=O 
(A. 16) 
Case 3: The average temperature of the solid when ti = f(x) = constant 
t( 8) = t 
00 
+ 2(t. - t ) 
, 00 
2: 
m=l 
2 
-a.8 8 
e m 
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(A. 17) 
Some of the relations used in the derivation of step function approxima-
tion method for variable t are: 
00 
1) 
2) 
oo 1 cosam x 2 Bi 2: = 1 
m=l (Bi 2 + a~ L2 + Bi) cos 6m L 
3) 
APPENDIX B 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR AND BEEF 
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B.l Air Properties 
The physical properties of air as a function of temperature are 
computed for the temperature range -40 F < t < 100 F by the following 
equations: 
c = 0.24 Btu/Lbm-F 
Pr = 0. 72 
p(t) = (519.0 * 0.0765)/(460.0 + t) Lbm/ Ft3 
)l ( t) = l.71875E-8 * t + l.llE-5 Lbm/Ft-Sec 
\) ( t) = 4.6875E-7 * t + 0.13E-3 Ft2 /Sec 
K(t) = 2.1875E-5 * t + 0.0133 Btu/Hr-Ft-F 
B.2 Beef Properties 
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1. Temperature between 28 F and 102 F: The physical properties of 
beef are nearly constant above freezing and the following properties are 
used for the temperature range 28 F < t < 102 F. The specific heat data 
were obtained from [34] and the density data were developed in the Okla-
homa State University i~eat Lab. The weight fraction of the various 
components of the carcass were established by studying 25 carcasses in 
the OSU Meat Lab. The data are given in Table III. 
Average specific heat of carcass. 
= (0.85*0.624)+(0.157)+(0.69*0.199)+{0.7*0.02) 
= 0.78 Btu/Lbm-F 
Average thermal conductivity of lean beef 
= 0.28 Btu/Hr-Ft-F 
2. Temperature between -40 F and 28 F: The physical properties of 
beef in the freezing temperature range are a strong function of tempera-
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ture. They have been studied by many investigators as given in Section 
2.2. Riedel [35] studied the enthalpy as a function of percent water 
content for various temperature levels of beef and the data are given in 
Figure 33 (whicn is taken from Reference [34]). An average value for 
the water content of 74.5 percent is used by most of the investigators, 
and is used in this study also. The apparent specific heat is calcu-
lated using the enthalpies and the corresponding temperatures from 
Figure 33. The thermal conductivity as a function of temperature is 
available in [34]. The thermal conductivity, enthalpy, and apparent 
specific heat as a function of temperature, which are used in the freez-
ing process calculations, are given in Figure 34. 
Component 
Lean 
Bone 
Fat 
Tissue 
TABLE III 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF BEEF ABOVE 
FREEZING TEMPERATURE 
Specific Heat Density 
(Btu/Lbm-F) (Lbm/Ft3) 
0.85 65.0 
0.60 82.6 
0.69 56. 1 
0.70 
% Weight of 
Carcass 
62.4 
15. 7 
19.9 
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The following equations were developed to use in the computer pro-
grams: 
Apparent specific heat (Btu/Lbm-F) 
Cp{t) = 0.85 (31. 1 < t ..::_ 102F) 
= -14.722*t + 459.76 (29.3 < t ..::_ 31.1 F) 
= 10.889*t - 290.64 (27.5 < t ..::_ 29.3 F) 
= 63.874 - 15.15*t + l.3405*t2 
-(5.1796E-2*t3)+(7.4306E-4*t4) (12.2 < t ..::_ 27.5 F) 
= 2.7778E-2*t + 0.6111 (1.4 <·t ..::_ 12.2 F) 
= 5.42E-3*t + 0.6424 (-40 ..::_ t ..::_ 1.4 F) 
Thermal conductivity (Btu/Hr-Ft-F). 
BK(t) = 
= 
= 
0.28 
0.79805 - (5.43226E-3*t) 
+(3.71516E-5*t2)-(4.19922E-6*t3) 
-(4.04242E-7*t4) 
0.89 
(29 < t ..::_ 102 F) 
(-20 < t ..::. 29 F) 
(-40 ..::_ t ..::_ -20 F) 
The density is a weak function of temperature and is assumed as 
given above. The same weight fractions of carcass as given above are 
used in the freezing process calculations also. 
APPENDIX C 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
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Some of the heat transfer coefficient correlations available in the 
literature for flat plates which are used for chilling and freezing cal-
culations of beef are as follows. They all predict the heat transfer 
coefficient of about the same magnitude over the ranges specified for 
those equations. 
h = l.2+0.24V for V<l6 Ft/Sec [27] '(C.l) 
h = l.09+0.23V for V<16 Ft/Sec [41] (C.2) 
Nu = 0.37(Re) 0·6 for turb. flow [42] (C.3) 
Stx P0.4 = 0.0295(Re )-0·2 for turb. fl ow ·[43] r . x (C.4) 
h = 0.53(V)O.? 16 < V < 100 Ft/Sec [41] (C.5) 
Equation (C.4) is chosen because of its flexibility in accounting 
for property variations. The characteristic length is estimated by 
averaging the length and width of all of the pieces in each group. The 
average length was found to be one foot. Therefore one foot was used in 
computing the average·heat transfer coefficient. 
The average heat transfer coefficient: 
St Pr0·4 = 0.0295 Re -0. 2 
. x x 
For standard air with Prandtl number of 0.72 and specific heat of 
0.24 Btu/Lbm-F, the heat transfer coefficient h can be written as: 
hx = 8.0742E-3 * ( P V)O.B * (µ/x) 0·2 
h = ( 1I1) f L h dx 
x=O 
= 36.3 * (P V)O.B * (µ/i) 0·2 
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For example, at t = 0 F, 1 = 1 Ft. 
. 0 8 2 h = 0.52(V) . Btu/Hr-Ft -F 
which is approximately the same as the McAdams equation. 
APPENDIX D 
HEAT TRANSFER MODEL FOR NEGLIGIBLE 
INTERNAL RESISTANCE 
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The heat exchange between a solid which has negligible internal 
resistance and a fluid can be treated similar to the heat exchange be-
tween two fluids in a heat exchanger. The limitations of this model are 
explained in model Al of Section 3.1.l. This procedure can be used in 
calculating the process time and the final outlet temperature of the 
fluid for the known inlet temperature of the fluid and the solid and the 
required final average temperature of the solid. In this model the con-
veyor dimensions should be fixed first. The equations for this model 
are explained below and are used for the application of chilling hot 
boned beef as given by the computer program model Al, listed in Appendix 
H. 
Calculate: 
AMFR = Fluid mass flow rate (Lbm/Hr) 
ACP = Fluid specific heat (Btu/Lbm-F) 
AMC = AMFR * ACP 
= Fluid capacity rate (Btu/Hr-F) 
BMFR = Solid mass flow rate (Lbm/Hr) 
BCP = Solid specific heat (Btu/Lbm-F) 
BMC = BMFR * BCP 
= Solid capacity rate (Btu/Hr-F) 
CL = Conveyor 1 en.gth (Ft) 
cw = Conveyor width (Ft) 
He = Heat transfer coefficient (Btu/Hr-Ft2-F) 
If AMC > BMC 
CMAX = AMC 
CMIN = BMC 
If BMC > AMC 
CMAX = BMC 
CMIN = AMC 
C = CMIN/CMAX 
NTU = Hc*2*CL*CW/CMIN 
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Using the flow capacity ratio C and the NTU, the effectiveness for 
any flow configuration can be detennined. This effectiveness can be 
used to calculate the outlet temperatures of the fluid and the.solid. 
The calculations have to be repeated by varying the time and thus the 
solid mass flow rate for a given conveyor arrangement, until the required 
final average temperature of the solid is obtained. A parametric study 
has to be conducted to find the design parameters. This model was not 
developed any further due to its limited practical applicability. 
APPENDIX E 
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
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The performance of the refrigeration equipment used in the simula-
tion program is represented by the algebraic equations of the individual 
components. The characteristics of each component are developed from 
the data given by the manufacturers catalogues and to suit the simulation 
procedure given in Section 3.2. 
Four sizes of condensing units ranging from 100 to 25 tons capacity 
at approximately 20 F evaporating and 95 F condensing:temperatures are 
considered for the chilling process. These units provide the tempera-
ture of -5 F through 30 F air entering the conveyor for a 50-ton load. 
For the freezing application, five sizes of the condensing units ranging 
from 130 to 50 tons of capacity at approximately -10 F evaporating and 
95 F condensing temperatures are considered. These units provide the 
temperature of -45 F through 5 F air entering the conveyor for a 50-ton 
load. 
Five evaporator units with a capacity ranging from 35 tons through 
10 tons per unit, and a 16 F temperature difference between the entering 
air and evaporating temperature are considered. By varying the number 
of units and the capacity of the units, the heat capacity ratio R or cfm 
per ton of refrigeration can be varied. 
The equations describing the characteristics of the equipment are: 
1. The condensing unity capacity (tons): 
= CAPC(l)+(CAPC(2)*EVPT)+(CAPC(3)*EVPT**2) 
2. The condensing temperature (F): 
( D. l) 
= CONTC{l)+(CONTC(2)*EVPT)+(CONTC(3)*EVPT**2) (D.2) 
3. The power intput to the compressor (BHP): 
where 
= C(l)+(C(2)*CONT)+(C(3)*EVPT)+(C(4)*CONT*EVPT) 
+(C(5)*CONT**2)+(C(6)*EVPT**2) 
4. Evaporator capacity (tons): 
= -Slope * EVPT + XC 
5. The power input to the evaporator fan (BHP): 
= CE * cfm n 
122 
(D.3) 
(D.4) 
(D.5) 
CAPC(n) = Condensing capacity constants for n = 1,2,3 
CONTC(n) = Condensing temperature constants for n = 1,2,3 
C( n) = Power input to compressor constants for 
n = 1 , 2, ... , .6 
CONT = Condensing temperature (F) 
EVPT = Evaporating temperature (F) 
= EVPEAT - TD 
EV PEAT 
TD 
Slope 
xc 
= Evaporator entering air temperature (F) 
= Temperature drop (F) 
= Evap. Cap./TD 
= Constant for a given evaporator and EVPEAT 
= Slope * EVPEAT 
CEn = Constants for evaporator fan motor for n rows 
deep coil 
(CE10 = l.724E-4, CE8 = l.63E-4, 
(CE6 = l.538E-4) 
The constants for the condensing units are given in Table V for 
chilling and Table VI for freezing process applications. The constants 
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for various evaporator units are given in Table IV. The evaporator 
capacity (CAPEVP) is given for a 16 F temperature difference between the 
entering air and the evaporating temperature. The other variables used 
are as follows: 
Evaporator 
CAPEVP (tons) 
BHPPE (BHP) 
CFMPE (cfm) 
Slope (tons/F) 
CAPEVP = Evaporator capacity (tons) 
BHP PE = Power input to the evap. fan per unit (HP) 
CFMPE = Quantity of air circulating per evaporator 
unit (cfm) 
BHPCPM = Power input to cond. water pump motor (HP) 
TABLE IV 
CONSTANTS FOR THE EVAPORATOR UNITS 
l 
10.6 
1. 5 
8900 
0.6625 
2 
14.53 
2.0 
12600 
0.9081 
3 
. 20. 27 
3.0 
17500 
1.2669 
4 
28.93 
6.0 
26300 
l . 8081 
5 
36.8 
6.0 
33000 
2.3 
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The efficiencies of the various components of the refrigeration 
system used in this study are: 
a. Compressor motor efficiency = 0.9 
b .. Condenser water pump efficiency = 0.7 
124 
c. Cond. water pump motor efficiency = 0.8 
d. Evaporator fan motor efficiency = 0.9 
Reference 
Capacity (tons) 
CAPC(l) 
CAPC(2) 
CAPC(3}*E3 
cmnc(1) 
CONTC(2) 
CONTC(3)*E3 
C{l) 
C(2) 
C(3) 
C(4)*E3 
C(5}*E3 
C(6}*E3 
BHPCPM 
TABLE V 
CONDENSING UNIT CONSTANTS FOR 
CHILLING APPLICATION 
25 50 75 
14.33374 28.9371 42.80355 
0.432741 0.871198 1.306554 
3.5330 6.41834 10.9346 
84.19632 85.32847 84.84091 
0.323237 0.366707 0.328399 
0.94053 0.48017 1.83557 
-3.245533 -6.3802264 -11.211423 
0.481926 0.922569 1.396513 
-0.179985 -0.352299 -0.501875 
4.96941 9.61513 13.89467 
-2.03147 -3.90014 -5.98402 
-3.5929 -7.02916 -10. 04125 
0.5 0.75 1.0 
125 
100 
56.60441 
1 . 71661 
15. 1441 
84.22805 
0.362137 
1. 1004 
-12.98955 
l. 77375 
-0.64199 
17.9039 
-7.5214 
-12.9809 
1.5 
Reference 
Capacity (tons) 
CAPC(l) *E-1 
CAPC(2) *E 0 
CAPC(3) *E 2 
CONTC( l )*E-1 
CONTC(2)*E l 
CONTC(3)*E 3 
c (l) *E-2 
C{2) *E 0 
C(3) *E 0 
C(4) *E 2 
C{5) *E 4 
C(6) *E 3 
BHPCPM 
TABLE VI 
CONDENSING UNIT CONSTANTS FOR 
FREEZING APPLICATION 
50 65 75 95 
6.32577 8. 28671 9.17829 10.44573 
1.47990 2.06869 2.15896 l. 82465 
l. 27931 l. 98666 1.73319 0.38395 
9.19377 9.76819 9.98519 10.54701 . 
4.10236 4.67681 4.61339 5.90278 
0. 19506 1.70538 l .09931 3.33867 
-0.10614 -0. 11814 -0. 17008 0.11981 
1.30386 1.62822 1.97953 1.74556 
-0.88022 '-1.27162 -1.31710 -1.23687 
1. 56218 2.15232 2.33967 2.47203 
-5. 15677 2.34308 -9.13913 22.92582 
-3.53070 -5.66550 -5.28520 -6.09906 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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100 
16.39696 
4.13863 
3.60439 
11.35493 
5.59889 
0.00000 
0.68633 
1. 27871 
-1.74763 
3.53088 
l 03. 70860 
-8.58650 
1.0 
APPENDIX F 
FRICTION FACTOR FOR THE CONVEYOR 
AND THE DUCT 
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The friction factor for the conveyor and the duct is to be estimated 
from the basic fluid flow theory as the technical information of this 
type of system used in practice is not available. To estimate the fric-
tion factor, some of the parameters which are not available are reason-
ably assumed. The influence of these parameters, their assumed average 
values, and affect of deviation from the assumed average values are 
studied. The hydraulic diameter for the conveyor system arrangement 
shown in Figure 13 in Chapter III is given by the following equation: 
Deq = 4 * (CH - BPHF) * CW/(4 * CW+ 2 * CH) 
An average estimate of Deq is made as follows: 
CW >> CH 
Deq = CH - BPHF ~ 2 Ft 
The average relative roughness is estimated as follows: 
The relative roughness 
for duct work from [31] 
= .kl/Deq = 0.00005/2 
The relative roughness for conveyor and meat as estimated from samples: 
k2/Deq = 0.03/2 
The average relative roughness = (kl + k2)/(2 * Deq) = 0.008 
The Reynolds number Re = V * Deq/v 
For air, and for V = 10 Ft/Sec, 
Re = 1.5 * 105 
At this high Reynolds number, the friction factor remains essen-
tially constant and is equal to 0.0093. Therefore, f = 0.01 is proposed 
as the average value. For the friction factor f to become double (f = 
129 
0.02), the relative roughness has to increase approximately six times. 
The error, therefore, involved in the estimation of the average friction 
factor is negligible. In the case that a better estimate on friction 
factor is available, the fan horsepower and the total power requirement 
can be corrected. The influence of friction factor on the system power 
demand is explained in the parametric study in Section 5.2. The fan-
power required is small ·compared to the total system power (less than 
15 percent). This further reduces the influence of any error in the 
friction factor estimation on the results. 
In the present study, the efficiency of the fan and its motor are 
assumed constant and a re as fo 11 ows: 
a. Efficiency of the fan = 0. 7. 
b. Efficiency of the fan motor= 0.9. 
APPENDIX G 
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There are two main advantages for adopting the hot processing of 
beef rather than the cold processing. One is the reduction in mass and 
the other is the reduction in the size of the cuts. Relatively thin cuts 
to be chilled in hot processing compared to the thick carcass in the case 
of cold processing. The average thickness of the carcass is approxi-
mately three to four inches and the thickest section is up to ten inches 
thick. In the case of hot processing the grouping of the cuts and their 
average thickness are determined after careful study of the hot boned 
beef from 25 carcasses in the OSU meat lab. There are 11 different 
specific cuts which represent 59.8 percent of the hot processing yield. 
The remaining 40.2 percent is of relatively small pieces known as the 
lean. Out of the 11 cuts, 4 have an average thickness ranging from 2.5 
to 3.1 inches. These represent 29.3 percent by weight of the total 
yield and this class has an average thickness of 2.8 inches. The other 
7 cuts have an average thickness ranging from 1.2 to 1.9 inches. These 
represent 30.5 percent by weight of the total yield and this class has 
an average thickness of 1.8 inches. The third group is the lean, 40.2 
percent by weight. The 1 ean was bagged so that the maximum thickness 
will not exceed two inches and this gave an average thickness of 1.5 
inches. The groups can be summarized as shown in Table VII. 
The weight of the product of a given group that can be loaded on a 
unit conveyor area is the loading factor. It is given by: 
Loading factor = Average thickness * Density of the product. 
Group 
A 
B 
c 
TABLE VII 
CLASSIFICATION OF HOT BONED BEEF CUTS 
Percent By Weight Average Thickness {in. ) 
29.3 2.8 
30.5 1.8 
40.2 1.5 
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C C0!1PUTER PROGRAM FOR ~ODEL - A3 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,. 
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THIS PROGRA!1 CO'IPUTES ALL THE NECESSARY VALUES FOR DEVELOPitlG THE 
OPTIMUM CHARACTERISTICS FOR DESIG~ OF THE CONVEYARISED CHILLING 
SYSTEM OF ANY 1-D SOLIDS. 
THE PRESEtlT EXAMPLE IS SET FOR HOT BONED BEEF 
INPUTS : 
• • • • • • 
INPUTS ARE IN NAMELIST FORM, THE VALUES IN THE PARENTHESIS ARE 
THE DEFAULT VALUES 
CARD(S)-1 
/NAHE1/ 
BT! :BEEF INITIAL TEMPERATURE (100.0 Fl 
BTF =BEEF FINAL AVE. TEMP. REQUIRED (40,0F) 
BPLF =BEEF PIECE AVERAGE LENGTH (1.0 FT) 
BHFR =BEEF HASS FLOW RATE (11765.0 LBM/HR) 
BPHI :MEF PIECE THICKNESS (4.0 IN) 
NV :NUMBER OF REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS TO BE STUDIED (1) 
CARD CS)-~ 
/NAHE2/ 
TIHET :ESTI~ATED TOTAL CHILLING TIME (1.5"BPHI HRS) 
EVPEAT =ESTIMATED EVAPORATOR ENTERING AIR TEMPERATURE (30.0 Fl 
CNCWT =CONDENSER COOLING WATER TEMPERATURE FOR PRINTING (75.0 Fl 
ICU :CONDENSING UNIT SELECTED 
IEVP =EVEPORATOR UNIT SELECTED 
NU!VP :NUMBER OF EVAPORATORS SELECTED 
OUTPUT 
• • • • • • 
TEMP :TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTON IN THE SOLID FROM CENTER TO BOUNDARY 
THE REST IS SELF EXPLANITARY 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
I • I I I I I I I I I I a I I I I I I I a a a 
SUBROUTINE TEMPR(TLXTH,TINF,B,BL,TLPXTH) 
SUBROUTINE BN(C,B,NR) 
SUBROUTINE REFSYS(EVPEAT,CFM,SYSCAP,BHPT,EVPLAT,ICU,IEVP,IRSYS,ICE) 
SUBROUTINE CONDU(C,CAPC,CONTC,BHPCPH,IRSYSC,ICU) 
SUBROUTINE EVPR(CAPEVP,BHPPE,CFMPE,IEVP) 
KEY TO SYMBOLS 
I I I I I I I I 
ACP 
AK 
ALP!lA 
AMC 
AMU 
ANU 
ARO 
B(N) 
BCP 
BHPCMM 
=AIR SPECIFIC HEAT (BTU/LBM-F) 
=AIR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-Fl 
=B~EF THER~AL DIFFUSIVITY (FT••2/HR) 
:AIR CAPACITY RATE (BTU/HR-F) 
:AIR ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY (LBH/FT-SEC) 
=AIR KINEMATIC VISCOSITY (FT*"2/SEC) 
=AIR DENSITY (L9M/FT"*3) 
•B IN (BLl"CTAN(BL))=C EQUATION CH:l, •• NH) 
=BEEF SPECIFIC HEAT (BTU/LBM-F) 
:BHP INPUT TO COMPRESSOR MOTOR 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
50 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
BHPCO)! =BHP INPUT TO COMPRESSOR 
BHPCPM =BHP l!IPUT TO CONDENSER PUMP MOTOR 
BHPEF~ =3HP INPUT TO EVAPORATOR FAN MOTOR 
BHPPE =BHP INPUT TO EVAPORATO FAN 
BHPT :TOTAL BHP ItlPUT TO REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 
BHPTl =TOTAL BHP INPUT TO THE SYSTEM IN:LUDING CONVEYOR FAN 
BHPTPT =TOTAL BHP PER TOii TO THE SYSTEM 
BIOT =BIOT NUMDER 
BK :BEEF THER:-!AL COUDUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-F) 
BL(N) =B•L IN (BL)"(TAtl(BL)):C EQUATION (~=1, .• NR) 
BLF =BEEF LOADING FACTOR (LBM/FT*•2) 
BMC =BEEF CAPACITY RATE (BTU/HR-Fl 
B'1FR :BEEF MASS FLOW RAH (LBM/HR) 
BPHI =BEEF PIECE THICKNESS (IU) 
BPHF :BEEF PIECE THICKNESS (FT) 
BPLF :BEEF PIECE AVERAGE LEllGTH (FT) 
BRO =BEEF DENSITY (LBM/FT*"3) 
BTI =BEEF INITIAL TE!1PERATURE ·(F) 
BTF =BEEF FINAL AVE. TEMPR. REQUIRED CF) 
C(N) =CONSTANTS FOR COMPRESSOR IllPUT CALCULATION (N-:1, .• 6) 
CAPC(N)=CONSTANTS FOR THE CAPACITY OF THE SYSTEM (N=l,2,3) 
CAPEVP =CAPACITY OF EVEPARATOR IN TONS FOR 1L F DROP IN TEMPERATURE 
CAR :CONVEYOR AREA CFT••2) 
CART =CONVEYOR TOTAL AREA (FT••2) 
CFMPE =CFM PER EVAPORATOR 
CFMPT =CFM OF AIR PER TON OF COOLING LOAD 
CH :CO!IVE YO R HEIGHT (FT) 
CL =CONVEYOR LENGTH (FT) 
CLTWR =CONVEYOR LENGTH TO WIDTH RATIO (CL/CW) 
CNCWT =CONDENSER COOLING WATER INLET TEMPERATURE (Fl 
CONT =CONDENSING TEMPERATURE OF THE REFRIGERA!IT CF) 
COHTC(N):CONSTAtiTS f.OR COHDENSlNG IEHPEBATURE OF THE SYSTE~ (N:l,2,3 
CVEL :CONVEYOR VELOSITY (FT/HR) 
CW :CONVEYOR WIDTH (FT) 
DEQ =HYDRAULIC DIAMETER OF THE DUCTIIORK AND THE CONVEYOR (FT) 
DPC =PRESSURE DROP OF AIR ON CONVEYOR IN IN. OF WATER 
DPCON =PRESSURE DROP IN THE CONNECTING DUCT WOTK IN IN. OF WATER 
DPCPSI =PRESSURE DROP OF AIR ON CONVEYOR IN PSI 
DPTOT =TOTAL PRESSURE DROP OF AIR ON COVEYORIN IN. OF WATER 
DTIME =TIME AT EACH SECTION ON CONVEYOR (HR) 
DXB =INCREMENTAL LENGTH TN BEEF PIECE CFT) 
EFCM =EFFICIENCY OF COMPRESSOR MOTOR 
EFEFM :EFFICIENCY OF CIRCULATIG FAN AND ITS MOTOR 
EVPEAT =EVEPERATOR ENTERING AIR TEMPERATURt (F) 
EVPLAT =EVEPERATOR LEAVING AIR TEMPERATURE (F) 
EVPT =EVEPORATING TEMPERATURE OF THE REFRIGERANT (Fl 
FR =FRICTION FACTOR 
HC :HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (BTU/HR-FT••2-F) 
HCP =CK/THICKNESS) FOR PLASTIC BAG (BTU/HR-FT""2-F) 
ICU :CONDENSING UNIT SELECTED ( 1-25TON ,2-50TON, 3-75TON, 4-1 OOTOH 
IEVP 
tlBS 
NCS 
NR 
NUEVP 
RCAP 
RMC 
TAY 
AT APPROX. 20F EVPT. AND 95F CONT. TEMPERATURES) 
:EVAPORATOR UNIT SELECTED (1-10.67TON,2-14.53TON,3-20.27TON, 
4-28.93TON,5-36.8TON, FOR A 16F TEMPR. DROP) 
=NUMBER OF SECTIONS IN THE BEEF PIECE (10) 
:NUMBER OF SECTIONS ON THE CONVEYOR 
= NUMBER OF ROOTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL EQN. REQUIRED 
=NUMBER OF EVAPORATORS SELECTED 
=REQUIRED COOLING CAPACITY (TONS) 
=RATIO OF HEAT CAPACITY FLOW RATES OF THE TWO STREAMS 
=AVERAGE TEMP. OF BEEF .PIECE AT SECTION (N+l) ON THE CONVEYOR 
6.JO 
610 
520 
630 
6~0 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
72() 
730 
740 
750 
760 
77J 
78J 
790 
SJO 
810 
320 
330 
840 
850 
360 
370 
88J 
39J 
900 
910 
920 
930 
1ij0 
950 
960 
970 
930 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1030 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
11110 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
__, 
w 
..j:::o 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TAVT 
TI'1ET 
TI'lf' 
TLPXT~ 
TL XT'l 
u 
V::L 
X'l I 
X9F 
•AV!RASE TE'1P. OF BEEF PIECE AT SECTION ~ OH THE CONV!YJ! 
•T')TAL Tr~ E 
•AIR TE~PERATVRE (F) 
•TE~P. H SEC. X ! :1 3EEF PIECE A!ID AT SEC. (?l+1) J:I :O!lV. 
•TE'1P. AT SEC. X Itl 9EEF PIECE Afl!l AT SEC. N 011 CO!IV. 
•'.JV! RALL 'lEAT TR HIS FER COEFFIC IEtlT (BTU /HR-FT**2-F) 
•VELOCITY '.JF AIR '.JN :ONVEYJR (FT/SEC.) 
•HALF THICKNESS OF BEEF PIECE (lll) 
=~ALF T~c:K~ESS OF 9EEF PIECE (FT) 
JIMENS!JN 3(10),9L(10),TLXTH(21),TLPXTH(21) 
COM~JN/B1/U3S,N3SP1,I!IIT,NR 
COH~ON/B2/X9F,DX9,BIOT,ALPHA,DTIHE 
COMMON/BR/EVPT,CONT,BHPCMM,BHPEFH,BHPCPM,NUEVP 
NAMELIST /MAME1/BTI,BTF,BPLF,BMFR,BPHI,NV 
$ /NAME2/ TI~E7,EVPEAT,CNCWT,ICU,!EVP,!IUEVP 
AIR PROPERTIES FOR _qo.o • LE. T • LE • 100.0 F 
ARO(T)=(519.0'0.0765)/(460.0+T) 
AMU(T)•1.11E-05+(1.71875E-03 1 T) 
A~U(T)•0.13E-03+(4.6875E-D7 1T) 
AK(Tl:0.0133+(2.1S75E-05'Tl 
ACP:0.2q 
OEEF P~OPERTIES CONSTANT ABOVE FREEZING TEMPERATURE OF 28.5 F 
qcP:J.85 
JRJ=55.0 
BK=0.23 
'lTI:lOO.O 
BTF=qo.o 
9PLF•l. 0 
BMF'R • 11765.0 
BPHI •q,Q 
tlV:l 
CNCWT=75. 0 
READ(5,HAHE1) 
BLF=BPHI'BR0/12.0 
BPiiF:ilPHI/12.0 
XBI•BPHI/2.0 
XBF:XBI/12.0 
ERRJ~:(BTI-9TFl/CBTI 12.0) 
N9S:10 
NBSP1=N3S+ 1 
DXB:XBF/N!lS 
ALPHA=BK/(BR0 1 BCP) 
WRITEC6,210) 
WRITE(5,220) BCP,BRO,BK,ALPHA,BTI,BTF,BPHI,BMFR,BLF 
WRITEC6,330) 
WRITE (6, NAMEl) 
CO~VEYJR 
NCS•10 
~CSPl •'ICS+l 
CLTWR•4.0 
CAR•!l"IFR/BLF 
SY5TE'1 
120•J 
1210 
1220 
1230 
124J 
125J 
126) 
127J 
123J 
129J 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1350 
1370 
13ao 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 
1q30 
1440 
1q50 
145J 
1470 
1430 
1490 
1500 
1510 
1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
15~0 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
16qo 
1650 
1660 
1670 
168J 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
: 
c 
G 
: 
'.: 
c 
26 
: 
c 
25 
HCP=550.0 
!lMC:3MF'R'BCP 
RCAP=B~C'(BTI-STF)/12000.0 
tlR=5 
F'ANEFF:0.7 
VAC=10.0 
I~ITIAL ESTI~ATE OF EVPE•T AU'.l TI~ET 
EVPEAT•30.0 
TI~ET='lP 1lI 1 1 .5 
LOOP 10 IS FOR !IU"ISER OF REFRIGERAT!()'I SY3TE'1S TO SE STU!JIED 
DO 10 IV•l, NV 
REA0(5 ,Nl"IE2) 
'.lO 15 IVSL•l, 5 
IP,\GE=IVEL/2 
IPAGE2=1PAGE'2 
ff(IP,\'iE2.llE.IVEL) WRITE(5,210) 
IF(IVEL.EQ.1) WRITEC6,llA~E2) 
WRITE(5, 320) 
VAC:IVEL'lO 
IVT•O 
LOOP 20 IS FOR THE CONVERGENCE OU THE TOTAL CHILL TI~E REQUIRED 
DO 20 IT=l, 100 
CONVEYOR SIZE CALCULATIONS 
CART=CAR*TIMET 
CW=SQRT(CART/CLTWR) 
CL=CART/CW 
CVEL•CL/TIHET 
DTIME=TIMET/NGS 
TIM ET 1 =TIHET 
IEC:O 
IF(IVT.EQ.1) GO TO q5 
COHTitlUE 
IEC•IEC+1 
CALL REFS YS (EVPEAT. CFM. SYSCAP. BHPT' EV PLAT. re u' IEVP. IRSYSC. 
1 !EC) 
T:EVPEH 
AMC=CFM 1 ARO(T)'60.0*ACP 
EVPEAT=EVPLAT+(RCAP 1 1200D.0/A~C) 
IECF'•l 
IF(IEC.GT.50) GO TO 25 
IECF=O 
IF(ABS((RCAP-SYSCAP)/RCAP).GT.0.005) GO TO 26 
IVT=l 
CFMPT=CFM/RCAP 
CONTINUE. 
IF(IECF.EQ.1) WRITE(6,25D) 
IF(IECF.EQ.1) GO TO 10 
T=EVPEAT 
AMC:CFM 1 ARO(Tl*60.0 1 ACP 
RMC•BMC/AMC 
T•(EVPEAT+EVPLAT)/2.0 
HC=36.33qt((ARO(T) 1 VAC)*'0.8) 1 ((AHU(T)/BPLF)**0.2) 
UI:(l .O/HC)+(l .O/HCP) 
1800 
1610 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
196J 
1970 
19!!0 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2040 
2050 
2060 
207il 
2080 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
2170 
2180 
2190 
2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2230 
2290 
2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
2390 _, 
w 
C.J"l 
c 
c 
40 
45 
50 
c 
c 
c 
c 
70 
c 
80 
60 
c 
c 
U:l. 0/UI 
IllIT:O 
BIOT= u•xBF/BK 
CALL BNIBIOT,BL,N~) 
08 4Q J=l,llR 
BU l=1lL(J )IXBF 
CONTI SUE 
CONTINUE 
TIME=O. 0 
TINF:EVPEAT 
TAVI =BTI 
TAV=BTI 
DO 50 I:l,N3SP1 
TLXTH I I) =BTI 
CONTINUE 
CH=BPHF+(CFM/(CW"VAC•60.0)) 
DEQ:(4.0•(GH-BPHf)•cw)/((4.0•cw)+(2.0•cH)) 
LOOP 60 IS FOR VARIOUS SECTIONS ON THE CONVEYOR 
DO 60 S: 1 , NC S 
TIME:TIME+DTIHE 
TINF:TIIF-IRMC'CTAVI-TAVll 
TAVI:TAV 
CALL TEMPRITLXTH,TINF,B,AL,TLPXTH) 
INIT:l 
LOOP 70 IS FOR TRAUSFERING THE TEMPERATURE ARRAY 
DO 71 J:l, N'l5P1 . 
TLXTHIJl=TLPXTH(Jl 
CONTINUE 
TAV: ITLJCTH( 1 )+TLXT~ (!ISSP 1)) /2. 0 
LOOP 80 IS FOR CALCULATING THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
DO 80 J.2, NBS 
TAV=TAV.-TLXTH(J) 
CONTINUE 
TAV=TAV/N9S 
CONTINUE 
TDIF:TAV-BTF 
CORRECTING THE TOTAL CHILL TIME 
DCOR:0.01 
IFCTDIF.LT.0.5) DCOR=0.005 
TIMET=TIMET+CTDIF•ocoR•BPHI) 
ITF:l 
If(ABSITDIF).GT.ERROR) GO TO 20 
WRITE(6,260) VAC, U,CH,DEQ,RMC,BIOT 
WRITE(6,230l TIMETl,RCAP,CART,CW,CL,CVEL 
WRITE(6,310) EVPT,CONT,BHPCMM,BHPEFM,BHPCPM,NUEVP 
WRITE (6, 240) IRSYSC, ICU, IEVP, EV PEAT, EV PLAT, SYSCAP, CFM, BflPT 
$ , CFMPT 
WRITE(6,270) TIME,TINF,TAV 
WRITE(5,280) CTLXTH(J),J:l,NBSPl) 
LOOP 90 IS FOR CALCULATING ~HE CIRCULATING FAN POWER REQUIRED 
ITF:O 
FR:0.005 
00 90 IFR:l ,3 
DPCPSI:(FR•2.0'AROCTl'VAC"VAC'CL)/ (DEQ'32.2'144.0) 
DPC=27. 7•DPCPSI 
DPCON:2. o•o. 8303 1 ARO(T )0 ( (VAC*60. 0/1000. 0) .. 2) 
2400 
2410 
2420 
2430 
244J 
2450 
2460 
2470 
2480 
2490 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 
2540 
2550 
25SO 
2570 
2580 
2590 
2600 
2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 
2650 
2660 
2670 
2680 
2690 
2700 
2710 
2720 
2730 
2740 
2750 
2760 
2170 
2780 
2790 
2aJO 
2310 
2820 
2830 
2840 
2350 
2860 
2870 
2880 
2890 
2900 
2910 
2920 
2930 
2940 
2950 
2960 
2970 
2980 
2990 
LJPTOT:JPC+OPCON 
FAN~P:(CFM'DPTOT)/(6350.0'FANEFF) 
SHPT 1 :3ilPT +F ANH P 
BHPT PT :!3HPT 1/SYSCAP 
WRITE(6,290) FR, DPC,DPCON,DPTOT,FANHP,BHPT1,3HPTPT 
i'R:FR•2. 0 
90 CJ!ITHIUE 
:;o TO 15 
20 COllTI!IJE 
IF(ITF.EQ.O) GD TO 15 
WRITEC6, 300) 
WRITEC5,260) VAC, U,CH_,DEQ,RMC,BIOT 
WRITEl6,230) TIMET1,RCAP,CART,CW,CL,CVEL 
WRITE (6, 310) EVPT, CONT, BHPC'1M, BHPEFM, BHPCPM, llU~VP 
WRITE ( 5, 240) I RSYSC, ICU, IEVP, EVPEAT, EVPLAT, SYSCAP, CFM, BHPT 
$ , C•~PT 
WRITE(5,270) TIME,TI~".TAV 
WRITEl6,280) ITLXT~IJl,J=l,N!lSPl) 
15 CONTI!IUE 
1 Q CONTINUE 
210 fORMAT(lHll 
220 FORMAT(//,5X,'AVERAGE BEEF PIECE SPECIFICATIONS',//, 
1 10X, 'SP. HEAT =' ,F5.2,2X, 'BTU/L!l-'F' ,I, 
2 lOX,'DEllSITYY =',F5.1,2X,'L!l/FTH3',/, 
3 lOX,'TH. COND. =',F5.2,2X,'BTU/HR-FT-F',/, 
4 lOX,'TH. DIFUSIV. :',E11.4,2X,'fTH2/HR',/, 
5 lOX,'AV. TEMP. IU =',F6.1,2X,'F 1 ,/ 1 
6 1 OX, 'AV. TEMP. OUT : ' , F6. 1 , 2X, 'F ' , I , 
7 lOX, 'AV. THICKNESS =' ,F5.2,2X, 'IN' ,I, 
8 10X,'MASS FLOW RT. :',F8.1,2X, 'LB/HR',/, 
9 lOX, 'LOADING FACT. =' ,F5.1,2X, 'LB/fTH2• ,!) 
230 fORMAT(lOX,'COOLING TIME =' ,F5.2,2X, 'ClRS', 
l 14X,'REQUIRED CAPACITY =',F5.1,2X,'TONS' 0 /, 
3 10X,'TOTAL CONV. AREA =',F5.0,2X,'FT••2•, 
4 6X, 'CONV. WEDITH =',F5.1,2X, 'FT',/, 
5 lOX, 'COllV. LENGTH :',F6.1,2X, 'FT', 
6 8X,'CONV. VELOCITY =',F5.1,2X,'FT/HR',/) 
240 FORMAT(10X, '1'ATf:D· CAP.· OF COllD. lJ!IIT =',I4,2X, 'TOllS', 
1 5X, 'ICU:' ,I2,5X,'IEV'P=' ,I2,I, 
2 10X,'EVP. ENT. AIR TEMP. =',F5.1,2X, 'F', 
3 10X,'EVP. LEV. AIR TEMP. :',F5.1,2X,'F',/, 
4 10X,'SYSTEM CAPACITY =',F6.1,2X,'TONS', 
5 6X, 'CFM =' ,E12.4,2X,/, 
6 10X,'TOT. BHP OF REFRIG. SYS. :',F6.1, 
7 7X,'CFM/TON =',F6.0,/) 
250 FORMAT(10X,'NOT CONVERGED IN SYSCAP • • • • * ' 
260 FOR~AT(5X,'VEL. OF AIR.ON conv. =',F5.l,'fT/SEC', 
1 lOX,'HEAT TRANS. COEF. =',F6.2,'BTU/HR-FT**2-F' ,I, 
2 10X,'CONV. HEIGHT =' ,F5.1,'FT', 
3 11X,'EQ. DIA'"IETER =',F5.1,'FT' ,I, 
4 10X,'RATIO OF MCP =',F5.3, 
5 13X,'BIOT NUMBER =',F6.2,/) 
270 FORMAT(6X, 'TIME=' ,F5.2,2X, 'HR' ,1ox, 'TINF=' ,F6.1,2X, 'F'. 
1 lOX,'AV. BEEF PIECE TEMP. =',F6.1,2X,'F',I) 
280 FORMAT(8X,'TEMP=',11CF6.2,4X),/) 
290 FORMAT(8X,'FR=',F5.3,5X,'DP. COllV. =',F4.1,2X,'IN H20', 
1 lOX, 'DP. CONCT. =' ,F4.1,2X, 'Ill H20', 
2 lOX ,'DP. TOTAL : ',F4. 1, 2X ,'IN H20 ',/, 
3 10X,'FAN HP =',F5.1,2X, 
-4 lOX,'TOTAL HP =',F6.1,2X,'HP', 
3000 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
3050 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3090 
3100 
3110 
3120 
3130 
3140 
3150 
3160 
3170 
3180 
3190 
3200 
3210 
3220 
3230 
3240 
3250 
3260 
3270 
3280 
3290 
3300 
3310 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3360 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 
3410 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3480 
3490 
3500 
3510 
3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
3590 ....... 
w 
°' 
5 lOX, ·~PITON =',F6.4,ll 
300 FOR'1AT(10X, 'NOT CONVERG"'.D IN TI'lE * * * * ••, 
1 10X,'THE LAST ITERATION VALUSS ARE',/) 
310 FOR'1AT(gx, 'EVPT=' ,F6.2,4X, 'CO!lT=' ;F6.2,4X, 'BHPc;i:-1:• ,F6.1,4X, 
$ 'BHPEFM:' ,F6.1,4X, 'BHPCPM=' ,F6.2,4X, '~IU~VP=' ,I2) 
320 FOR'1AT( /l 
330 FIJR'HT(/I) 
STOP 
E•lD 
SUBROUTINE TEMPR(TLXTH,TINF,B,BL,TLPXTH) 
c ·································-·········· c 
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE TEMPERATURE AT EVERY SECTION IXB ~HICH 
C VARIES FROM 1 AT THE CENTER TO !ElSP1 AT THE OUTER BOUNDARY OF 
C THE l - D SOLID 
DIMEllSION B(1),TLXTH(1),TLPXTH(l),BL(1) 
DIMENSION EXPT(10),CSBllX(21, 10) ,FX(10) ,FXT(21) ,CONSTR(lO) 
COHMON/B1/N9S,NBSP1,INIT,NR 
COMMON/82/XBF,DXB,BIOT,ALPHA,DTIME 
If(INIT.GT.0) GO TO 10 
DO 20 NBL=l, NR 
XB:O. 0 
DO 30 IXB:1,NBSP1 
CSBNX(IXB,NBL):COS(B(NBL)"XB) 
XB=XB+DXB 
30 CIJNTillUE 
CONST1:BL(N9L)•BL(N3L) 
CONST2:(8IOT"BIOT)+COMST1+9IOT 
CONSTR(NBL):COHST1/CONST2 
20 CDNTINIJE 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 40 ~BL=l,NR 
EXPP:-ALPHA*B(NBL)•B(NBL)"DTIME 
EXPT(NBL)=O.O 
IF(EXPP.LT.-10.0) GO TO 40 
EXPT(NBL)=EXP(EXPP) 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 N9L=l,NR 
DO 60 IXB:l,NBSP1 
FXT(IXB):(TLXTH(IXB)-TINF)*CSBNX(IXB,NBL) 
60 CONTINUE 
FX(NBL)= (FIT ( 1 )+FXTOIBSP l)) /2. O 
DO 70 IXB=2,NBS 
FX(NBL):FX(NBL)+FXT(IXB) 
70 CONTINUE 
FX(N3L):FX(NBL)*DXB/XBF 
50 CONTINUE 
DO 100 IXB=1,NBSP1 
DUM1:0.0 
DO 110 NBL=l, NR 
DU~1=DU~1+(EXPT(NBL)•CONSTR(N9Ll*CSBNXCIXB,NBLl*FX(N3L)/ 
$ (CSBNX(NBSP1,NBL)•CSBNX(NBSP1,NBL))) 
1 HI CONTINUE 
TLPXTH(IX8)=TINF+(2.0"DUM1) 
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EtlD 
SUBROUTINE BH(C,B,NR) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3500 
3510 
3520 
3530 
354 J 
365J 
3 55J 
357.J 
3630 
369·J 
3700 
3710 
3720 
3730 
3740 
3750 
3760 
3770 
37a0 
3790 
JOJO 
3310 
3820 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3960 
3870 
3880 
3 890 
39·n 
3910 
3920 
3930 
3940 
3950 
3960 
3970 
3980 
3990 
4000 
4010 
4020 
4030 
4040 
4050 
4060 
4070 
4080 
4090 
4100 
4110 
4120 
4130 
4140 
4150 
4160 
4170 
4180 
4190 
CO~PUTATIONS OF THE ROOTS OF TRANSCEUJ!NTAL EIGSN c0U~IT!~~~ F~t 
EQUATION *** B(~)"TAN(B(~)):C ••• 
WHERE ti= 1,NR NR - TH! NJ~BER Of RJOTS REQJIRED 
B(!l) Ill THIS ROUTillE IS SA~E AS THE BL(N l I:ITHE ~AIN PROGRAM 
DIME•ISIO!l 3( 1) 
DAH PI/3.1415931,ERROil/1 .OE-05/ 
N = 1 
B( l ):PI/SQRT((8.0/C)+4.0) 
NIL:l 
IF(C.GE.2.0) GO TO 30 
NIL:2 
DO 10 .IN:l, 100 
T91 =TAN ( B( 1 ) ) 
81:C/T81 
IF(AgS(B(l )-91).LE.ERROR) GO TO 30 
8 ( 1 ) = ( B( 1 ) +B 1) 12. () 
D SONTINUE 
20 WRITE(6,110) N 
110 "OR'iAT(lOX,'DID NOT CONVERGE Ill THE 100 ITERATIONS OF THE ROOT', 
SIS) 
RETURN 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 40 N:NIL,NR 
BNP1:8(1) 
DO 50 IN=l,100 
B 11P2 :AT AN ( Cl ( ( ( N -1 )0 PI ) +BNP l ) ) 
IF(ABS(BNP2-BNP1).LE.ERROR) GO TO 60 
8tlP1 :llNP2 
50 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
60 3(N )= ( Ol-1 )*PI )+BNP1 
40 CONTitlUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE REFSYS(EVPEAT,CFM,SYSCAP,BHPT,EVPLAT,ICU,IEVP, 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE OPERATING POINTS OF ALL THE COMPONENTS 
C OF THE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM CHOOSEN 9Y ICU,IEVP,NUEVP - AT THE 
C SYSTEM BALAllCE POillT 
c 
c 
l!RSYSC,IEC) 
DIMENSION C(6),CAPC(3),CONTC(3) 
co~~ON/BR/EVPT 'CONT. BHPCMM' BHPEFM' BHPCPM. NUEVP 
C GENERAL CONSTANTS 
c 
c 
TD:16.0 
EFCM:0.9 
EFEFM:O. 9 
ERROR:0.001 
IF(IEC.GT.1) GO TO 5 
C CONDENSING UNIT SELECTION 
c 
G 
CALL CONDU(C,CAPC,CONTC,BHPCPM,IRSYSC,IGU) 
XIRSYS:IRSYSC 
~~ .. -_ 
L.;:..' r' 
.. ~;:.. .. 
4~~-... 
li2~:. 
... c-:,' .. 
!.+(::.:' .. 
o.t27: 
i.: 2:;.: 
42-:i:. 
4300 
4310 
432~ 
4330 
434J 
4350 
4360 
437J 
4380 
4390 
4400 
4410 
4420 
4430 
4440 
4450 
4450 
4470 
4480 
4490 
4500 
4510 
4520 
4530 
4540 
4550 
4560 
4570 
4580 
4590 
4600 
4610 
4620 
4630 
4640 
4550 
4660 
4670 
4680 
4690 
4700 
4710 
4720 
4730 
4740 
4750 
4760 
4"(70 
4780 
4790 
__. 
w 
" 
1'J'J 
110 
32~ 
33".l 
-
c 
: 
1'J 
?1 
1 ~ 
4) 
5'.l 
7J 
50 
110 
100 
5 tOX, ··~PIT'PI :' ,F6.4,/) 
ro~~~T(10X,'11T :o~IV$~G~D I~ Tt'~E • * • • *' 
1 1~x.·r~E L~ST ITE~,7l'JU VALU~S ~RE',/) 
FOR~ti.:(qX, "~VDT:',F'5.2,4X, '':')~IT=' ,F5.2,llX, 'B:IP:'.·~·-~=' ,F·).1,4X, 
' •g~!P£~~=',F5.l,UX,'3!tP:P~=',F5.2,4X,'~IU~VP=',!2) 
~::tt~'':'(/} 
!')R'<',T(//I 
5T'.i? 
::·D 
SU3R~~!!~~ :£~P~(!LXT~t,TI~F,B 1 BL,TLPXTH) 
••••IR•••••IWl•lll•Wlt•lllllllllllllllallll 
nus ~OuT!'I:: ::"IPJTES T!IE TE'~P:::RATURE AT EVC:RY SECllJ'i IXJ •.• ::'i 
VARI":3 FR'.:'4 1 ~; T'.<::: si:·r;ER TO '.i-iS?l AT T'.E '.JUTER 3'.)~'DBY J::-
TH:: 1 - => SJL!J 
::l!'IE~13IO~ J ( 1 ) , TLXTil( 1 ) , TLPXT'i ( 1 ) , OL( 1 ) 
~I'4Ett5I'Jtt ::xPT(lJ),CS9~X(21,1U),FX(101,FXil21),:~~3TR(11) 
CJ'4'40U/91/J35,~3SP1,l~!T,HR 
:J'4'10~/~2/13F,JX3,61JT,ALPJA,DTI~E 
IFllHlT.GT.JI 3~ TO 10 
:l'J 20 'l!!_L: 1, W~ 
X'l:'J. 0 
::>O JO IX9•1,tt3SP1 
~SS'IX(IX8,~9Ll•~JS(Y(~3Ll"X~) 
X'l=X'lo'.lXR 
':")'!:!"J:J£ 
CO~STl:qL(,~Ll"BL(1lL) 
=~~ST2=CBr~:·s:~T)·~~~5Tl+q11T 
:0n1Tq(·~3Ll::~·:~!l/C1 11~T2 
: ".)lJ:' ~ ·1 J~ 
:J!l7!'; J~ 
J'.l n ·:~L= 1, ~l~ 
EXP? =-\LP'U • B( '/1L) • 8( •rn Ll •!)T ! ·~E 
EXP7 ('13LJ:'.l. o 
IFIEXPP.LT.-10.0l ~'.l TO 40 
EXPTC~1Ll•EXP(EXPPJ 
.:J!:T!'FJ::: 
~) ;J T3!..:l ,JB 
DO 5·J IX9"1,113SP1 
FXT (I X;:J)• (TLXT!I ( IX'JJ-TI!I!') •csB!IX( I X9, IDL) 
~ONTI~IJE. 
F x c·n:.). ( F :c ( 1 ) +!' XT (;I 35 p 1 J) 12. 0 
!JO 7J IXS•2,!13S 
FXC~3Ll=FXC~3L)+FXTCIX9) 
CONT; llJ~ -
FX(~3L)•Fl(13L)•JXO/X9F 
CO?ITillJ!:: 
DO 10~ IX3:1,tt95P1 
DU'l1•1.0 
!lO 110 !lqL• 1, !IR 
DU'41 :JU'll +CEXPT (!l3L) •cO!ISTR ('13L J •cS!HIX c I ~'l, llBL J "FX ('.13L) I 
$ (CSBHX(~3SP1,U~LJ•CS'J~X(!l!!SP1,NDL))) 
CO!ITill~!:: 
TLPXTH(IX9)•TI!l!'+(2.0•ou~1) 
C!l~Till:JE 
R~llJiPI 
E!l!l 
SU3R'.l~TillE OU(C,B,NR) 
····················••*••·················· 
:;.s 1J 
361J 
35.? J 
3S]J 
35•) 
3551 
~)-)) 
-;, Ji j 
~ l :lJ 
3'>:1J 
J7JJ 
3 fl J 
3 72 J 
37JJ 
~ ! "'!) j7')"J 
j l6"J 
j 71'.l 
37jJ 
37n 
3oJJ 
. ]310 
352J 
333J 
3340 
335') 
JoS'J 
3370 
333) 
333J 
31)) 
~ji~ 
H2J 
BN 
39qJ 
395'.l 
39?0 
frlJ 
3:1)) 
B'JJ 
4000 
•Jl 0 
:.no 
4JJJ 
400,J 
4JSJ 
4J60 
4J7o 
4J3J 
4J90 
4100 
q 110 
4120 
4130 
414') 
415:) 
416'J 
4170 
413:1 
~19l 
1) 
:>n 
1 l'l 
)1 
SJ 
60 
4 :J 
c 
r 
: 
c 
c 
r::04P:.JTATIJ~~~ J~ :·i:: ~.)_)f,;J Jf TR·'\!J3C£:;;::::nAL :.:rJ::~J ':Q;!JITl:J!43 FOR T 
EJU~TI~~ ••• B('J)•rA:l(il(~)):C ••• 
•~t:::RE rs = 1,lJrt UR - T!E :~J''13ER Jf rl'J::>TJ !lE:;~IriED 
8(:1) 1:1 TllIS Rourr::s i~ S,\'1E A'.: T'.E 1!.(:I) r:1r,;;: -~A!:I PRiJGRA:~ 
J['1F.ll:;IJ'.I 3( 1) 
:>HA P!/3.141S'l31,E.1i<~:Ul .JS-J5/ 
'.I• 1 
B(l)•Pl/SQ!T((3.0/C)+1,0) 
'.I IL= 1 
!F(C.Go.2.0) ~o TO 3J 
~I !L:2 
!l'.l 10 1:1=1, 10J 
:'J 1 :: A 'IC~( 1 ) ) 
~1='.:/T'J 1 
!f(~'J<;(n(l)-'ll).L~.ERP.'lq) 3J T') 30 
'J(1)=(~(1)+'11)/>,) 
: )'IT I ll:JS 
14A ITE (tj I 11')) ., 
C''.)P«~.~T~l'1Y., '')l) 'J')T ':')•fv::=tss !~J TT: l'.)') !7~qA;I')'I_) ')F T!IE q0JT'' 
~I 5) 
~STU~lJ 
C')tJT! fJ'JE 
D? 4J 'l='llL,/lq 
n:1p1='l<1 1 
DJ ';) !:1:1, lOJ 
!J:IP2·~••1:cc1c ( C:l-1 )"Pl )+J:IPl)) 
IFCA93(89P2-3~PlJ.LF..ERROq) ~J TJ 6~ 
Bi1P1=311P2 
'.:•J:li I ·1:..1:: 
3J ;o 2J 
3C:I ): ( C:l-1 J"PI )+'J'.IPl 
C J'IT I ~IUE 
RETU~ll 
E!rn 
SU~RJUTINE REFSYS(EVPE~T,CFM,SYSCAP,BHPT,EVPLAT,ICU,IEVP, 
·························•····•·····•······ 
T'fl') qourr11 ')'1P'.JTES T'E 'JPERHI~IS P:l1'1T~ 'lf ALL TH': '.:)'~PJ'.EUTS 
OF' ':'11::: REFR ~ ~\TIO~J 5YSTE"l C~W')SE'l >Y IC!J, IEVP,tf'Ji::VP - .'\T T!fE 
SYSTE'1 9ALA S P1'.~T 
1 ! R'; Y<'i<: I I c:r:) 
~l'1Ell'>T'l'I ':(SJ .~H~(1),Cc1:1TC(J) 
C'1'1~0!l /!lft I F.VPT. C'YlT I ~:1 P".: ..,..., J 9'1PEF ... ' ~Hp~ P"'I, tl"J':. VP 
GE~SR~L C~'J~TA'lTS 
T0•16.0 
EFC~=~.9 
EFEF:~:J.9 
ERR')R:J,001 
IF(IEC.GT.1) ~OTO 5 
COUDE~SIUG ~llT SELECTI?U 
CALL CJ!IJU ( C, CAPC, COllTC, O'.IPC p,~, IR SBC, ICU l 
XIRSY3=IRSYSC 
42JO 
qz10 
qno 
4230 
4240 
4250 
4250 
427J 
42aJ 
429J 
4300 
4310 
43n 
4 3 30 
4 34::: 
435~ 
4 3 'JJ 
4 3r) 
433J 
439J 
4 'I}) 
ll4lG 
44 ?J 
4 4 j) 
"440 
•t 45'.) 
44 SJ 
~ L.17) 
4" SJ 
449J 
~))j 
4'.) 10 
4j2J 
453'.l 
45llJ 
455J 
4',50 
4570 
q53J 
459) 
45J) 
4610 
tiS ?O 
ti6j~ 
't ·JllO 
ll55'J 
455J 
457'.l 
453J 
4590 
HOO 
11710 
4720 
4/30 
4fqo 
4750 
4760 
4"/70 
47()) 
479J 
__, 
w 
co 
C EVAPORATOR SELECTION 
c 
c 
CALL EVPR(CAPEVP,BHPPE,CFMPE,IEVP) 
C TOBL SYSTE'I 
c 
5 CONTINUE 
BHPEFM•(BHPPE•~UEVPl/EFEFM 
CAPEVT:CAPEVP•NUEVP 
CFM:CFMPE"NUEVP 
SLOPE=-CAPEVT/TD 
Yl:CAPEVP•(NUEVP+l) 
X:EVPEAT-TD 
XC•CAPEVT-CSLOPE"Xl 
DO 10 I=l, 100 
Y2=CAPC(l)+(CAPC(2)•X)+(CAPC(3l•x•x> 
X=(Yl-XCl/SLOPE 
lf(ABS((Y1-Y2)/Y2) .LE.ERROR) •:;o TO 20 
YlT=Y 1 
Yl:Y2 
10 CONTillUE 
WRITE(6,30) Y1T,Y2 
30 FORMAT(5X,' • • • • • DIDNOT COil VERGE IN REF SYS', 
1 5X,'Y1 •',F6.1,5X,'Y2 =',F6.1l. 
DEVP:2.0 
IF(CAPEVT.LT.XIRSYS) DAVP=-DAVP 
EVPEAT•EVPEAT+DEVP 
IEC=IEC+l 
IF(IEC.LE.50) GO TO 5 
SYSCAP:O.O 
RETURN 
28 ~OHTINUE 
EVPT:X 
SYSCAP:Y2 
CONT:COMTC(l)+(CONTC(2l"X)+(CONTC(3)•x•x1 
A=CONT 
B:EVPT 
BHPCOM:C(l)+(C(2)•A)+(C(3)"B)+(C(4)•A•B)+(C(5)"A1 A)+(C(6)•B•B) 
BHPCMM=BHPCOM/EFCM 
SHPT :BHPCMM+BHPEFM+BHPC PM 
R0:519.0•0.0765/(460.0+EVPEAT) 
AMC•CFM"R0•6o.o•Q.24 
EVPLAT•EVPEAT-(SYSCAP 1 12000.0/AMC) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CONDU(C,CAPC,CONTC,BHPCPM,IRSYSC,ICU) c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C THIS ROUTINE ASSIGNS THE CONSTAtlTS FOR COMPUTING REFR. CAP. , 
C COND. TEMPR., AND BHP INPUT TO COMPRESSOR 
C THE COMPRESSOR CAPACITY MENSIONED IN COMENT CARD IS AT APPROX. 
C 20 F EVPT .\llD 95 F CONT , IT IS ONLY FOR IDENTIFICATION 
c 
DIMENSION C( 1) ,CAPC( 1) ,CONTC( 1) 
IF(ICU.GT.5) ICU=5 
GO TO (25,50,75, 100, 150) ,ICU 
150 CONT IllUE 
llRITE(6, 110) 
110 FOR'4AT(10X, 'NO CONDENSING UNIT IS DEF HIED') 
STOP 
4800 
4810 
4820 
4830 
4840 
4850 
4860 
4870 
433J 
4890 
4900 
4910 
4920 
4930 
4940 
4950 
4960 
4970 
4980 
4990 
5000 
5010 
5020 
5030 
5040 
5050 
5060 
5070 
5080 
5090 
5100 
5110 
5120 
5130 
5140 
5150 
5160 
5170 
5180 
5190 
5200 
5210 
5220 
5230 
5240 
5250 
5260 
5270 
5280 
5290 
5300 
5310 
5320 
5330 
5340 
5350 
5360 
5370 
5380 
5390 
c 
c 
100 CONT ItlUE 
c 
c 'coNDENSI~3 ~~IT IS ~~9E UP OF 
C COMPRESSOR - 10·) 'i'J'l 
C CO!DEllSER - 20 IN * 14 fT, 4 - PASS, 394 ~PM 
c 
C( 1 ):-0.12939543002 
C(2):0. 17!37462i:01 
C(3):-0,64199337 
C(4):0.17903361E-01 
C(5):-0,752136G2E-02 
C(6l=-0.12930S37E-01 
CAPC( 1 ):56.6J441355 
CAPC(2)•1.716603392 
CAPC(3):t.514407627E-02 
CONTC(1):84.223JQ927 
CONTC(2):0.3621374973 
CONTC (3)=1. 100450227E-03 
BHPCPM:l .3 
IRSYSC:lOO 
RETURN 
75 CONTI!lUE 
c 
c CONDENSING U~IT rs ~AJE UP OF 
C COMPRESSOR - 75 T09 
C CONDE9SER - 16 Ill • 18 FT, 4 - PASS, 247 GPM 
c 
C(1l=-0.11211~23to2 
C(2):0.13965135E01 
C(3l:-0.5018749 
C(4)=0.13894672E-01 
C(5):-0.59340245E-02 
C(6)•-0. 10041252E-01 
CAPC(1):42.80354994 
CAPC(2)•1.306553838 
CAPC ( 3) • 1. 09345556£-02 
CONTC( 1)=34. 84090735 
CONTC(2):0.3283994243 
COSTC(3)=1.835567383S-83 
BHPCPM:l.0 
IRSYSC:75 
RETURtl 
50 COtlTI NUE 
c 
C CONDENSING UNIT IS ~A~E UP OF 
C CO~PRESSOR - 50 TOH 
C CONDENSER - 16 IN • 10 FT, 4 - PASS, 247 GPM 
c 
C( 1l•-0.63802264E01 
C(2):0.92256919 
C(3)=-0.35229391 
C(4):0.96151268E-02 
C(5l=-0.39001451E-02 
C(6)=-0.70291588E-02 
CAPC(1)=28.93710291 
CAPC(2)•J.87119772 
CAPC(3)=6.418343422E-03 
CONTC(1)=85.32847492 
5400 
5410 
5420 
5430 
5440 
5450 
5460 
5470 
5480 
5490 
5500 
5510 
5520 
5530 
5540 
5550 
5560 
5570 
5580 
5590 
5600 
5510 
5620 
5630 
5640 
5650 
5660 
5670 
5680 
5690 
5700 
5710 
5720 
5730 
5740 
5750 
5760 
5770 
5780 
5790 
5800 
5810 
5820 
5830 
5840 
5850 
5860 
5870 
5880 
5890 
5900 
5910 
5920 
5930 
5940 
5950 
5S~O 
5970 
5980 
5990 __. 
w 
\.0 
25 
c 
c 
c 
3 
c 
c 
c 
2 
CONTCl2l•0.3557l74 
CO~TS(3):q.SJ7129J5E-Jq 
3.~PCP'l:'). 75 
!RSYSC:5') 
RETURll 
co~nr~ 1J~ 
CO!IJ~HSI'l~ ~~I!! IS ~AD~ U? ~F 
C0~PRESSQR - 25 TJD 
CG!IJE~3£A - 12 !~ • 1J ~!, 4 - PASS, 2~7 ~p~ 
C( 1):-J.3245533001 
C(2l:J.4319265 
Cl31•-J.1799345 
C(4):0.49694~7E-J2 
C(5):-J.2031465c-02 
C(51:-0.35929J1E-02 
CA PC ( 1 I= 1 4 • 33 3 7 4 
CAPC(2)=J.432741 
CAPC(3)=3.533JJ6E-03 
CONTC( 1 ):84.196325 
CO~TCl2l:J.323236S 
:o~TCl31=9.4J5337E-J4 
BHPCP:~:'l.5 
I RS YSC :25 
R:ru:rn 
EllD 
SU3ROUT!NS EVPR(CAPEVP,SHPPE,CF~PE,IEVPI 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS ROUTI~E ASS!G'l'> T!IF. C!!AR.ACT!':R!ST!C VALUES OF T!IE EVAP'.JRAi'.lR 
Cf!'l'.JSE•L ALL EVP. ARE 10 RO\.IS D':EP 
!F(!EVP.GT.61 !EVP:5 
Ga TO (1,2,3,4,5,61 , !EVP 
COllT!llUE 
EVAPORATOR - 2.3 TON/TD, 2 HP/FMl, 1140 RP~ 
CAPEVP:36.8 
Bll?PE:6. 0 
CFMPE=33JOO.O 
RETURN 
ONT !NUE 
EVAP:JRATOR 
CAPEVP:28. 93 
BllPPE:6. 0 
CFMPE=26300.0 
RETU~ tl 
CONTillU': 
1.81 TO'l/TD, 3 HP/FAii, 1140 RP:~ 
EVAPORATOR - 1.27TON/TD, 1.5 1P/FAU, 1140 RPM 
CAPEVP:20. ?7 
!!llPPE•3. 0 
CF'IPE=175'lO.O 
RETUR!I 
COllTI!IUS 
50JJ 
5'J, J 
5J2J 
5J3J 
5-J4~ 
5J5o 
s::J 
6 J?.) 
S)SJ 
SJ;J 
01JJ 
6110 
512J 
613J 
614J 
:) , 5) 
516J 
6i7J 
6; 3) 
;; 19J 
52 JJ 
521 '.) 
::-22J 
623J 
524 '.) 
625J 
626J 
s 27J 
6 23J 
629J 
53JO 
5310 
5320 
!i33J 
6340 
6350 
6360 
537') 
638J 
6 3 ;J 
64JJ 
5410 
642J 
643') 
644J 
545J 
646!) 
647J 
6480 
6490 
65SO 
6510 
6520 
6530 
654J 
655J 
6560 
6570 
6580 
659J 
111 
EVAPn;n~ - 0.91 TO:l/TD, 1.0 'lP/FA'I, 11!;;) 'lP'~ 
- PEVP:14.53 
3 ?PE=2.0 
: ~PE=126JJ.O 
R TU~~ 
- ::r!~~J~ 
E:VA?)'.LATCH 
CAPEVP:l0.67 
3HPPS:1.5 
:F~PS=390J.O 
qE~J'lH 
:J'l7!!1J~ 
A~!TE(~,1101 
).67 :-C:'.1/TJ, J,75 ~IP/f.\~!, 11~.J R?:_. 
~Qq~A!(19X,'* I• ~IJ EVP~HAT0R I~ SE~Ifl~D • ·• * ') 
ST~P 
~~) 
6600 
6610 
6620 
6530 
6640 
6650 
6660 
6670 
6680 
6690 
670J 
6710 
572J 
6730 
6740 
6750 
5760 
6770 
6780 
6790 
.f::o 
0 
c 
C COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MODEL - A2 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FOR MODEL - A2 TINF HAS TO BE KEPT CONSTANT 
FOR VARIABLE NAMES REFER TO COMP~TER PROGRAM FOR MODEL - A3 
THIS ROUTINE IS USED FOR EVALUATING THE EQUATION 3.11 
WITH AN ASSUMED VARIATION OF TINF ALONG THE CONVEYOR LENGTH 
THIS ROUTINE IS CHECKED USING.THE ROUTINE DEVELOPED FOR EQN. 
AND HEISLER CHARTS 
DIMENSION 8(10),BL(10l,TLXTH(21l,TLPXTH(21) 
COMMON/B1/NBS,llBSP1,INIT,NR 
COMMON/82/XBF,DXB,BIOT,ALPHA,TIME 
110 FORMAT(5X, 'BIOT=' ,F8.5,5X, 'B=', 10F10.3) 
120 FORMAT(5X, 8F15.5l 
130 FORMAT(1H1) 
NR=6 
XBI=3.0 
TIMET=2 .0 
HC=30.0 
DTINF=10.0 
TINF=-20. 0 
XBF =XB II 12. 0 
NSS:lO 
llBSPl =NBS+l 
DXB=XBF/NBS 
BK=0.28 
ALPHA=0.005 
BT!= 100. 0 
HCT=O.O 
DO 35 INF=l,4 
TIME=TIMET 
ITFL:O 
WRITE(6, 130) 
DTIME=O. 2 
TI NF =TI NF +DTI NF 
DO 10 1=1,NBSPl 
TLXTH(I )=BT! 
10 CONTI tlUE 
DO 20 NT= 1, 200 
IF(HC.EQ.HCT) GO TO 40 
INIT=O 
BIOT=(HC"XBF)/BK 
CALI. BN(BIOT,BL,NR) 
DO 5 J:l,NR 
B(J)=BL(J)/XBF 
5 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6, 110) BIOT,B 
40 CONTINUE 
TIME=TIME+DTIME 
CALL TEMPR(TLXTH,TINF,B,BL,TLPXTH) 
HCT=HC 
INIT=l 
TAV:O.O 
DO 30 J:l,NBSPl 
TAV=TAV+TLPXTH(J) 
30 CONTINUE 
TAV=(TAV-(.5*(TLPXTH(l)+TLPXTH(NBSP1))))/NBS 
3. 16 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
3 30 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
20 
35 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
30 
20 
10 
IF(TAV.GT.43.0) GO TO 20 
ITFL=ITFL+l 
!F(!Tf"L. EQ.1) T!MET=TIME 
!F(TAV.LT.28.0l GG TO 35 
FO=ALPHA"TIME/(XBF•xaFJ 
QR=(BTl-TAV)/(BTI-TINF) 
::JTIHE=O. 02 
If(TAV.LT.38.0.AND.TAV.GT.32.0) DTIME=0.1 
WRITE(6,120) TIME,TINF,TAV,HC,XBI,QR,FO,BIOT 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE TEMPR(TLXTH,TINF,B,BL,TLPXTH) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE TEMPERATURE AT EVERY SECIIJS :XS ~~ICH 
VARIES FROM 1 AT THE CENTER TO NBSPl AT THE OUTER BOJHJ&!Y ~F 
THE 1 - D SOLID 
!HIS ROUTINE IS BASED ON EQN. 3.11 
INPUTS : 
• • * I I I 
ALPHA 
B(N) 
BIOT 
BK 
BL(N) 
BT! 
DTIME 
DXB 
INIT 
NBS 
NCS 
NR 
TINF 
OUTPUT 
=SOLID THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY (FT*"2/HR) 
=B IN (BLl*(TAN(BL))=C EQUATION (N=l, .. NR) 
=BIOT NUMBER 
=SOLID THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-Fl 
=B"L IN (BLJ•(TAN(BL))=C EQUATION IN=l, .. NR) 
=SOLID INITIAL TEMPERATURE (F) 
=TIME AT EACH SECTION ON CONVEYOR (HR) 
:INCRIMENTAL LENGTH IN THE SOLID 
= 0 FOR FOR NEW BIOT NUMBER CASE, =1 FOR SAME Bl:: N~~5ER 
=NUMBER OF SECTIONS IN THE SOLID 
=NUMBER OF SECTIONS ON THE CONVEYOR 
= NUMBER OF ROOTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL EQN. REQUIRED 
:COOLING FLUID TEMPERATURE AT THE PRESENT SECTION JS :JNVEYOR 
• • • • • • 
TLPXTH(N) :AT THE END OF THE PRESENT SECTION ON THE GO~VEY0R (f) 
WHERE N=l TO NBSPl 
DIMENSION B( 1), TLXTH ( 1), TLPXTH ( 1), BL( 1) 
DIMENSION EXPT(10),CSBNX(21,10),FX(10),FXT(21),CONSTR(10) 
COMMON/B1/NBS,NBSP1,INIT,NR 
COMMON/B2/XBF,DXB,BIOT,ALPHA,DTIME 
IF(INIT.GT.Ol GO TO 10 
DO 20 tlBL=l, NR 
XB=O.O 
DO 30 IXB=1,NBSP1 
CSBNX(!XB,NBL)=COS(B(NBL)•XB) 
XB=XB+DXB 
CONTINUE 
CONSTl=BL(NBL)•BL(NBL) 
CONST2=(B!OT•BIOT)+CONST1+BIOT 
CONSTR(NBL)=CONST1/CONST2 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 40 NBL=l,NR 
EXPP=-ALPHA"B(NBLJ•B(NBL)•DTIME 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
580 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
780 
790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
+::> 
EXPT(N3L):O. Q 
IF(EXPP.LT.-1J.O) GO TO 40 
EXPT(NEL):EX?(~X?Pl 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 'l3L=1, S~ 
DO 60 :X3:1,~3S?1 
FXT(IXB):(cLXT"('.X3)-TcSF)ICSBNX(IXB,NBL) 
60 CONTI'l:JE 
fX(NBLJ= (FX7(1 )+?"X:-(:;3sp1 ))/2.0 
DO 70 !X9:2,~i3S 
FX(NBLl=rX(~3~)+FXT(IX9) 
70 CONTIUUE 
FX(NBL):?"X(!EL)'JX31X3F 
50 CONTINUE 
DO 1JQ :xs:~,S3S?1 
JUMl:O.D 
DO 110 N3L=1,!iR 
DUH1:JUM1+(~XPT(SBLJ':JNSTR(NBL) 1 CSBNX(IXB,NBL)'FX(NBL)/ 
$ (CSBNX(NBS?l,NBLl'CS9NX(NBSP1,NBL))) 
110 CONTINUE 
TLPXT8(IX9)=71Sf+(2.0 1 DUH1) 
100 CONTI110E 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROJT!NE 3N(C,B,NR) 
c ········································~·· c 
C COMPUTAT!'.HIS Jf THE ROOTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL E!GEN CONDITIONS FOR 
c EQUATION Ill 3(N)ITAN(B(N)):C Ill 
C WHERE N = 1,NR ~R - THE NUMBER OF ROOTS REQUIRED 
c 
B(N) !N T~IS R:JTI~E !S SAME AS THE BL(N) INTHE MAIN PROGRAM 
DIMENSION BC 1) 
DATA ?l/3.1•1593/,ERRJR/1.0E-05/ 
N:l 
8(1)=PI/SQRT((5.0/Cl+4.0) 
NIL=l 
IF(C.GE.2.0) GO TO 30 
NIL=2 
DO 10 IN:l, 100 
TB1:TAN(9( 1 )) 
B1:C/TB1 
IF(ABSCB(l)-81).LE.ERROR) GO TO 30 
8(1):(8(1)+91)/2.0 
10 CONTINUE 
20 WR!TE(6,110) N 
110 FORMAT(10X, 'DID NOT CONVERGE IN THE 100 ITERATIONS OF THE ROOT', 
$I 5) 
RETURN 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 40 N:NIL, NR 
BNPl :B( 1) 
DO 50 IN:l, 100 
BNP2:A TAN (C/ ( ( ( N-1 ) •PI )+BNP 1)) 
IF(ABSCBNP2-BNP1).LE.ERROR) GO TO 60 
BNP1:BNP2 
50 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
60 B(N):((N-1)•Pil+BNP1 
40 CONTINUE 
12J'.J RETURN m8 1210 E:rn 
1220 
1230 
124J 
1250 
126J 
127D 
128J 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
13!.+J 
135-J 
136-J 
1370 
1330 
1 39:1 
10JO 
141J 
1~2J 
1'130 
1440 
1~5J 
1460 
T 1470 
1480 
1"90 
1500 
1510 
1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 __. 
+:=-
N 
c 
C CQ~P~T~R P~OGRA~ FDR MODEL - A2 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C FOR ~GJEL - A2 TINF HAS TO BE KEPT CONSTANT 
FC! 7ARIA3LE NA~ES REFER TO CO~PUTER PROGRA~ FJR ~OJE 
;~:s RJJ!INE IS USED FOR EVALUATING THE EQUATlJNS 3.15 A~J 3.17 
C iI7H AN ASSJMED VARIATION OF TINF ALONG THE CC~V~YCR ~~~~!~. 
:r :AN A~SO BE USED FOR CHECKING EQUATION 3.8 
!HiS RJJTI~E IS CHECKED USING THE ROUTINE DEVELOPE~ F~~ ~~~. 3.11 
C AND HEISLER CHARTS 
r 
JIMENS!ON B(10),8L(10l,TINF(10), TLPXTH(21) 
co~~O.Jl!B 1 nrns. NBS Pl. !NIT. NR 
co~~ON/82/XBF,DXB,BIOT,ALPHA,BTI,DTIME(20) 
11J f0RMAT(5X, 'BIOT=' ,F8.5,5X, 'B=', 10F10.3) 
120 FJRHAT(5X,14f8.2) 
130 FORHAT(lOX, 'TIME:' ,f5.1, 10X, 'TlNF=' ,f6.2) 
n=6 
X3!:2.0 
X3!' :XB II 12. 0 
~95=10 
H3SP1 =llBS+l 
•lSS: 10 
llCSPl :NCS+l 
)X8:XBF /NBS 
SK:·J.28 
HCT:O.O 
TI~E=O.O 
ALPHA:J.005 
e:I:100.0 
~G 20 NB:1, NCS 
HC:5.0 
!F(HC.EQ.HCTI GO TO 40 
IN~T=O 
BIOT=(HC*XBF)/BK 
CALL BN(B!OT,BL,NR) 
DO 5 J:l,NR 
B(J ):BL(J )/XBF 
5 CONTINUE 
WR!TE(6, 110) BIOT,B 
40 CONTINUE 
X~lB=(NB-1 I 
DTIHE(NBl=O.l*NB 
TINF(NB)=25.0-XNB 
TIME:T!ME+DTIME(NB) 
llR!TE(6, 1301 TIME,TINF(NB) 
CALL TEMPR(NB,TINF,B,BL,TLPXTH,TAVE) 
INIT=l 
TAV:O.O 
DO 30 J:1,NBSP1 
TAV:TAV+TLPXTH(J) 
30 CONTINUE 
TAV:(TAV-(.5*(TLPXTH(l)+TLPXTH(NBSP1))))/NBS 
WRITE(6,120) (TLPXTH(J),J:l,NBSPll,TAV,TAVE 
HCT:HC 
20 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
10 
2J 
30 
40 
50 
5J 
7·J 
8J 
9·J 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
150 
170 
1 80 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
250 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
SUBROUTINE TEMPR(NB,TINF,6,3L,TLPXTH,TAVE) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE TEMPERATURE AT EVERY SECTION IXB WHICH 
C VARIES FROM 1 AT THE CEU:~R TJ N3SP1 AT THE OUTER BOUNDARY OF 
C THE 1 - !J SOLID 
C THIS ROUTINE IS BASED Otl o~N. 3.16 
C THIS ROUTINE ALSO CO~PU?ES :~E A~ERAGE TEM?~RATURE OF THE SOLID 
C USING EQN. 3.17 
c 
C INPUTS : 
C I I I I I I 
C ALPHA =SOLID THERMAL DifFUSIVITY (rT**2/HRI 
C B(N) :B IN (BL)*(TAS(3Ll)=C EQUA7ION (N:l, .. NR) 
C BIOT :BIOT NU~BER 
C BK :SOLID THERMAL CC~)JCT!V!TY (BTJ/HR-FT-F) 
C BL(N) =B*L IN (BL)*(TANIBL)):: E~UATION (~=1, .. NR) 
C BT! :SOLID INITIAL TE:~PERATJRE (F) 
C DTI~E :TIME AT EACH SECTION J~ CJN7EYOR (HRI 
C DXB :!NCRI~ENTAL LESGTH !~ THE SOLIO 
C !NIT = 0 FOR FOR NEW 8107 SU~BER CASE, =1 FOR SAME BIOT NUMBER 
C NB =SECTION 9U~BER ON !~E CONVEYOR 
C NBS :NUMBER OF SECTIONS IN !HE SOLID 
C NCS :NU~BER OF SECTIONS ON THE CONVEYOR 
C NR = NU~BER OF ROOTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL EQN. REQUIRED 
C TINF(N ):COOLING FLUID TEMPERATURE (N:l, .. NCS) 
c 
C OUTPUT : 
C * * * * * I C TLPXTH(N) =AT THE END OF THE PRESENT SECTION ON THE CONVEYOR (Fl 
C WHERE N:l TO NBSPl 
TAVE =AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLID 
DIMENSION B(1),BL(1),Tilff(1),TLPXTH(l) 
DIMENSION EXPT(10, 10),CSBNX(21, 10) ,CONSTR(lO) ,DTINF( 10) ,AB2(10) 
DIMENSION BL2(10) 
COMMON/81/NBS,NBSPl,INIT,NR 
COMMON/B2/XBF,D~,BIOT,ALPHA,BTI,DTIME(20) 
!F(!NIT.GT.0) GO TO 10 
DO 20 t/BL:l,NR 
XB:O.O 
DO 30 IXB=1,NBSP1 
CSBNX(!XB,NBL):COS(B(NBLl*XB) 
XB=XB+DXB 
30 CONTINUE 
CONSTl=BL(NBLl*BL(NBL) 
BL2(NBL):CONST1 
CONST2:(B!OT*BIOT)+CONST1+BIOT 
CONSTR(NBL):1.0/CONST2 
AB2(NBL)=ALPHA*B(NBLl*B(NBL) 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
DTINF(NB):BTI-TINF(l) 
DO 50 NS=1,NB 
DT=O.O 
DO 60 K=l,NS 
DT:DT+DTIME(NB-K+l) 
60 CONTINUE 
IF(NS.EQ.NB) GO TO 70 
DTINF(NS)=TINF(NB-NSl-TINF(NB-NS+l) 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
7AO 
750 
760 
770 
780 
790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
+>o 
w 
70 
40 
50 
120 
110 
100 
140 
130 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
20 
110 
30 
~8NW~~L=1, NR 
EXPP=-AB2(NBL)*DT 
EXPT(NS,NBL):O.O 
!F(EXPP.LT.-10.0) GO TO 40 
EXPT(9S,NBL)=EXP(~X?P) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 100 IXB=1,NBSPi 
DUM2=0.0 
DO 110 US= 1, NB 
DUMl:O.O 
DO 120 NBL=1, NR 
DUM1=DUM1+(EXPT(NS,NBL)*CONST~(~3L)*CSBNX(IX9,NBL)/CSBllX(NBSP1,NBL 
$)) 
CONTINUE 
OUM2=DUM2+(2.0 1 BIOT*~7~~1F~NS)*Jj~i) 
CONTINUE 
TLPXTH(IXB):TINF(NB)+)U~2 
CONTINUE 
DUMA2:0. 0 
DO 130 NS=1,NB 
DIJMAl:O.O 
DO 140 NBL:1,NR 
DUMA1:DUMA1+(EXPT(NS,NBL)•coNSTR(N3L)/Bl2(NBL)) 
CONTINUE 
DUMA2=DUMA2+(2.o•s1or•BIOT•)TINF(NS)•DUMAl) 
CONTINUE 
TAVE=TINF(NB)+DIJMA2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BN(C,B,NR) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMPUTATIONS OF THE ROOTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL EIGEN CONDITIONS FOR T 
EQUATION ••• B(N)*TAN(B(N)):C ••• 
WHERE N = 1,NR NR - THE NUMBER OF ROOTS REQUIRED 
B(N) IN THIS ROUTINE IS SAME AS THE 9L(N) INTHE MAIN PROGRAM 
DIMENSION B( 1) 
DATA PI/3.141593/,ERROR/1.0E-05/ 
ti= 1 
B(1):PI/SQRT((8.0/C)+4.0) 
NIL:l 
IF(C.GE.2.0) GO TO 30 
tlIL=2 
DO 10 IN:l, 100 
TB1:TAN(B(1)) 
B1:C/TB1 
IF(ABS(B(1)-B1).LE.ERROR) GO TO 30 
B(1)=(B(1)+B1)/2.0 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6, 110) N 
fORMAT(lOX,'DID NOT CONVERGE IN THE 100 ITERATIONS OF THE ROOT', $15) 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
DO 40 N:NIL,NR 
BNP1:8(1) 
DO 50 IN=1, 100 
ms 
1220 
1230 
1240 
1250 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1360 
1370 
1380 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 
1430 
1440 
1450 
1460 
1470 
1480 
1490 
1500 
1510 
1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
50 
60 
4J 
UT 
80 
9~?2:ATA~(C/(((H-1)*?I)+BUP1)) 
:~(A35(3~P2-3UP1).LE.ERROR) GO TO 60 
s:;p 1 ::.rnP2 
C·J~r:-I~iJ:: 
J J 20 
B ~ =~(~-1)*?:)+3NP1· 
- N I~lJE 
S - R~ 
" 0 
1800 
1810 
1320 
1330 
1840 
1350 
1860 
1870 
1 aao 
__, 
.j::>. 
.j::>. 
c 
C COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MODEL - Al 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FOR VARIABLE NAMES REFER TJ COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MODEL - A3 
THIS ROUTINE USES THE HEAT EXCHANGER THEORY FOR COMPUTING THE MASS 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURES AND ASSUMES NO INTERNAL RESISTANCE I~ THE SOLID 
AIR PROPERTIES FOR -4D.O . LE. T 
ARO(T)=(519.0*0.0765)/(460.0+Tl 
A!'iU (T) = 1 • 1 1 E-05+ ( 1 . 71 875E-08 *T) 
ANU(T):0.13E-03+(4.6875E-07*T) 
A~(Tl=0.0133+(2. 1875E-05*Tl 
ACP:0.24 
LE . 100.0 F 
C ATI :AIR TEMPERATURE ON TO THE CONVEYOR 
ATI:O.O 
CH=2.0 
BTI :100. 0 
BPHI:4.0 
BTF=30. 0 
BPLF:1.0 
c 
C BEEF PROPERTIES 
c 
BR0:65.0 
BCP:0.85 
BK:0.28 
CW= 1. 0 
CL:lOO.O 
WRITE(6, 100) BPHI,AT!,CH,CL 
WRITE(6, 110) BTI,BTF,BPLF 
BPHF=BPHI /12. 0 
AFH:CH-BPHF 
BPHF=BPHI/12.0 
DO 10 IV=l ,5 
VEL:IV*l0.0 
AV:VEL 
ATO=.HI 
DO 20 IT= 1 , 20 
DO 15 ITT= 1 , 2 
T=(ATI+AT0)/2.0 
HC=36.334•((ARO(T)*VEL)••o.8)*((AMU(T)/BPLF)••o.21 
R:(1 .O/HC)+(1 .0/550) 
U:1.0/R 
XI:IT*0.5 
TIME:XI 
CV:CL/(3600.0*XI) 
BV:CV 
BMFR:CW*BPHF*BV*BR0*3600.0 
BMC:BMFR*BCP 
AMFR:CW*AFH*AV*ARO(T)*3600.0 
AMC=AMFR*ACP 
CMIN:AMC 
CMAX:BMC 
IFLAG:O 
IF(AMC.LT.BMC) GO TO 30 
IF LAG= 1 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
1 30 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
30 
40 
50 
15 
20 
10 
100 
110 
115 
120 
'UT 
80 
CMI~I :BMC 
CMAX=AMC 
CONTI!WE 
ARAB=2.0*CL*C\I 
C:CMIN/CMAX 
XNTLl:ARAB*U/CMIN 
TEMP:-XNTJ*(l.0-C) 
EPSILN:(l.O-EXP(TEMP))/(1.0-(C*EXP(TEMP))) 
IF( IFLAG. EQ. 1) GO TO 40 
ADT:EPSILH 1 (BTI-ATI) 
ATJ=ADT+ATI 
DO=AMC*ADT 
BTO=BTI -CJQ/BMC) 
GO TO 50 
BDT:EPS ILN'( BTI -ATI) 
BTO=BTi-BDT 
DQ:BMC 1 BDT 
ATO:A TI+ (DQ/ AMC) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6, 115) TIME, IFLAG 
WRITE(6,120) AV,HC,DQ,AMFR,BMFR,ATO,BTO 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(1H1,/,10X,'BEEF THICKNESS= ',F6.2,2X,'IN' 
•,1,10X,'AIR INLET TEMPERATURE ON TO CONV. =',F6.1,2X,'F' 
*,/,lOX,'CONV. HEIGHT =',F5.1,2X,'FT' 
•,/,10X,'CONV. LENGTH ::: 1 ,F6.1,2X, 1 FT 1 
•,I) 
FORMAT(10X,'BEEF INITIAL TEMPERATURE =',F6.1,2X,'F',/ 
1 , 10X, 'BEEF FINAL TEMPERATURE REQUIRED =' ,F6. 1,2X, 'F' ,I 
1 ,10X,'BEEF PECE CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH =',F6.1,2X,'FT',/) 
FORMAT(l,WX,'TIME =',F6.2,2X,'HR',10X,'IFLAG =',I2) 
FORMAT(/,10X,'AIR VEL. =',F5.1,2X,'FT/SEC', 
*14X,'HEAT TRANS. COEF. =',F6.2,2X,'BTU/HR-FT*'2-F', 
1 1 OX,' DQ =' ,F8. O, 2X, 'B;"U/HR', 
*/,10X,'AIR MASS FLOW RT. :',F8.0,'LBM/HR', 
• 7X, 'BEEF MASS FLOW RT. =',F8.0,'LBM/HR', 
•/,lOX,'AVE. AIR TEMP. OUT= ',F6.1,2X,'F', 
t lOX,'AVE. BEEF TEMP. OUT= ',F6.1,2X,'F', 
•I) 
STOP 
END 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
580 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
780 
790 
o'lO 
610 
820 
830 
3,') 
350 
360 
870 
aao 
~90 
900 
:; ;o 
:;2J 
S3J 
9~0 
950 
960 
9?0 
980 
990 
!000 
1011) 
1J20 
....... 
.j::::. 
<..Tl 
c 
: CO~PUTER ?RJ~~A~ F~? ~:J~L - 92 
c 11111111111111111111111•11111111 
C T~IS PRJGRA~ CO~PJiES ALL THE HECESSARY VAL~ES FOR DEVE~JP:H~ THE 
:: JPTI'"fJ'-1 C:-L\RACT::~ I57ICS ::-on D~SIG'.l )!=° TH:: CC:IVEY.ttR.::3::D F~C:C:Z r:;:; 
C SYSTE~ OF A~Y 1-J 30LIJS. 
C THE PRES!~i EX;,PL! IS SET FOR HOT 90~ED 9EEF 
: 
c IllPns : 
C I I I I I I 
c 
INPUTS ARE ru ~l~ELIST FOR~. THE VALUES IN THE PARE~THESIS ARE 
C THE DEF AULT VAL~ES 
C CARD(S)-1 
C /tlA'·'.El/ 
C 8TI :SEE"' [NITIAL T ~PERATURE (45.0 Fl 
C DIJ~:E'.IT'i4LPY ~EJ'J'.:T'.J R<:OnRED ( 120 9TU/L9~1l 
C I3PL~ ::::'?EEF' ?!£':£AV:. .:.~:'. L!:::lCiT!I (1.0 FT) 
C g·~FR =:lEEF 'HSS "'LC'\/ RUE 15~00.0 L~M/HR) 
'lP1!I ='lEEF P:E:E B!SK"IESS (4.0 IN) 
NV :NJ~qER OF RE~•!GE~ATION SYSTE~S TO BE STUDIED (1) 
C N15 =•JuSER JF SECT:l~S IN THE SOLID (10) 
C IXP~T :X-J!RECTIJ~ pq:~T REQUIRED AT INTERVALS OF IXPRT 
C DT~ =TI~E ST~P !~ ~!?IJTES (1 MI:l) 
C CARDCSl-2 
C /'IA~E2/ 
C TI~ET =E5TI~-~:E~ T-JTAL f"REEZI% Tl~E (6.0'DP!!I !IRS) 
C EVPEAT =ESTI~~TE9 EVAP1RATOR ENTERING AIR TE~PERATURE 130.0 Fl 
C CNC~T :CJNJE9SER :DOLING ~ATER TEMP~RATURE FOR PRIDTIUG (75.0 f) 
C ICU :CONDENSING ~~IT S LECTED 
C IEVP :EVEPJ~ATJR U9IT S LECTED 
C NUEVP =~J~5ER JF EVAPJRA ORS SELECTED 
c 
OUTPUT 
C I I • I * • 
c 
C DHF :ENTHALPY DROP JF EACH NODE IN SOLID FRO~ CENTER TO BOUUDARY 
c TEMP =TEMPERATURE DISTRrguTON In THE SOLID FROM CENTER-TO 90UNJARY 
C THE REST IS SELF EXPLAUITARY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SU3ROUTINES AUJ FU~CTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
SUBROUTINE "'REEZ(T:l'!TA, DHDT, THIF, DT) 
SUBROUTINE TRIDA~ 
SU9ROUTl'IE REF SYS IE VP EAT, CFM, SY SC.AP, SHPT, EVPLH, I CU, IEVP, IRS YS, ICE) 
SU9RJUTIUE CO~JU(C,CAPC,CONTC,BHPCP~,IRSYSC,ICU) 
SU9ROUTIDE EVPR(CAPEVP,9HPPE,CFMPE,IEVP) 
FUNCTION CP(TFl 
FUllCTIOll 9K(Tf) 
KEY TQ SY~!lOLS 
I I • I I A I * 
ACP =AIR SPECIFIC HEAT (BTU/L~M-f) 
AK =AIR THSR~AL CONDUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-Fl 
AMC :AIR CAPACITY RATE (BTU/HR-F) 
AMU =AIR ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY (L9M/FT-SEC) 
10 
2J 
3:, 
4·J 
5~ 
6J 
7J 
3J 
)) 
1 JJ 
11J 
12J 
lJJ 
14J 
15·) 
16J 
17J 
1 3J 
191 
2JO 
210 
22') 
2 3) 
24) 
25) 
250 
270 
23J 
290 
300 
310 
320 
33J 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
4 30 
~llQ 
4 50 
460 
4 70 
430 
490 
500 
510 
520 
53) 
540 
550 
560 
570 
330 
5 90 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
i: 
c 
c 
v 
r 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
v 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
" 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
A1U =AIR KinE"ATIC VISCOSITY (FT*"2/SEC) 
AR'J :.;IR DErlSITY (L3~~/FT*'3) 
3CPA :JEEF AVERAGE SPECIFIC HEAT (9T~/L9~-F) 
!HPC~~ :BHP IUP~T TO CO~PRESSOR ~OTOR 
3HPCO·~ =3'1P lllPUT TO co·~PRESSOR 
3HPCP~ :'lHP IUPUT TO CQU9ENSER PU~P ~OTO~ 
9'1?"'.FV. ='l'IP I'.lPUT TO EVAPJ'lATOR FAii '·l:7JR 
q1P• 0 =1HP I~PUT T8 !V,PJRAT'J ~A~ 
~HPT =TOTAL q·1p !~PUT TO REFRIG!RATI01 5YSTE~ 
q:~p;1 =70TAL l'HIP l'lPIJT 111 7·1s SYSTE~~ !"lr:LrJ)T'.i'; -':J'IV~Y')~ FA:l 
~P!?TP':- :Tf""\TAL '3:-fP PE~ TO~I TO T!E SYS!E'~ 
1IOT =~T'JT n~~3ER 
gK =1EEF TH!R~AL CO~JUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-Fl 
'lLF :!lEEF L'JADI!IG FACTOR (L9~/FT'*2l 
'l~CA ='lEEF AVERAGE CAPACITY RATE (9TU/~q-F) 
OMFR :9EEF MASS FL1W RATE (L9M/HR) 
OP'II =9EEF PIECE TllICK•l!SS (I;I) 
S?'F :JEEF PIECE T'IICK'IESS. (FT) 
SPLF =aEEF PIECE AVERA~E LENGTH (FT) 
qRJ :BEEF DENSITY (L9M/FT**3l 
9TI :BEEF INITIAL TEMPERATURE (F) 
9TF :3EEF FillAL AVE. TE"IPR. REQUIRED (F) 
C(~) •CONSTA!IT3 FOR COMPRESSOR IttPUT CALCULATIJ~ (~:1, •• 6) 
CAPCl:l)=CONSTAllTS FOR THE CAPACITY :lF TllE SYSTEM C:l:l,2,3) 
CAPEVP =CAPACITY JF EVEPARATOR IN TOllS FOR 1~ f DROP IC iE~?ERATURE 
CAR :CONVEYOR AREA (FT**2) 
CART :CODVEYOR TOTAL \REA (FT*"2) 
CFMPE =CFM PER EVAPORATOR 
CF~PT :CFM Of AIR PER TOU OF COOLI1G LJAD 
C~ :CO!IVEYOR HEIGHT (FTI 
CL :CONVEYOR LEUGTH (FT) 
CLT:JR •COllVEYOR LErl:.TH TO WIDTil RATIO (CL/COil 
CUC\IT :CONDENSER COOLING WATER IDLET TE~PERATURE IF) 
CO!lT =CONJ<:NSING TE'!PERATURE OF TllE REfRIJSRA!;i <Fl 
CO~TC(N):CONSTANTS FOR CO~JENSIUG TE~PERATURE 0"' THE SYSTE~ (N=l,2,3 
CVEL :CONVEYOR VEL0SITY (FT/HR) 
CW :CO!IVEY~R II IDTll (FT) 
DEO ='IYDRAULIC DIA~ETER Of THE DUCTOIORK 4!/:l TllE CO•lVEY1R (FT) 
DHDT =ENTHALPY DROP AT A GIVE1 TI'!E INTERVAL (BTU/L9'!) 
DHF :TOnL ErlTllALPY REDUCTION REQUIRED (BTU/L'll1) 
:JPC =?RE~SURE DROP OF AIR Oil CONVEYOR Ill Ir!. OF :JATER 
~Peon :PRESSURE DROP IU TH! CON~ECTIUG 9UCT ~OTK !1 rn. Of :JATER 
:JPCPSI :PRESSURE DROP OF AIR ON CONVEYJR IN PSI 
DPTOT =TOTAL PRESSURE DROP JF AIR on COVEYJ~I~ I~. OF AATER 
DT =TI'1E AT EACH SECTTO:l O:l COllVEYJR (T!'IE STEP) CIR) 
DX'l =IllCRE"~EllTAL LEtlGTll !11 3EEF PIECE (FT) 
EFCM =EFFICIENCY Jf COMPRESSOR MOTOR 
EFEFH =EFFICIENCY JF CIRCULATIS FAN A!ID ITS 'IDTOR 
EVPEAT =EVEPERATOR EUTERIUG AIR TE'!PERATU~E (F) 
EVPLAT =EVEPERATOR LEAVING AIR TEMPERATU~E (f) 
EVPT =EVEPORATIUG TE:-tPERATURE OF THE REFRIGERAllT (fl 
FR =FRICTION FACTOR 
!IC ='iEAT TRA!lSFER COEFFICIEllT (BTU/HR-FT**2-F) 
HCP :{K/THICKNESS) FOR PLASTIC BAG (DTU/HR-FT••2-Fl 
!IFMP =EllTHALPY OF BEEF AT TllE GIVEll TIME InERVAL 
(H:O.O AT T=-40 F) (BTU/LBM) 
ICU :CONDENSING UNIT SELECTED (1-25TON,2-50TON,3-75TOU,4-100TON 
AT APPROX. 20F EVPT. AND 95F CONT. TEMPERATURES) 
IEVP =EVAPORATOR UNIT SELECTED (1-10.67TOU,2-14.53TOU,3-20.27TOU, 
4-28.93TON,5-36.8TON, FOR A 16F TEMPR. DROP) 
GCIO 
510 
520 
630 
540 
650 
560 
570 
630 
590 
7:!0 
710 
72Cl 
730 
74J 
750 
760 
770 
730 
790 
SOC! 
310 
320 
330 
840 
350 
360 
87J 
380 
39J 
JOO 
'Jl 0 
920 
")30 
940 
950 
360 
370 
930 
990 
1000 
1010 
1no 
1030 
104:J 
1 J50 
1060 
1070 
1080 
109'.l 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
~ 
O"I 
c 
r 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
:lllS ='l'J~qER 0::- SECTIO:iS Pl T~!:: 3£t:F PIE"CE ( 10) 1200 
•1cs ='l'J'!'lER 1F Sc:TI')'IS O'.i 7!1E CO'iVEY'H 1210 
rm = 'l'J'1BER JF R'.l')TS '.lf BA:l3CE'.i)E!lr:\L '::Q'.I. REQ~I~ED 122'.l 
NUEVP =~~'13!R '.JF EV1P1!ATORS 5ELESTED 123l 
RCAP =REQUIRE~ :JJLI~G :APA:ITY CT01~) 12qJ 
R'1C =RATIO OF !!EAT '.:APA'.:ITY FL'l'# RATES ')f T!IE TWO STR A~S .125J 
TAV =AVERA:i£ TE'!P. OF' B.E::?" P!E~E AT SECTIO:J ('.i+l) J~J HE CO!lV£Y'J~ 1260 
TAVI :AV~RA~£ TE~P. ~F 9EEF' PIECE AT SECTI1~ ~ JN THE 0~lV~YJR 127J 
TD!ITA :T'.JTAL E~THALPY OROP FR'.l'1 9E~IUI~~ TO ?RE5E~T TI'1 (BTU/LJ~) 129'.l 
TIME =TJTAL iI'1E(JR) 1290 
TF :TE~PERATURE (Fl 13'.JO 
TirlF =AIR T!YoPERATu~E (Fl 1310 
TLPXTH =TEMP. AT SEC. X Ill 3EEF PECE AllD AT SEC. (;1+1) J!I CONY. 1320 
TLXTtl =TEMP. AT SEC. X IN 3EEF PIECE AND AT SEC. N ON COllV, 1330 
u :OVERALL HEAT TRA~SFER COEFFICIENT (BTU/HR-fT••2-Fl 13qo 
VEL •VELOCITY JF AIR O!I CO!IVEYOR (FT/SEC.) 1350 
XBI ='!ALF THICK'IESS JF 3EEF P!ECE CI~I) 1350 
XSF ='!ALF THICK~ESS OF BEEF PIECE CFTI 1370 
COMMJ~/F1/~9S,H9SP1,IllIT 
C0'1'10!1/F2/X'!F, DX!l, !ITI, BRO, HTC OF 
C0'1'10H/F3/HF~(331,TDH(33l,TLXT'l(33l 
C0'1'i0VBR/EVPT, CONT, BHPC'1'1 ;n!!PEP1, !lHPC P'1, !IUEVP 
HA'IEL ! ST /'I A'1E1 /BT!, D11F, BPLF, B~FR, flP'lI, llV, H'lS, IXPRT, DT'1 
~ /~A~E2/ T!~£T,EVP~~T,cu:wTilCU,I£V?,NUEVP 
AIR P?.·JPERT!ES FOR -ijO.O • LL T • LE • 100.0 
AqO(T):(519.0•J.0755)/(qfiJ.O+Tl 
A'1U(T):1.11,-05+(1.71375E-03*T) 
AHUCTl=1.13E-'.l3+(q.6375E-07"Tl 
AK(T):0.0133+(2.1375E-05"Tl 
A:P:'.l.2• 
BR'):65.0 
BTI=q5.0 
DllF=120.0 
BPLF=1. 0 
BMFR:5000.0 
BPilI .q.o 
DTM•l.O 
IXPRT=l 
H!lS:lO 
llV:l 
CNCWT=75.0 
READC5, llA'!El) 
LXPl :!l'lS+1 
BLF=!lPHI"BR0/12.0 
!lP'lF=llPHI/12.0 
X'!I='lP:!I/2.0 
XllF:X!JI/12.0 
FillOrnG TllE AVE. FitlAL TEMPR. FOR TllE GIVEll rnITIAL TE'iPR. AllD 
ENTHALPY DROP 
HFMP:C71.6•1.8)+(0.85"1BTI-32.0)) 
!IFMM=HF'1P-DHF 
TF=-qo.o 
D!l'1T:-CP(TFI •o. 1 
DO 5 1=1,72 
D05J=1,10 
1330 
1390 
1qoo 
1q10 
H2' 
1q30 
1qqo 
1q50 
1q50 
1q70 
1ij9J 
1q90 
150J 
1510 
1520 
1530 
15QJ 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1530 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
1sqo 
1650 
1650 
1670 
1630 
16?0 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
17qo 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
5 
5 
3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
26 
c 
c 
TFP:(J-1 )•J. l+(I-1) 
TF'1:-qo.O+TFP 
CP:·1=CPC7FM) 
DH'i=:P:i•Q. 1 
;m:n=D'l'H+Dol'1 
IF(D9MT.GE.HFMM) ~J TO 6 
CO~ITI~l'JE 
WR!EC5,215) 
ST')P 
':C>'l7I~l'J;: 
l\C?A:JHF/(ATI-TFMI 
3~C~=S~FR'!3CPA 
O'.J ~ !X:1,LXP1 
TLXT'l(!Xl='lTI 
'IF'1CIXl:'!~'IP 
:0!lTBl~E 
'19SP1 ='l'lS+l 
l)X~=X~F/'135 
'#RHEC5,210l 
liR ITE (')I 220) BP:II I BT! I BRQ I rtLF' I B'-ffR I D!I!=' t TF".., t !3C?A 
WRITECS,2251 ('IF'1(J) ,J:l ,LXPl ,IXPRTI . 
-.1RITE·C6, 331)) 
'1RITE (6, NA'!E1) 
COllVEY:JR 
CLTWR•q.o 
CAR:!:l:ifR/BLF 
SYSTE'i 
ilCP:550.0 
DTI'1E=DTM/50.0 
RCAP:8MFR•~~F/120JO,O 
FAtlEFF='.l.7 
IHI TI AL EST Pi ATE OF EVPE AT AN::> TI'1ET 
EVPEAT=O.O 
TI'!ET=gPllI ·~. 0 
L '.>IJP 1P rs ""OR lllJ'1llER Qf' REFRIG!".RATIOtl SYSTE'1S TO BE STUDirn 
D') l'J IV=l, NV 
READ(5,NA'!E2) 
DO 15 IVEL=1,5 
I PAGE=! VEL/2 
I PAGE2=I PAGE •2 
IFCIPAGE2.NE.IVEL) WRITE(5,210) 
IF(IVEL.EQ.1) WRITE(5,NA~E2) 
WRITE(~,320) . 
VEL=IVEL"lO 
IVT:O 
N'.:S:(TIMET/DTIME)+1 
IEC=O 
INIT=O 
CO!ITINUE 
IEC=IEC+l 
CALL REFSYSCEVPEAT,CFM,SYSCAP,BHPT,EVPLAT,ICU,IEVP,IEC) 
T=EVPEAT 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
13qQ 
185:> 
185'.l 
1870 
1880 
1 .39'.l 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
19qo 
1950 
1%'l 
197'.l 
1980 
191'.l 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2oqo 
2050 
2060 
2J70 
205J 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 
21qo 
2150 
2160 
2170 
218'.l 
2190 
2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 
224:> 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2280 
2290 
2300 
2310 
232:l 
2330 
23qo 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
2390 
__, 
.i::. 
....... 
25 
4J 
50 
c 
60 
19 
c 
c 
A'1C:CF'1*ARO(Tl*60,0*AcP 
EVPE•T=EVPLAT+(RCAP*12001.Q/A~~) 
IECF=l 
If(IEC.GT.100) oO TO 25 
!ECf='1 
IF(AgS((RCAP-SYSCAP)/R~AP).G!.0.~J5l 00 :1 25 
IVT=l 
~F~PT::'.:::"M/RCAP 
co~n IN J£ 
If(IECF.EQ.1) WRITE(~,250) 
If(IECF.EQ.1) SO TO lJ 
T=EVPEAT 
AMC=CFH*ARO(T)*50.0*ACP 
RMCA:3MCA/AMC 
T=(EVPEAT+EVPLAT)/2.0 
~C=36.334*((ARO(T)*VEL)' 1J.3l'((A~J(T)/BPLF)* 1J.2) 
UI:(l .O/HC)+(l .O/HC?) 
U=l.0/<JI 
~TCOF=U 
TI'IE:O.O 
rr:IF:EV~EAT 
L'.)OP 4:) IS FOR Vi\RIOUS SECT~'J'iS :i~I 7~-!£ COrtV.SY)~ ',JIT!I DT=DTI'1E/1 Cl 
JHDT:J.O . 
n:DTI'IE/ 1 0. 0 
'.)J 4J •1:1,20 
TI'IE=TI'1E+9T 
DHJTT=J!lflT*BMf R 
TINF=TIH~-(DHDTT/A'IC) 
C.\LL i:'REEZ(TDHTJ\,Dl!DT, T! 1l!=' ,;):") 
IN!T:l 
CON'!'r:IUE 
LOOP 50 IS FOR "Rl'JV5 SEC.T!ONS IJ'I T'lE CONVt:Y)R \llTll DT=DTIME/2 
'lT:OTIME/2. 0 
D'J 5'l ~1:1, 15 
TI'IE=TI'IE+DT 
DfDTT=J'IDT*~~FR 
TI!lf:TINF-(DHDTT/AMC) 
CALL FREEZ(TDHTA,DHDT,TI:IF,DT) 
COllT!NoE 
LJOP 60 IS FOR VARIOUS SECTIONS 011 THE CONVEYOR WITH DT='.lTIME 
DT=DTI'IE 
DO 6J !I= 11 , NC S 
T I'IE=T I'.'IE+DT 
DH)TT:!JHDT 1 BMFR 
TINF=TillF-(JHDTT/AMC) 
CALL FREEZ (TDHTA, D11DT, TI!ff, D;') 
IF(TD'lTA.GE.D!I!') ~OTO 19 
C OtlT Ill UE 
WRITE(5,300) 
C011TINU:'. 
COUVEYJR SIZE CALCUL4TIJN5 
CART:CAR 1 TI'1E 
CW=SQRT(CART/CLTWR) 
CL:CART/CW 
CVEL:CL/TI'IE 
C~=BPHf+(CFM/(CW*VEL*50.0)) 
DEQ= (4. QI( CH-9P11F) *CW)/( (4. o•cw) + (2. o•cH)) 
WRITE(5,25Q) VEL, U,Cll,DcQ 
2400 
2410 
2420 
2'13J 
244·) 
2450 
245) 
247J 
2430 
2490 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 
2540 
2550 
2560 
2570 
2530 
259J 
2600 
2510 
2520 
2630 
2640 
2650 
2650 
2570 
2690 
2511 
2700 
2710 
2720 
2730 
2.7'1J 
2750 
2760 
2770 
2780 
2790 
2800 
2310 
2820 
2830 
2840 
2350 
2850 
287J 
2880 
2890 
2900 
2910 
2920 
2930 
29110 
2950 
2%0 
297J 
2930 
2990 
~RIT (5,23J) ~~CA,R~A?,CART,C~,CL,CVEL 
.;RIT (5,310) EVPT,COl<T,!HP:·~M,BHPEFM,[lHPCP'·l,llUEVP 
'R~T (S,2~J) !:U,I~V?,EVP~AT,EVPLAT,SYSCAP,CFM,Bi!PT,CF~?: 
~RIT (~,270) TI~E,TINF,TD~TA 
WRIT (5,23J) (TLX'!'H(J),J:l,llBSPl,IXPRT) 
nRIT (5,235' (TJ'l(J),J:l,!DSPl,IXPRTl 
C L1J? 91 !5 FOR CALC~L,T!"IG THE CIRCULATING ~AN PJ~E~ R~;~:~~: 
::~=J. J-J5 
~'J 9J IFR=l ,3 
)p: PS I= {FR*2. o• ARCI (T) *'/EL •v:::L *CL) I (DE0*32. 2* 144. 0) 
J?::27. 7*J?CPSI 
JP:0~=2.J*J.33J3*ARCl(T)*((VEL*50.0/1000,0)*'2) 
!JPTJT :) PC +J PCO'I 
q'l'!P= ( CF~'1PTOT) /( 5 ~5~. O*FA 'IEH) 
~tiP!1=l~P7+~A~lYP 
g11?T ?1' :g:! FT 1 /S YSC AP 
~FTTP=(F;~:yp.q~?~F~)/RHPT1 
'.fRIT£:(-),291) F~, ~PC,DPC:()tl,DPTOT,FA!i!lP,~HPTl,Bi!PTP:,:F·:--::-? 
FR:FR 1 2. 0 
90 :J'ITITJ': 
15 CJ~iTI~rJS 
1J ·:·1•rrr~iJ£ 
211 FJR~A7(1!11) 
215 FJo~~7(5X, ' 111 C:IO:CK l'.IITL\L TE'~P. ANJ ENTHALPY REU'J:T:J~; •••·. 
220 Foq~AT(//,5X,'AVERA~:: 3EEF PIECE SPECIFICATIOtlS',//, 
l 18X, 'AV. T!IIC:K'lE3S =' ,F5.2,2X, 'It~' ,I I 
2 lOX,'.\V. TE'.·1P. I'.l =',F6.1,2X,'F',I, 
3 l:lX,'JC:~lS!TYY =',F5.1,2X, 1 LB/FT*•3•,/, 
4 l:JX,'!..JADrlG ft",:T. =',F5.1,2X,'LB/FT 1 *2',/ 
5 1:JX 1 1 "1.ASS FL'Jll RT. =',F5.1,2X, 'L!J/!iR',/, 
6 DX, •::nHALPY REDUC.=' ,F6.1,2X, '3TU/L3'1' ,I, 
7 lOX,'FlllAL AVE. TE"1P=',F6.1,2X,'F',/, 
3 1QX,'.\??R7. SP. HEAT=',F6.2,2X,'9TU/L!3~-F',/) 
225 FJR~~T(//,lOX,'ENT~ALPY LEV:'.L OF EACH ~ODE WITH -40.0 FAS 
1BTU/L'3~ IS' ,II, 1QX, 11(F6.2,4X) ,/) 
230 FOR'~AT(lOX, 'RATIO OF ~CPA =' ,F5. 3, 
1 14X, 'REQUIRED CAPACITY :' ,F5.1,2X, 'TONS' ,I, 
3 lOX, 'TOTAL CQtlV, AREA =' ,F5.0,2X, 'FT* 1 2', 
4 6X,'CONV. WEDITH =',F5.1,2X,'FT',/, 
5 1 OX, 'CO~IV. LENGTH = ', F6. 1 , 2X, 'FT', 
~ ~x.•:o~v. VELOCITY =',f5.1,2X,'FT/HR') 
24'J !='OR"'1AT(10X, 'ICU = ',12, 10X, 'IEVP =' ,12,/, 
2 lOX, 'C::.V?. E"'T. AIR TE"tP. =' ,F5.1,2X, 'f', 
3 10X 1 1 i:.:VP. L~V. AIR TE"1P. =',F5.l,2X,'F',/, 
1i l~X, 'SYST!=:"' CAPA':ITY =' ,F6.1,2X, 'TOMS', 
5 5X, •er~ =' ,E12.4,2X,/' 
5 l'lX,'T~T. 9'1P 1!' REFRIS. SYS. =',F6.1, 
7 7X,':~'l/TO'I =',F6.0,/) 
25'.l FJR'1ATC1ox,·~0T :onvERGED Ill sYscAP • • • • • • 
260 !"Oq'IAT(5X,'VEL. OF AIR 011 :ONV. =',F5.1,'fUSEC', 
1 lOX,'HEAT TRANS. COEF. =',F5.2,'9TU/HR-FT**2-F',/, 
2 1ox,•r::::rnv. HEIG'.-IT =',F5.1,'FT 1 , 
3 11X,'EQ. DIA'1ETER =',F5.1,'FT') 
27 0 ;:'OR'1 AT ( 6 x I 'TI '1 E =' 'F5. 2, 2X' ':i R I ' 1 ox' IT I UF'= I , F5. 1 '2X' 'F I , 
1 lOX,'AV. BEEF PIECE H RED. =',F6.1,2X,'BTU/L3'1',/) 
230 OR'1AT(3X,'TEMP=',11(F6.2,4X),I) 
235 OR'1AT(3X,' aHF=',11(f6.2,4X),/) 
290 OR'IAT(8X,'FR=',F5.3,5X,'DP, CONV. =',1'4.1,2X,'Itl H20', 
1 1 OX,' DP. CO!lC T. = ', F 4. 1 , 2X ,'IN H 20 ', 
2 lOX,'DP. TOTAL =',f4.1,2X,'Itl 1120',/, 
3J:JQ 
3 j l 0 
3J2J 
303J 
3 J40 
3J50 
3160 
3J70 
3030 
3 '}9·) 
31JJ 
3 111 
3120 
31 l'l 
3, 4·J 
3 ! 5'J 
3 l is) 
3: 7.J 
3, ~'J 
3, )') 
32}) 
3210 
!22J 
32 3J 
32~J 
325'} 
32'iJ 
327J 
:: 2 3 J 
32 jJ 
33J: 
3 ~ i '.) 
3 32'.) 
.! ~ j _, 
3 ;~ J 
335.J 
336J 
337) 
B3J 
33'!0 
3•'l'.l 
3~ 1 '.) 
3~20 
J• 30 
3 "''J 
545] 
3•5J 
3 ~7'J 
3 4 3J 
3•9J 
3500 
3510 
352J 
3530 
354 J 
355'.l 
3550 
3570 
35SJ 
3590 
--' 
~ 
co 
300 
310 
321 
33') 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
20 
c 
3 10X,'FAU HP ',F5.1,2X, 
ll 10X,'TOTAL I-IP ',F6.1~2X,''.i?', 
5 10X, ''IP/TO'I ',F6.4, 
5 5X,' FAN/TOTAL = ,F6.4,/) 
FOR'lAT(101,'NOT CONVE~G!D I~ TI~E • • • • •• 
11,' • • • IHCREASE TI"IET IU IHPUT • • • • ') 
FO~"IAT(:l'lC, 'EVPT=' ,F6.2,4X, ·:~Pl!=' ,F.S.2,4X, '~~p:·1:~=· ,F'S., ,4X, 
$ '13HPEFM=' ,F5.1,4X, ·~HPCP~=' ,F6.2,~X, '"I~.t::V?:' ,!2) 
FOR"IAT{/) 
FOR'lAT{//) 
STOP 
::~IJ 
SU'JROUTIN~ FREEZ (TD!ITA, D'IDT, 7rlF, D7) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMOH/F1/U9S,N9SP1,IUIT 
CJ'.1MON/F2/XBF, OXB, BTI, BRJ, HTC OF 
co~..,ON/F3/HFM(33),TOH(33),U(J3) 
COHMON/TRIOA/LI,LXP1,AC33l,SC33),C(33l,Dl331,VC33l 
OI"IENSION DH(33l,Xl33l,CPUC33),CPV(33) 
IFCINIT.GT.0) GO TO 20 
U•TEHPERATURE ARRAY AT CN-1) TH STEP 
V=TEMP!RATURE ARRAY AT N TH STEP 
Ll=1 
xo.~.o 
TDHTAI•'>.0 
LX•'lllS 
'.lX:DX'l 
LXP1:LX+1 
LXP2:LX+2 
•••FINDING X-SECTIOHS,Uli,O.Ol,ENTHALPY ••••• LOOP 10 
')') 10 IX=1,LXP1 
XCIX):XO 
UCIX):9TI 
C P'J( I X): C P ( 'J (IX)) 
TOH (IX ):0. 0 
XO:XO+DX 
CONT!llUE 
C9L=HTCOF•2.o•oX/BK(U(LXPl)) 
UILXP2)~U(LX)-CCBL*(U(LXP1)-Ti~F)l 
COUT INUE 
P=DT/12.o•ox•ox> 
TD!IT•O. 0 
••• LOOP 40 IS FOR CALCULATIO~ OF COEFF 1e1@a 40 9QQ@@ 40 
DO 40 IX=2,LX 
IXPl:IX+l 
I XM 1 =IX-1 
UAP:(U(IXP1)+U(IX))/2.0 
UA"l=(U(IX)+UCIXM1))/2.0 
CPP:CPU (IX)*BRO 
9KP=BKCUAP) 
BK"l=9KIUA"I) 
PBKP=P'BKP 
PBKP=P'BKP 
P'lK"l:P 1 BK"I 
A (IX)= -PBK"I 
B(IX)=(CPP+(PBK"l+PaKP)) 
CCIX)=-PBKP 
O(IX)=(P~KP*(U(IXP1)-U(IX)))-(P3K~·cucrx>-UCIX"l1))) + (CPP*UCIX)) 
36'10 
3510 
3~20 
3630 
36!1:'.l 
3550 
3660 
367') 
3680 
35n 
3700 
371'> 
3720 
3730 
3740 
3750 
3760 
3773 
3730 
3790 
33:JO 
3810 
3920 
3830 
39110 
3950 
3860 
3870 
399) 
3990 
1900 
3910 
3920 
3930 
39 1 0 
3950 
39?0 
3970 
3930 
3990 
4000 
4010 
4020 
4030 
4040 
4050 
llQ60 
4070 
4030 
11090 
4100 
4110 
4120 
4130 
4140 
4150 
4160 
4170 
4180 
4190 
40 
c 
55 
51) 
c 
6') 
c 
t.:O!JTI~l'J~ 
UA'IP=l'J(1 )+"JC2ll/2.0 
:pp = CP'J(1 )•3RJ 
BK'.·IP='lK ('H'!P l 
?JK'IP•.?*BK';P 
A( 1)•J.0 
'l!l):(C?P+(2.J'PgK'!Pll 
:c 1 l•-2. O"P'lK~·!P 
D(1 )•(2.J 0 ?3K'~?•(•J(2)-J(1 ))) + (CPP*o(1 )) 
:aL=HTC~~·2.a·~X/SK(U(LXPl)) 
JDIF:~CLXP1l-!I~F . 
.JCLXP2) = 1(~Xl-IC3~ 1 JJ!fl 
U~P='J (LXP 1) 
:J~'l="C-J (LXP 1 )+"J(L Xl l /2. 'J 
CPP::P:J(LXP1)•BRJ. 
9'<P='lV.(:JAP) 
9'.-°:'·':)K("J~V) 
P1KP:~!f~i{P 
P9'<'1= 0 .•8K'I 
A(LX?l):-(?1~~+?1~?) 
9CLXP1)=~PP+(?11~+?11P)+(P3KP 1 C~L) 
:CLXP1l=J.1 . 
DILXP1l:IP~~P·!~CLXP2l-:J(LXP1))) -CPilK~•(U(LXP1)-:J(LX))) 
~ +(C??*~CLXPl)) + (?~KP*CgL•Tittf) 
:ALL TR!D~G 
••• LJOP 51 !S fO~ :AL:ULATI~G EttTHALPY ++++ 50 
DO 5J IX=l~LX?1 . 
CPVIIXl::PCVCIXll 
DUV:(U(IXl-1CIXll/3.0 
UTl:"J(IXl-JJV 
UT2:"JT 1-JUV 
CP"11=CP(JT1) 
CP~2=:PC'JT2) 
CPA= (C?U ( ! Xl+CPV( IX)+CP'-11 +CP:12)/4 .O 
IFCIX.LT.LX) jJ TO 55 
:JUV2::JJV/2.0 
UT3=U (I X)-JUV2 
UT4=:JT3-!l'JV 
UT5:V(IX)-:JUV2 
Cf"13=CPC:JT3l 
CP"14:CP(UTU) 
CP'15::PC 1JT5l 
: PA• ( ( CPA*4. 0) +:P'13+CP'l4+CP'15 )/7. 0 
C ')tlTI 'I 'JE 
DHCIX)=:P~*(UIIXl-VCIX)) 
: P•J( ! X) =~ PV (IX) 
T'l'l CI X) =Tll~ ( ! X )+:l 11 (IX) 
TD1lT:TD11T+TD!HI X l 
COHTitl'J~ 
TO'IH= CTD!lT-('). 5• (TD'I ( 1 )+TD'ICLXP 1 l) l) /LX 
TO~(LXP1):TD~CLX) 
O!lDT=TD'ITA-TDHHI 
TOHTAI=TDHTA . 
*** LOOP 50 IS fOR TRAttSFERittG THE TEMPERATU~E ARRAY 
oa 60 IX=1,LXP1 
U(IX) = VCIX) 
CONTitlUE 
RETURtt 
EttD 
50 
--- so ---50 
4200 
4210 
4220 
q230 
4240 
4250 
q260 
4270 
4280 
4290 
43~0 
q 310 
q320 
q330 
4340 
4350 
q350 
4370 
4 330 
4 391) 
q llJI) 
4410 
4420 
4430 
4440 
4450 
4450 
4470 
448') 
4490 
•15n 
4510 
4520 
453~ 
45'1~ 
4550 
4550 
4570 
45SJ 
4590 
4503 
•16D 
4'>20 
4531) 
4540 
qt~61 
466? 
4671 
4580 
45n 
471)0 
4710 
4720 
4730 
4740 
q150 
4760 
4770 
4780 
4790 
_, 
..i:-. 
"° 
2 
3 
110 
c 
c 
c 
10 
20 
c 
v 
" 
c 
20 
10 
SU!lROUTINE TRIDAG 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB. TRID.\G 3'JLVSS i\ TRIDIA~J~gL 'SYS7'::'1 JF S1'J~.TITi5 
A-S!J9. DIA~}., 9-QI~'.J., C-S!JP. ~HAG., D-SJ'~ST. '1AT~IX 
LI-SU~SCRIP. OF FIRST AN) LX- OF LAST E~'TIO~ 
c'J'l'lO'l/TRDVLI,LX ,.HBl ,!l(33l ,c(33l ,D(~l) ,VC?ll 
DI'IEN5!1" qET~(34l,GA'l'IA(34) 
DHA !'JT/6/ 
IF(LX.LT.LI) J'J TO 3 
BEH(LI ):'l(LI) 
JA'l~A(Ll):JILI)/SETA(LI) 
LIPl:LI+l 
JJ 1 I:LIPl ,LX 
SETA(I):!l(I)-A(I)*C(I-1)/BETA(!-1) 
';A '!'IA (I ) : ()(I ) -A (I l*J AM'IA( I -1 ) ) I BETA (I ) 
V (LX) :';A'l~A(LX) 
LAST:LX-LI 
DO 2 K:l,LAST 
I =L X-!< 
V(I ):GA'11'1A(I )-C(l l*Y(!+l )/BETA(!) 
RETURtl 
·.iRITE(!OT, 110) 
FOR'IAT(5X,'F!RST EQ~ATION ~U'l!lER IS 3!SGER THAU LAST EQ. UU'IBER') 
RETURN 
EtlD 
FUtlCT!O~ 3K(Tfl 
•••••••••••••••• 
THIS FUNCT!O~I CO'IPUTES THE !lEEF T'IER!HL C'.JtlD'ISTIVlTY AS A 
FUNCTIM OF T'~PERATURE 
IF(TF.G,.29.0) r;o TO 10 
T•(TF.LE.-2'1.0l GO TO 20 
T!='2=TF 1 TF' 
RK:'l.79305-(5.43225E-01*TF)+(1.71516E-05*TF2)-(4.19922E-06*TF*TF2l 
$ -(4.0Q242E-07*TF2*TF2l 
RETURll 
~K:o.2q 
RETURN 
'lK:'l.89 
RETURrl 
EllD 
FU!ICT!ON CP(TF) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
THIS FU~CTIO~ COMPUTES THE BEEF SPECIFIC HEAT AS 4 FUNCTIO~ OF TE~P. 
IF(TF.GE.31.1) JO TO 10 
IF(TF.LE.1.4) JO TO 20 
IF(TF.LT.31.1.AND.TF.GT.29.3) CP:-14.722 1 TF+459.75 
IF(TF.LE.29.3.AND.TF.GT.27.5) CP:10.889*TF-290.64 
!F(TF.LE.27.5.AND.TF.GT.12.2) CP:53.874-(15.15*TF)+(1.3405 1 TF•TF) 
$ -(5.17964E-02 1 TF* 1 3)+(7.4306E-04 1 TF**4) 
!F(TF.LE.12.2.AND.TF.GT.1.4) CP:(2.7773E-02*TF)+0.61111 
ftETURrl 
CP:(5.42E-03*TF)+0.6424 
RETURrl 
CP:0.85 
4800 
4810 
4320 
4330 
4540 
4 35:) 
'l3'iJ 
n19 
,, 3'3J 
48';J 
'.19)) 
4 910 
1192,J 
4930 
4 940 
'.1950 
'.195J 
4970 
4 '130 
4990 
5000 
5010 
;no 
5030 
5040 
5050 
5050 
5070 
5330 
5'l'JJ 
5100 
5110 
5120 
5130 
5140 
5150 
S160 
)170 
5180 
5190 
5200 
5210 
5220 
5230 
5240 
5250 
5250 
5270 
5230 
5290 
5300 
5310 
5320 
5330 
5340 
5350 
5360 
5370 
5380 
5390 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
10 
20 
RETU:l!I 
E'ID 
SU'lROUTIUE REFSYS(!VPE~T,CF~,SYSCAP,BHPT,EVPLAT,I~U,IEVP,IEC) 
*•········································· 
THIS ROUTIU! O~P~TES THE OPERAT!UJ PJI1TS OF ALL THE CO~PONENTS 
OF T!lo REFRIJ RATiJ:I SYSTE'i Ci!OOSE!I 3Y rcu,IEVP,NUEVP - .\T THE 
SY3TPl BAL1itlC PJI!IT 
JI~EUSION c(6),CAPC(3),COUTC(3) 
CO'l~On/BR/EV?T,COUT,DHPC~~.BHPEF~,9HP:P~,~UEVP 
GENER4L COUSTAUTS 
TD:16.0 
EFC'l:1.9 
EFEF"i:J. 9 
'RRCIR:J.0001 
I•(!E:.GT.1) ~'l TO 5 
C0~9ENSIN~ ~1IT S,L,CTI1N 
:~LL ~Q,~U(C,CAPC,C0~TS,n!lPCP~,!CU) 
EVAP'JR~TQ9 SELECTIQ~ 
CALL EVPR(CAPEVP,BHPPE,CF'IPE,IEVP) 
TOTAL SYSTE~ 
COtlT IN~E 
Bil PE F'l: ( Il!I PPE •:1 JE VP) I EFEF'I 
CAPEVT:CAPEVP•UUEVP 
CFM :C FMPE 1 tlU E VP 
SLOPE:-CAPEVT/TD 
Yl :CAPEVP*(!IUEVP+l) 
X:EVPEAT-TD 
XC :CAPE VT- (SLOPE •x) 
DO. 10 1:1, 100 y 2 :CA PC ( 1 ) + (CA PC ( 2) •x) + (CA PC ( 3) •x •x) 
X: (Y 1-XC l /SLOPE 
l'(ABS((Y1-Y2)/Y2).LE.ERR0~) GO TO 20 
Y 1T :Y 1 
Yl :Y2 
CONTIN~E 
WRITE(6,30) Y1T,Y2 
"OR'1AT(5X,' * * 1 • • fJ!D'.l·OT CO~VERG~ Hl REF SYS', 
1 5X,'Y1 =',F6.1,5X,'Y2 =',F6.1) 
9EVP:2.0 
TF(CAP~VT.LT.XIRSYS) OAVP:-DAVP 
EVPF.~T:EVPEAT+1EVP 
IEC:IEC+l 
IF(IEC.LE.50) •o TO 5 
SYSCAP:'l.O 
RETURN 
COtlTI!IUE 
EVPT:X 
SYSCAP:Y2 
5!:JJ 
5u1 'j 
542J 
543J 
544~ 
5451 
545J 
5471 
543J 
549J 
551JQ 
5510 
552·) 
5530 
554) 
5550 
555'1 
557·1 
5580 
559'1 
560) 
5610 
5520 
5630 
564:l 
5651 
555J 
5570 
5o3J 
55?0 
57,10 
571J 
5720 
573J 
5740 
5750 
575J 
5770 
5780 
5790 
590J ) 810 
5320 
oS30 
5340 
5350 
5360 
587J 
533) 
5890 
59JO 
5910 
5920 
5930 
5940 
5950 
5960 
5970 
5930 
5;;0 
U"1 
C> 
CO~T=CONTC(l)+(CO!ITC(2)*X)+(CONTC(3l*X*Xl 
A :CO~IT 
B:::V?T 
E~?C0'1:C(l)+(C(2)•A)+(C(3)*D)+(C(4)*A*9)+(C(3)*A•A)+(C(5J*B"3l 
3'i?:'1~:9HPCO'~/ EF'C'1 
3YPT:9HPC'1~+S;iPEF'1+9HPCP'1 
R0:519.0•J.0765/(~50.0+EVPEAT) 
~vc.c;v•~o•5o.o•o.24 
EV?L~T=EVPEAT-l~YSCAP*12000.0/A'1c) 
!{::T'J!Pl 
::~r) 
SU~R~~!!~! c~~J~(C,~APC,C0NT~,B~IP:P~,r:u) c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C THIS ROUTI9E ASSIG~S T'iE CON5TA TS FOR C0'1PUTI9~ !E~R. CAP. , 
C C'JSJ i'E'1PR., AN!l 3;JP I!IPUT TO o·~pqESSOR 
c T~E J'1P~Essn CAPACITY !~E!ISIO'I D rn C·J'~E!I;' CBJ !3 AT l??RJX. 
C AT I AV?.,COUJ.) TE'1PERATURES 
17 [ 09LY FOR [!JE~TIFICATIDN 
c 
: 
JI'IE!ISIJ!I C( 1) ,CAPC( 1) ,COtlTC( 1) 
!F(ICU.JTe6) J:U:5 
:;o ro c ,. , 2, 3, 4, s, 6 > • 1 cu 
5 CO!li IN'JE 
.. R!TE(5, 110l 
110 FOR'1Ai(1DX,'NO COtl~E9SING U~IT IS DEFitlED') 
STOP 
c 
c 
:D!ITUJ':: 
CQ,)Eq5r~G U,IT rs ~AD~ UP QF 
CO~PRESSO~ - 50 TON ~T APPR. (-10,901 
CO~JENSER - 16 I~ * 15 FT, 4 - PASS, 247 lP'1 
C(l ):-0.1051ll34E02 
:C2J:J.13J335qE01 
Cl3l=-1.33J2237F.OO 
C(4):1.156218E-01 
C(5l=-'.l.5156777E-03 
:(5):-J.353J519E-'.l2 
CAP:( 1 ):'.;3.25769 
CAPCC2J:1.4799 
:APCl31•1.2793J5E-'.l2 
::J~ITC(l ):91.93774 
CONTC(?):'.l.4102353 
CONTC(i):1.95059E-04 
!l!l?CP'-1•1.0' 
RETU'll 
2 co:lTI!lUE 
c 
C CONDEllSillG UNIT IS MADE UP OF 
C C0"4PRESSOR - 50 TON AT APPR. (-20,90) 
C CONDEtlSER - 16 IN • 16 FT, 4 - PASS, 247 GP~ 
c 
Clll•-0.1181357E02 
Cl2):D.162822E01 
C(3 J:-0. 1271624E01 
C(4J:0.2152322E-D1 
50'.lO 
6Q10 
5020 
5030 
5:>40 
5050 
~J5J 
SJ7J 
6J'1 
'>2'.n 
51JJ 
5110 
5120 
513·1 
6140 
5150 
515J 
517J 
518.J 
519) 
6200 
5210 
522J 
5230 
524J 
6250 
5260 
SZ70 
5280 
623J 
5300 
6310 
632J 
:; 330· 
5340 
5350 
6360 
6370 
5330 
~390 
5400 
5'110 
5420 
5430 
6440 
5450 
5460 
5470 
548'.l 
6490 
6500 
6510 
6520 
5530 
6540 
6550 
6560 
6570 
6530 
6590 
c 
c 
c 
c 
5 
r. 
c 
c 
C(5)•1.234301S-03 
~(5):-1.535555,-1~ 
C~P:( 1 ):32. ~r, 719 
CAP:(2):2.0~q~335 
CAPC(3):1.9355357~-J2 
CO!TC(1)=97.6819345 
CJ~TC(2):4.57G31~-J1 
CJ1TC(3)•1.7J~3]25-J3 
5!fPCP:-1=1.0 
RETU'll 
COllTI'.1£ 
CQNJE~SI~IG uirr 13 ~AJE J? 1F 
CO~PRESSOR - 5J TJ~ AT !PP~. (-25,9l) 
CONJENSER - 16 I!I • 15 FT, 4 - ?ASS, 2~? ~?~ 
C( 1 ):-0.170')3J3C.02 
C(2):J.197951o01 
Cl3l•-0.13179J5SIJ1 
C(4):'l.2339~~7,-11 
CC5l=-1.9139132o-01 
C(S):-0.52952,-12 
~AP~( 1):91.73~91 
C~PC(2):~.153959 
CAPC(1):1.73119>.?'.-0? 
C0NTC(1):')9.951911 
CIJ~TC(2):4.61113~9,-IJ1 
C011TC(3)•1.0991119E-11 
~HP~ P": 1. 0 
RETURN 
C'.l~Tl'l'JE 
CO~JE~ISI:IG ~·1rr I~ ~ADE UP 1~ 
CO!~PRESS'.l' - 5J T1'1 H ,\?Pa. l-'.l.J,9'l) 
COttDENSER - 16 I~ 1 16 FT, 4 - PASS, 2~7 lP~ 
C(l):0.1193053E02 
C(2):J.174555EJ1 
C(3l•-0.12j6372E01 
C(4):0.247203E-01 
C(5)=0.2292532E-IJ2 
C(6)~-0.51J93057E-J2 
CAPC(1):104.4513 
CAPCl2):1.8245528 
CAPC(3)•3.8394765o-J3 
CDNTC(1):105.4101 
CONTC(2)•5.9027778E-J1 
C~~TC(3)•3.13S5752E-13 
!ll!PCP'1=1.0 
RETU~ll 
CIJNT I!l'JE 
CIJNDEll,I~G U!IT IS ~ADE UP 'lF 
C0'1PRF:SSrJR - 50 TOil H HPR. (-4J,9J) 
CON'.JE!l,Eq - 15 I'I • 15 rr, 4 - P.~ss, 247 ·>P'I 
C(l):0.6B51323o02 
C(2)=1J.127371S01 
C(3):-0.17476271E01 
C(4):'.l.3530B34E-01 
C(5)•D.1037036E-01 
C(5):-0.85S55E-02 
5600 
6610 
6520 
6630 
6640 
5550 
6660 
6670 
6630 
6690 
67-JO 
6710 
6720 
5730 
6740 
6750 
6760 
6770 
6780 
5790 
5800 
5q10 
6320 
5830 
53110 
5350 
696J 
5370 
~B'l 
539') 
69JO 
5910 
6920 
i;930 
6940 
5950 
6950 
6970 
6930 
691'.l 
7000 
7010 
7020 
7030 
7040 
7050 
7050 
7073 
7390 
1on 
7100 
7110 
7120 
7130 
7140 
715J 
7160 
7170 
7180 
7190 
__, 
C.1'1 
__, 
5 
c 
c 
c 
" 
2 
r. 
: 
c 
1 
c 
c 
c 
6 
110 
CAP:(1):163.95955 
CAPC(2):4.133629 
CAPC(3)=3.5043,12E-J2 
CDNTC(il:113.5493 . 
COUTC(2):5.593B93E-01 
COHTCC3 l=J. 0 
3HP~P'l:1. 0 
RET~!IN 
E~IJ 
SU~R'JUTIUE ~V?~(CAPSVP,BHPPE,CF~PE,IEVP) 
..••.••..•••••....... , ...... ~·············· 
T!iIS R'J•J7'!:'1~ ~5S!G~S T~E '>L\!-t""':TER!~TI: VAL~J:::s 'Jf T:E EVAPJ!i:A'!'OR 
(;U'JOS!=:'I. ALL· ~V?. ARE: 10 qJWS Jt:!=:P 
~(!EVP.GT.5) !EVP:5 
Q 10 (1,?,3,4,5,6) I I~VP 
J!l'!'I~l'J'£ 
EV~P'J~A.TJ~ - 2.3 !J~l/TD, 2 iP/FA~!, 11ij0 3p•_, 
CAP~VP=35.8 
9HPPE =o. 0 
:F~PE=330JoJ.O 
RETU!lil 
:.)UTIUJE 
EVAPDRATOR 
CAPEVP:23. 93 
!lilP?E:5.0 
:F~PE:2530'.l.O 
RETJ!l!l 
~'.l!IT!'lilE 
EV\?~~~'!"Q~ 
:APEV?:20. 27 
911PPE=J.O 
CF~PE=1751JO.O 
RETU:1~1 
'.:IJ'lT!"U~ 
EVAPORH'.H 
:APEV?:l'l.51 
~~PPE:2.0 
CF'lPE:12600.0 
RET~~N 
:orlTINUE 
1. 81 TD!l/TD, 3 !lP/l'A:;, 1140 ~P'I 
1. 27TO!l/TD, 1. 5 :1P/FA'I, 11110 RP'l 
J.91 TOtl/TD, 1.0 'IP/FAil, 1141) RP'I 
EVHORATOR - '.l.67 TOIUTD, 0.75 'lP/l'All, 1140 RP'~ 
CAPEVP:10.67 
9HPP:'.=1.5 
CFMPE=8900.0 
RETURN 
COHTINUE 
llRITE(6, 110) 
FOR'lAT(lOX,'' 1 I 110 EVPERATOR IS DEF!~ED t t t ') 
12-n 
7210 
7220 
723'.l 
724'.l 
7250 
725'.I 
727'.I 
72~j 
7 29'.l 
?3JJ 
7310 
7320 
?33'.l 
73QO 
7353 
7?,-5') 
7373 
?35J 
7391 
74JJ 
. 741 J 
742J 
7q 3'.l 
744~ 
7145) 
746'.l 
7q70 
7q31 
7491 
7500 
7510 
7520 
753J 
7540 
7550 
7550 
7570 
7580 
7590 
7610 
7610 
76?a 
7630 
7640 
755'.l 
7650 
7570 
7630 
7690 
77JJ 
7710 
7720 
7730 
7740 
7750 
7760 
7770 
7780 
7790 
S;"'1? 
i:~n 
7310 
7310 
_, 
(J"I 
N 
20J 
205 
210 
215 
?. ?1 
225 
230 
240 
2'j') 
2:;5 
250 
CO'~PJTER PRJGSA~ FJR ~ODEL - 31 
,,.,, .. , ....•••........•..••••.. 
~og VARIABLE ~A~ES REFER TO COMPUTER PROGRA~ FOR ~JCEL - 32 
T~!S UGDEL IS CHECKED WITH THE RESULTS PUJLIS~E} ru 'E=~es~tE 10 
I~PLI:!T R'AL*3 (A-Y,0-Z) 
X-~~E~!D!~lS AVARI~BLE C!IAtiG£S TH VARIABLE J L 
!-P'.1E:I9!~1'J AVAR!AAL::.'. C!i!'\!IG£S T:1 VAR.i'".1.[)LE 0 E:-:J::~ 'l.;~I.~JL:: 
C:J''."!0':/"!'RID.VLI,LXP1 ,A(33) ,B(33 ,C(33l ,D(3 ) , 3) 
JI~S•SIJ~ ~(33l,Xl331 
DI~'.':'ISI'.l'l H:'M(33l,DH(33l,TDH(33l,CPU(33),CP'l(]Jl 
~l..\'1ELIST /~A\11/LX,IXPRT I ITPRT I XLI, TI~F .T~AX,JT~,J~i: ,~TCCF 
I ,HPRT,ITPRT1 
JATA rrn,IOT/5,6/ 
~ATA XO,T,IXPRT,ITPRT/2*0.00D00,1,10/ 
DATA XL,LX/1,0D00,10/ 
:'OR'IATC///,4X,'Ti!E EQUHIO:J TD SE SOLVED IS',// 
I ,1JX,'i:>/DX(K(U)*)U/iJX)=R'!oJ 1 C(U)•)U/i:>T',// 
•,ax, 'THE SOU'.li.lARY CON)ITJO;/S ARE',// 
1 ,lJX,• AT X:O.O DU/;JX = J.O',// 
• ,lOX,' AT X:L DUl:lX + (CITCOF/K(U)) 1 (J-JI::;-)) = 0.0',// 
I) 
FCR~AT(5X,'IUPUT DATA',// 
•,10X 1 'LEUGTH VARIES F"ROM ',F5 • .l,' TO ',F5.3,2A,'Ul',// 
•,1ox,•uo. OF SECTIO!lS ALOUG LEllGTil =',13,// 
1 1 1 .) X 1 'TI iff = 1 1 F 7. 1 r 2X , 1 F 1 1 / / 
* ,1JX,':iTCOF= 1 ,F7.1,2X,'BTU/HR-FT 1 •2-F',// 
' , lOX, 'EllTl!ALPY REDUCTION =' ,F7. 1,2X, '3T~/L3',// 
I) 
FOR'IAT(5X, 'T!!E VAL'JES OF U(X, Tl .H Tl'IE:O.O !II ~ A?E' ,/) 
FOR~AT(/l,5X,'Tl!E VALUES OF H(X,Tl AT TI'IE•l.O Ill 37U/L3 AR~',/) 
FGR~AT(315X,3('U(',F5.3,' ,D.0) =', G12.4,2Xl,//)) 
!'OR'IAT(g(5X, 1('11(' ,F5.3,' ,O.O) =', G12.4,2X),//)) 
FOR'IAT(/l,5X,'Tl'IE = ',F8.4, 5X,'AVE. ENTHALPY REDU~:ro~ = ',F6.1 
I ,?.X, rqTU/L"I}' 1 /) 
F'lR'IAT(I, 10X,'X = ',11F10.3) 
FJR'IAT(I, 1ox,•u = ',11F10.1) 
FOR'IAT(/,10X,'H = ',11F10.1) 
!''.JR'IAT( 1'11) 
DO 5 J = 1, 4 
R'IJ:55. o· 
XO=O.O 
T:O.O 
LX=10 
ITPRT:lO 
Tl~lIT=45. 0 
ITPRT1:2 
HPRT:115.0 
LI=l 
~TCOF=5.0 
XLI=1. O 
TI!IF:-20.0 
DT~=1. 0 
D!lf:120.0 
TMAX=lO.O 
READ(IIN,NAM1) 
ttT'IAX=(IT~AX"50.0)/DTM)+1 
10 
20 
30 
4D 
50 
so 
70 
30 
90 
DJ 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
1 "f) 
lZ;:) 
190 
2JO 
21J 
no 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
23J 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
J50 
360 
370 
380 
390 
4JO 
4 1.0 
'l20 
430 
44J 
i'-i-jO 
460 
470 
430 
490 
500 
510 
')20 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
:;go 
590 
10 
c 
17 
16 
40 
Y.'.=XLI/12.0 
XLX=L X 
DX:XL/XLX 
LXP1=LX+1 
LXP2=LX+2 
·.:RITS(IOT ,250) 
·..iRITE(!'.l7,llA'~1) 
'1RITE ( IOT, 20J l 
·..:r::-c:u::r; ,2'.J5) XJ,:c .. r,Lx, -::-:~~==- .~:T::J:, ~:ff 
••• FillDI!lG X-SESTI0'.!3,UCX,J.J),~~:.IALPY 
;JJ 10 IX=1,LXP1 
X(:X)=XO 
U (IX ):TI'.IIT 
:PJ(IX)=CP(J(IX)) 
TDil(!X):O.O 
:?FM (IX)= U 1 • 6 • 1 • 8) + (). 35 1 (J (I XI- 32. 0)) 
XO:XO+)X 
CJUT I ~·lUE 
cqL=~TCJF 1 2.0 1JX/DK(J{LXP1)) 
U (L XP2) • U ( L X l- ( C8 l "( J ( L XP 1 ~-TI>;;- l I 
'1R!TE(l'lT,210) 
••••• LOOP 10 
WRITE(l~T,220) (X(:Xl,U(IXl ,!X=1,LX?1,IXP~Tl 
\./RTTE(!OT,215) 
;,<RTTE(lJT,225) (X(IX),~f"HIXl,IX:l,LXDl,IXPnTl 
WRITF.II'lT,260) 
·* 1 ~ L1,P 2~ I~ ~OS EVE~Y TI~E IN:RI~~~T DI ''* 111 20 1111111 2~ 
D'J 15 ITT = 1 , 3 
DT=DT'l/o'lJ.0 
'.:T'-1A:2J 
l!'(ITT.F.O.ll ·:;') n 16 
IF(ITT.EQ.2) :;o TO 17 
:IT'H ='IT'I AX 
DT=Ji''',/6'). 0 
GO TJ 16 
COUTillJE 
DT=DT:~/120. 0 
llTMA:({(l0.0/60.0)-T)/~T+0.5) 
CJllTillUE 
P=DT/(2.o•:ix•oxl 
DO 20 IT=1, llT'.-IA 
TD'IT=O. 0 
T=T+DT 
••• LOOP 40 rs FOR CALCULATIO~ 0, COEFF 1ae11 40 @eeee 4U 
DO 40 IX=2,LX 
IXP1:IX+1 
IX'11:IX-1 
UAP:(U(!XP1 )+U(IX)l/2.0 
UA~=(J(IX)+~(IX~l))/2.0 
CPP=CPU(!X)•R 1l0 
llKP=qK(IJAP) 
llY."l=!JK(UAM) 
P'lKP:P 1 flKP 
P~KP:P•BKP 
P!1~·~ =P 1 f1K'1 
A(IX):-P'll('f 
B(IX):(CPP+(P3K~+P3KP)) 
C(IX):-P!JKP 
D(IX)= (PBKP*(U (IXP11-U{IX)) )-(P3K!-1"1U (IX)-U(IX"l 1))) + (CPP*U (IX)) 
CO!ITillUE 
UA~P:(U(1)+U(2))/2.0 
GOO 
610 
620 
630 
64J 
5SO 
560 
670 
680 
69') 
7QJ 
710 
720 
130 
74J 
750 
'/60 
no 
·roo 
79J 
3J'.l 
310 
320 
33J 
]!lJ 
~50 
360 
370 
33J 
HJ 
9JJ 
91J 
j2J 
930 
9•J 
~·.iO 
J'.iJ 
91J 
BJ 
99J 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1J4J 
1050 
1050 
1070 
103J 
10)0 
110•) 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1130 
1190 
__, 
U1 
w 
c 
SS 
50 
25 
c 
CPP : CPU(l l'RrlO 
3K'IP:!3'CCJAMP) 
P3K!1P:P*BKMP 
A(l):O.O 
B( 1 ):(C?P+(2.0'P<lK'.1P)) 
C( 1 ):-2.0*P3K"IP 
D(1):(2.0*P'3K'1P*(U(2)-U(1))) + (CPP*U(l )) 
C9L:9TCOF 1 2.0*JX/9K(U(LXP1)) 
UJJF:U(LXPl)-TIUF 
U(LXP2) : J(LX)-(CRL*~Dlf) 
lJAP:U(LXP1) 
~A'l:(U(LXP1)+U(LX))/2.0 
CPP:CPU(LXP1)*R~0 
BKP: 1l'C(UAP) 
BK'l:'lK(UA"I) 
P1i<P:P 1 RKP 
P'lK'~ :P *!lK"I 
A(LXP1):-(P3K~+P3KP) 
"(LXP1):CPP+(PBK"l+P~KP)+(PJKP*C9L) 
C(LXP1 ):0.0 
D(LXP1)=(PBKP'(U(LXP2)-U(LXP1))) -(PJK~*(J(~XPi)-J(LX))) 
S +(CPP*U(LXPl)) + (PJKP*CDL*TINF) 
CALL TR1DAG 
*** LDJP 50 IS FOR CALCULATING SNTHALPY +•++ 50 ++++ 50 
)0 50 IX=l,LXPl 
CPV(IX):CP(V(IX)) 
JUY:(U(IXl-V(!X))/3.0 
UT 1 :U (IX )-DUV 
UT2::JT1-DUV 
CP!-11:CP(UT1) 
CPM2:CP(UT2) 
CPA=CCPU(!X)+CPV(!X)+CPM1+CPM2)/•.1 
!F(IX.LT.LX) JO TO 55 
D'JV2:JUV/2.0 
UT3:'J (JX)-DUV2 
n4:'JT3-DUV 
UT5:V(JX)-!JUV2 
CP'l3=CP(UT3) 
CP'l4:CP(IJTI/) 
CP'~5=CP(IJT5) 
CPA:((CPA*4.0)+CPM3+CPM4+CPM5)/7.D 
C~>ITl'IUE 
DH(IX):CPA*(U(IX)-V(!X)) 
G P'J (IX)= C PV (! X) 
T011 CI X)=TD!l ( !Xl+DH( IX l 
TDHT=TDHT+TDH(!X) 
".:0NT!NUE 
TDllB= (TDHT-(0. 5*(TDll ( 1)+TD!l(LXP1)))) /LX 
TDll(LXPl ):TDH(LX) 
If(TDHTA.GE.DHFl ~OTO 70 
IF(TDllTA.GE.HPRTl ITPRT:!TPRTl 
!Tl=IT/ITPRT 
IT2:IT 1 *ITPRT 
IF(IT2.NE.!Tl GO TO 25 
WRITE(IOT,230) T,TDHTA 
WRITE(IOT,240) (X(IX),IX=1,LXP1,IXPRTl 
llR!TE(IOT,250) (V(!X) ,IX=1,LXP1,IXPRT) 
WRITE(IOT,255) (TDH(IX),IX:l,LXP1,IXPRT) 
CONTINUE 
*'* LOOP 60 IS FOR TRMISFERHIG TllE TEMPERATURE ARRAY --- 50 ---60 
12JJ 
1210 
122J 
12 3 J 
124J 
125J 
1250 
1270 
123J 
129J 
1 300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1 54 J 
1 350 
1 3:;J 
1 370 
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!)0 'SJ IX:1 ,LXPl 
~(IX) = VC!Xl 
CCPITI~l'J~ 
SO~lTPl'J~ 
~J'l7l:ITO: 
:: J•;r I ~J J£ 
· . :R::c:CtJi, 
{ ?~· 
( JJ.' 
:):f!'A. 
IX), IX:l, LXP 1, IXPRT) 
IXl,~X:l,LX?l,iX?RT) 
~OllTillJ 
ST·JP 
( :JT' --:i(IX),IX=1,LXP1,IXPJT) 
mo 
SU9RJUTI~E T~!)AG 
I~PLr:r·r REAL•3 (A-:i,:-:) 
SUB. TRIJA~ .3JLV~S A TR:JIA3:::AL SY37E~ OF EQJATIQ:J~ 
A-SU3. D~.\~., B-JlAS., C-$'...LP. ::IA:;., D-CJ~:>T .. ~ATRIX 
L!-S~3SCRIP. JF Fi~ST A~) LX- )~ LAST EU~TION 
C0~~0N/TR!CA/LI,LX ,AC33),B(33),:(33),D(33),V(33) 
DI~EHS!OI 3ETA(3•),GA"~A(~4) 
JATA IOT/o/ 
'.FCLX.LT.LI) 10 T0 3 
ri;:T:l.(LI ):r'i(L!) . 
11'1V,(Ll)='l(L!)/PETA(Ll) 
LTPl=L!+l 
~'l 1 l=L!P1.LX 
~ET.\( ! l = 'l ( '. l - ' ( '. ) * : ( ! - 1 ) I!? E"'." ,\( ! - 1 ) 
s~·~~A(l ):CJ(: )-AC! )•;.~''"~A(!-1 ))/'lE"'."\(l) 
V(LX):'.;.''~V,(LX) 
L''T=LX-L! 
J'.) 2 l\:1, L.\S7 
!:LX-:< 
V(! )=,.A'l'!A(l )-CCI )*'l(I+l )/!lETA(l l 
R ETU R ~l 
WR!TE(IOT, 110) 
FORMATC5X,'F!RST EQUATIO!I :IJ'.BER IS BIGGER TllAll LAST EQ. llUM3ER'l 
RETURN 
Efl!l 
FUN:TDN 3K CT!') 
l~PLICIT REAL"3 (A-H,0-Zl 
IF(TF.GE.29.0) ,J "'."J 10 
!F(TF.LE.-20.0l lJ 7] 2J 
TF2:TF 1 TF 
BK=0.79S15-(5.43226J-03*TF)+(3.7151GJ-05*Tf2)-(4. 19922D-06 1 Tf*Tf2) 
$ -(4.04242D-07*TF2*TF2) 
RETURll 
~K=·O. 28 
RETURll 
qK=0.89 
R~TU~!I 
E!l9 
FU•l:TI'ltl ~P(Tf) 
l"PLICJT RDL"3 (A-!1,0-Z) 
lf(TF.GE.31.1) SQ TO 10 
IF(TF.LE.1.4) ,J TO 20 
!F(TF.LT.31.1.AllD.TF.GT.29.3) CP:-14.722 1 TF+459.76 
!F(TF.LE.29.3.AllD.Tf.GT.27.5) CP:10.889*Tf-290.64 
!F(TF.LE.27.5.AttJ.Tf.GT.12.2) CP=53.874-(15.15"TF)+(l.3405*TF*TF) 
S -(5.17954~-J2*TF 1 *3)+(7.4305D-04*TF*•4) 
IF(Tf.LE.12.2.AllJ.TF.GT.1.4) CP:(2.7773E-02*Tf)+0.61111 
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